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Introduction 

The report which follows reflects the information obtained regarding the 
implementation of the second year of the Minnesota Universal Breakfast Pilot 
Program. The data has been gathered on-site by a team of evaluators from the Center 
for Applied Research and Educational Improvement (CAREI). All of the persons 
doing the interviewing have had experience as elementary classroom teachers and 
are, therefore, very familiar with the culture of the school setting. 

Except for the participating schools' names and staff which are all part of the 
public record, every precaution has been taken to guard the anonymity of the 
respondents in this study. The cooperation of all groups of stakeholders and 
participants continued to be excellent. The team of evaluators is of the opinion that 
the report which follows is a true and valid picture of the experiences of the pilot 
sites in the Minnesota Universal Breakfast Pilot Program. 
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Minnesota Universal Breakfast Pilot Study 
Year Two 1995-96 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The report which follows reflects the information obtained regarding the 
implementation of the second year of the Minnesota Universal Breakfast Pilot 
Program. 

Theoretical Context for Minnesota Breakfast Study 
Nutrition and general health have been shown to be key determinants of 

school progress and achievement. Hungry children tend to have diminished 
concentration and learning capacity. Over the past 20 years, new data are available 
from studies that tested the effects of breakfast on cognition among children and 
adolescents. These data show that the availability of the breakfast program in public 
schools increases the probability that children will eat breakfast and improve their 
educational status. 

Description of Sites 
When the program began in September, 1994, four elementary schools had 

been selected by the State of Minnesota to be designated Pilot Sites. Two of the sites, 
Hendricks/Ivanhoe and Dawson/ Boyd, are in rural Minnesota, a third, Andersen 
Open School, is in an urban area, and the fourth, Oak Grove Elementary, is located 
in a Twin Cities' suburb. In December of 1994, there were two additional elementary 
pilot sites added, one being rural, Cold Spring Elementary, and the other, Newport 
Elementary, metro-suburban. 

Three elementary control sites were selected for evaluation purposes: Isanti 
Elementary is a rural site, Fair Oaks in Brooklyn Park is suburban, and Lincoln 
Elementary in Minneapolis is an urban site. Over the course of the first year, 
changes were made to how the traditional free and reduced breakfast program was 
served at Lincoln Elementary. As a result Lincoln no longer met the criteria for a 
control school in this study, therefore, Jackson Elementary School in St. Paul was 
selected to replace Lincoln Elementary. 

Student Participation in the Breakfast Program 
Reports from the Minnesota Department of Children, Families & Leaming 

(Minnesota Children) Food and Nutrition Services (FNS) stated that "During FY 
1994, Minnesota public schools with breakfast programs had only 12% of their 
students eating breakfast." Since its beginning, the Universal Breakfast Program has 
had excellent participation in all six pilot sites. 

Using the total meals served, the number of serving days and the average 
daily attendance, the average daily participation (ADP) rate is calculated for each site. 
The ADP's for the pilot sites range from a low of 75.2% for Newport Elementary to a 
high of 91 % at Dawson/Boyd. 
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Student Data 
No student interviews were completed in year two of the study. Student 

interviews done in year one were limited to students who qualified for free or 
reduced price meals. Among students eligible for free and reduced price meals before 
the Universal Breakfast Program, about half chose to eat breakfast most of the time. 
Another one fifth of the group ate breakfast sometimes. Those who didn't eat most of 
the time said they ate at home or they were afraid to be late for class as reasons why 
they didn't eat breakfast at school. 

Two thirds of the students interviewed felt positively about everyone in the 
school eating breakfast this year. The other one third said it didn't make a difference. 

Teacher Data 
All teachers were individually interviewed midyear and surveyed by 

questionnaire in the spring of 1996. Consistent with the findings at the end of year 
one, teachers were overall very positive about the breakfast program in their school 
and the effect it had on students learning and behavior. Many teachers feel it has 
become part of the school day and is an activity everyone expects just like reading or 
math. 

Again, this year, teachers were asked to identify the extent to which the 
Breakfast Program had contributed to the following effects: learning readiness, social 
behavior, attendance, and physical effects. Similar to last year's findings, teachers 
perceived the Universal Breakfast Program had the strongest impact upon learning 
readiness and physical effects. Areas of social behavior and attendance were also 
positively affected by the Universal Breakfast Program. 

When teachers had the opportunity to express concerns about the Universal 
Breakfast Program, a few cited the nutritional content of breakfast, the amount of 
time away from learning, the choice of foods offered, and the amount of food wasted 
as issues. These concerns have decreased in intensity from the first year of the 
program. A few teachers continue to express concerns over who should be responsible 
for breakfast, parents or schools. Yet, these same teachers do report, despite their 
concerns, they do see the value of the breakfast program for children. 

Parent Data 
Thirty parent phone interviews were conducted at the end of the year in a 

random sampling where parents were asked to volunteer to share their concerns and 
feedback. Parents interviewed were very positive about the breakfast program and the 
effect it has on their child/ children. Parents who know they would be able to feed 
their children breakfast if the program was discontinued, feel strongly it needs to 
remain in place for those children and families who could not. Many have gotten so 
used to having the program available at their child's school it is hard for parents to 
remember what it was like before. A small group of urban parents expressed concern 
about the expected rise in their food bills during summer months when they must 
plan to feed their children breakfast at home. For some this was a significant expense · 
and they were concerned how they would financially manage. 
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Administrative Data 
Again, all principals report that the attitude in the school building and 

community towards the breakfast program remains positive and the program 
continues to run smoothly. Most principals comment it is hard to remember what 
things were like before the pilot breakfast program was in their school. 

Nurse Data 
In the pilot sites, in year one 1994-95, there was a drop in the number of visits 

to the health office by children complaining of stomach aches or head aches compared 
to the previous year._ In the view of the school nurses, the breakfast program appears 
to have been responsible for much of this change. Data collected in 1995-96 continues 
to show a decrease in number of visits to the health office by children for these 
reasons for several schools. 

School nurses were all in favor of the breakfast program continuing and felt 
that if it were discontinued, it would be a severe detriment to the students. The 
general feeling among school nurses was the program is in place and it is hard to 
remember what it was like without it. 

Food Service Personnel 
The consensus among the six food service personnel at the pilot sites in year 

one was that the breakfast program had been extra work and had created new 
challenges regarding space and time but it was a valuable benefit to the students in 
their schools. Necessary adjustments they mentioned included an increased need for 
more freezer space, an increase in staff time to provide breakfast, and a need to alter 
food preparation schedules. In many of the schools these adjustments were made. 

In year two, five of the six food service personnel interviewed strongly support 
· the program and expressed concerns for what will happen to children if the program 

does not continue. Several of the food service personnel continue to believe that 
there are many students who, for various reasons, come to school without breakfast. 
They believe that student health and well-being have benefited a great deal from the 
breakfast program. Overall, despite the challenges the program has created, the food 
service personnel are in favor of the breakfast program continuing. 

Nutritional Analysis Data 
In year two, no new nutritional analysis data was generated. The 24-hour 

nutrient intake of fourth grade children in pilot schools was compared to that of 
children in control schools during the first year of the project. At that time there were 
no significant differences in nutrient intake between schools, with all children having 
similar intake of dietary fat, carbohydrate and protein. In all schools, the percent of 
calories from fat was below the national average for children and adults. This 
indicates that the fat content of the school breakfasts was closer to what is 
recommended for a healthy diet than what is typically consumed. Nutrient intake 
data from the two schools beginning the Breakfast Program in December 1994 showed 
that the availability of the Breakfast Program increased the likelihood that children 
would consume a more substantial breakfast. 
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Achievement Test Data 
Standardized achievement test data has been collected from all six pilot sites as 

well as the three control sites. The variety of test publishers, testing schedules, and 
grades tested represented among the sites presents roadblocks to comparison. Given 
these variables, the only meaningful comparisons are made within each school, with 
the same group of children as they move from grade to grade. 

In looking at the scores of third graders before the Breakfast Program compared 
to their scores as fifth graders in year two of the project, a general increase in 
percentile scores for composite Reading and Math is noted. Caution needs to be taken 
when interpreting these achievement scores as it was not possible to control for 
certain variables like the presence of other new innovations which the school may be 
implementing which could impact scores. It is not possible based on the data 
provided to conclude that the breakfast program is correlated with this general 
increase of scores. 

Conclusion 
The evaluation of the Minnesota Universal Breakfast Pilot Study in its second 

year finds·the experience of this state to be consistent with that of others as cited in the 
literature review. They point to the importance of good nutrition, including 
breakfast. 

The comprehensive nature of the Minnesota study and the consistent results 
found in year two of this evaluation, reinforces the importance of breakfast upon 
student behavior and performance. 
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Andersen Open Elementary School 

Description 

The Andersen Open School is a K-8 non-traditional school in the Minneapolis 
School District. It is located in the inner city just blocks from two major medical 
centers. The Open School program is part of a larger complex that includes two other 
elementary programs, the Contemporary School and a Special Education program, as 
well as a pre-school, an Adult Basic Education program, a G.E.D. program and an 
elementary latchkey program. Only the Open School is participating in the Breakfast 
Program. 

There are 807 students in this school with 77.4% of the attendees approved for 
free and reduced price meals in October 1995. The diverse population in this school, 
both student and staff, includes many ethnic groups. 

The non-traditional education program reflects a student-centered approach to 
learning and teaching. The teachers engage students in active learning using a variety 
of instructional materials. There are many examples of student projects and art work 
displayed 'throughout the school. They also utilize small group techniques and 
encourage student discussion. 

Upon entering the school one has a feeling of an active, bustling community. 
The arrangement of spaces is flowing and flexible . While the time is scheduled (for 
things like eating, recess, etc.) it doesn't seem rigid. The atmosphere of the building is 
friendly, but there is a high concern for safety and security in this urban location. 

The breakfast program at Andersen Open is unique from the other pilot sites in 
several respects. All grades, K-8, are included; pre-school children of adults attending 
Adult Basic Education at the site are allowed to have breakfast; all food arrives 
prepared and prepackaged from a central district location off-site. 

Like some of the other pilot sites, some classes eat breakfast in the cafeteria and 
some classes eat in their rooms. At this location, there is very little wasted food no 
matter where it is consumed. Teachers say the students are hungry and the 
participation rate is high with 89% of the students eating breakfast. The staff is very 
enthusiastic about the breakfast program and its benefits for their students. 
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Cold Spring Elementary School 

Description 

Cold Spring, a Star City of Central Minnesota, is located seventy miles 
northwest of the Twin Cities and 15 miles southwest of St. Cloud. It is part of the 
Rocori Area School District. Cold Spring advertises itself as "a City with 'Hometown 
Pride"'. That pride is clearly evident in the Cold Spring Elementary School. A new 
elementary building was opened in September of 1993. The facility has many 
innovative features such as the Flexible Team Leaming Areas, the Commons, 
advanced technology capacity and a comprehensive, centrally-located office complex. 
The structural design of the new building supports the elementary program which is 
dedicated to providing a caring learning community which helps children develop 
intellectual skills as well as those of a responsible citizen. 

"Hometown Pride'~ emanates from the elementary principal when he speaks of 
the school building, program, faculty and staff, as well as the student body. In fact, this 
sense of pride permeates the school. 

Cold Spring Elementary School has 657 students, primarily Euro-American. 
The percentage of students approved for free and reduced price meals in October 1995 
is 19.9%. As observed on several visits, the children are enjoying the new facilities, 
especially the outside playground equipment and the carpeted Commons area inside. 
Academic and artistic projects done by students are displayed throughout the 
building. 

The quiet hum throughout the school day attests to the engagement of students 
in active learning. Part of the program philosophy at Cold Spring Elementary is an 
emphasis on whole group, inclusive instruction that strives to integrate content 
areas. With the large spaces provided by the Flexible Team Leaming Areas, teachers 
are able to accommodate large group presentations, small group projects, or any 
number of enrichment or remedial activities that might be needed. The arrangement 
of classrooms with demountable walls around the perimeter of the Team Learning 
Area further enhances the flexibility of learning space available to teachers and 
students. 

There are four classrooms of each grade level except 6th grade, which has five 
sections. The gender mix of classroom teachers favors the females, almost three to 
one. The average teaching experience among the staff is fourteen years. 

Breakfast had never been served at Cold Spring Elementary prior to 
participation in this pilot project. This was a new experience for the cooks and 
kitchen staff, janitors, teachers and students. Unlike all the other schools in the 
project, routines and schedules had to be created from scratch, not just expanded or 
revised. At the end of the school year the principal was considering some changes, 
especially with scheduling. 

Students arrive at school on buses and eat breakfast before going to their classes. 
Participation in the breakfast program school-wide averaged 74.3%. 
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Dawson/Boyd Elementary School 

Description 

Dawson/Boyd is a small outstate district located in a rural area in southwestern 
Minnesota, 145 miles from the Twin Cities. There is a large grain operation in this 
small town, which is located near the school building. The Ag Processing Company 
processes soy beans into flour and oil. 

The school building houses the entire school program, ranging from early 
childhood to bigh school. The elementary section and junior high I high school 
section are separated by the commons area (cafeteria), which they share. It is a newer 
building and the elementary side has a nice playground area with new equipment. 
The elementary school houses the early childhood/special education program, as well 
as Head Start and the Early Childhood Family Education program. Grades K - 6 and 
the early childhood and Head Start program participate in the breakfast program. 
There are 385 students in the elementary school with 35.8% of the. students approved 
for free and reduced price meals in October 1995. It is largely a Euro-American 
population. 

There is a friendly atmosphere throughout the elementary school. There are 
two classrooms of grades 1, 2, 4, and 5; and three classrooms of grades K, 3, and 6. The 
teaching staff has a good gender mix. The elementary principal is an extremely 
enthusiastic and supportive person who has been in the district for 30 years, both as a 
principal and a teacher. He is very involved in the community as well. The 
elementary program appears to be more traditional, as students' desks are arranged in 
rows for the most part and students were observed working at their seats on 
pencil/paper activities. 

Staff support of the breakfast program is mostly positive. There is a strong 
breakfast program advisory committee, which includes parents, staff and students. 
Dawson/Boyd has done much to promote the breakfast program, including having 
high school athletes and cheerleaders eat with the elementary students. 

The participation rate by students in the breakfast program is high with 91 % of 
the students eating breakfast. Some classes eat breakfast in the classrooms, and may 
watch a morning news program or be read to by the teacher as they eat. In other 
classes the teacher takes the students to the cafeteria to eat their breakfast. 
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H endricks/Ivanhoe Elementary School 

Description 

Hendricks/Ivanhoe is a small outstate district located in the farming region of 
extreme southwestern Minnesota. The recent pairing of Hendricks and Ivanhoe has 
brought all the elementary students, grades K-6, to the school building in Hendricks 
and all the secondary students, grades 7-12, to the school building in Ivanhoe. The 
Breakfast Program is being offered in the elementary school in Hendricks. The 
percentage of students who were approved for free and reduced price meals in October 
1995 was 53.1 %. 

Hendricks is a rural prairie town with an estimated population of 684. The 
town itself is about six square blocks in size. The one-block "downtown" strip 
includes several businesses such as the Post Office, grocery store, and video / variety 
store. 

The school building is located in the center of the town. The main structure of 
the school is old and was originally built as a high school. Several additions built 
over the years have given it an eclectic look both inside and out. A striking feature 
upon entering the oldest portion of the school is the rows of framed pictures of the 
graduating seniors of Hendricks going back many decades. The graduating classes 
have been relatively small (under thirty). 

Hendricks and Ivanhoe have been paired districts for five years. Until the start 
of the 1994-1995 school year, each had their own elementary school. Ivanhoe's school 
had more children than Hendricks'. A reorganization for the 1994-1995 school year 
combined the two elementary schools into one and located it in the Hendricks 
building. All the Ivanhoe elementary teachers have moved over to Hendricks and a 
brand new principal came on board at the end of August. 

In the Hendricks / Ivanhoe Elementary School there are two classrooms of each 
grade level, K-6. With an elementary enrollment of 289 students, classes average 
twenty-one students each. While the primary grades, K-2, are located together in the 
newer wing of the building (formerly the entire elementary wing), the other grades 
are randomly scattered throughout the older portion of the building. Spaces such as 
the former art room, science lab and home ec lab are not being utilized. All 
intermediate classrooms, except fifth grade, appear to have a traditional arrangement 
of students sitting individually in rows with the teacher's desk at the front or back of 
the room. Schedules posted on the chalkboards present a traditional listing of content 
areas throughout the day. 

All classes eat breakfast in the cafeteria. Teachers bring the students to the 
cafeteria and supervise them during the eating time. The breakfast participation rate 
for year two is 89.7%. 
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Newport Elementary School 

Description 

Newport Elementary is one of eleven elementary schools in the South 
Washington County School District. The district is in a suburban area located in one 
of the fastest growing areas on the St. Paul side of the Twin Cities. The community of 
Newport is ten miles southeast of St. Paul and has a population of approximately 
3,700 people. 

The majority of the 409 students enrolled at Newport Elementary are from the 
working class Newport community. A small portion of the student body comes from 
Woodbury, a more affluent community. The percentage of Newport students who 
were approved for free and reduced price meals in October 1995 was 37%. 

There are two sections of each grade level except first grade which has three 
sections. The average teaching experience for the faculty is eleven years . The 
principal is relatively new, just completing her third year at the school. She is an 
enthusiastic supporter of the breakfast program. 

The· school building has had several different additions over the years giving it 
an eclectic architectural style. Student work is displayed in many of the hallways. 
Individual classrooms are arranged traditionally along the hallways. Cursory 
observations reveal most classrooms arranged with traditional student seating of 
desks in rows. 

Students in grades Kindergarten through fourth grade go from the bus to the 
cafeteria for breakfast before class time starts. Their early start is due to participation 
in Project SOAR (System Of Accelerated Reading). Under this program senior citizen 
volunteers come into the school before class time to read with ·students in the library. 
These volunteers have been invited to join the young students at breakfast in the 
cafeteria. The principal reports that there is a core of five volunteers who come to 
school every Wednesday and Friday morning, have breakfast with their young 
students, then go down to the library for a reading session. 

Students in grade 6 pick up their breakfast in the cafeteria and take it to their 
classrooms to eat. Students in grade 5 eat breakfast as a class in the cafeteria after 
school starts. 

Student participation in the breakfast program averaged 75% school-wide. All 
students have become very efficient about stacking th~ir recyclable styrofoam trays 
thus reducing space occupied by waste. 
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Oak Grove Elementary School 

Description 

Oak Grove is a K-4 elementary school located in the Minneapolis suburb of 
Bloomington, right behind the Intermediate School which houses all 5th and 6th 
graders in Bloomington. There are 387 students in this school with 29.1 % of the 
attendees approved for free and reduced price meals in October 1995. There is an 
ethnically mixed student population. 

The school building is 29 years old, and has been recently renovated. It is a 
pleasant, inviting environment. At one end of the building sits the school media 
center which is surrounded by open classrooms of third and fourth graders. There are 
four classes of Kindergarten, 1st grade, and 3rd grade; and three classes each of 2nd 
and 4th grades. For the most part, desks are arranged either in rows or clusters 
throughout the classrooms. The elementary program appears to be more traditional, 
and teachers are very business-like. At the time we were there, students, for the most 
part, were working individually at their seats. 

The' breakfast program is well established and running smoothly. In year one, 
students came to the cafeteria as a class with their teacher. In year two, due to a later 
start time, students have breakfast before the start of the day. There is a set menu and 
students know what choices will be available each day. Cereal and toast are always an 
alternative for those students who do not wish to eat the day's item choice. This 
seems to be one of the main reasons for the program's success, as there is very little 
waste at this school. 

Staff support of the breakfast program is mostly positive. In year two student 
participation rates averaged 87.5%. 
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Data Summary for Breakfast Pilot Sites 
Break Down of Free and Reduced Price Meals Served 

Following is a chart which summarizes the break down of free and reduced 
price meals served a t each pilot site. Aside from the narrative description of each 
school, this chart illustrates in a comparative fashion the percentage of students 
approved for free and reduced price meals at each site, along with the percentage of 
free and reduced price breakfasts and lunches served. 

Table 1 

Project Site 

Cold Spring 

Dawson/ 
·Boyd 

Andersen 
Open 

Hendricks / 
Ivanhoe 

Newport 

Oak Grove 

School Years 1994-95 and 1995-96 
Data Summary 

% of Students % of Breakfasts % of Lunches 
Approved for Free Served Free and Served Free and 
& Reduced Priced Reduced Reduced 

Meals 
Oct. 1994 Oct.1995 1994-95 1995-96 1994-95 1995-96 

21.9% 
(Dec.) 19.9% *22.0% 23.4% 25.7% 26.0% 

38.5% 35.8% 38.0% 37.4% 37.1% 36.7% 

84.1 % 77.4% 93.3% 86.4% 90.9% 89.8% 

43.9% 53.1% 46 .9% 52.3% 46.8% 51.3% 

34.4% 
(Dec.) 37.0% *37.5% 39.7% 42.7% 43.8% 

32.3% 29.1 % 32.1% 31.7% 39 .4% 37.4% 

* December, 1994-June, 1995 
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The Control Sites 

Descriptions 

The control sites were chosen to match the pilot sites on geographic location 
and socio-economic status (based on free and reduced meal count). The geographic 
locations in the Universal Breakfast Project are inner city urban, suburban and rural. 
The urban pilot site is Andersen Open School located in Minneapolis. The urban 
control site in year one was Lincoln Elementary, also in Minneapolis. However, after 
Lincoln had been established as a control site, it began operating under a new 
Provision 2 agreement. As Lincoln students receive breakfast meals at no charge 
through Provision 2, the breakfast programs at Lincoln and Andersen schools were 
essentially the same. As a result, Jackson Elementary School in St. Paul was chosen as 
the urban control site for year 2 of the project. The suburban pilot sites in this study 
are Oak Grove Elementary in Bloomington and Newport Elementary. The suburban 
control site is Fair Oaks Elementary in the Osseo School District. The rural pilot sites 
are Cold Spring Elementary, Dawson/ Boyd Elementary and Hendricks/Ivanhoe 
Elementary schools. Isanti Elementary was used as the rural control site. The table 
below shows the pairing of pilot sites and control sites. 

Table 2 
Pilot Sites and Control Sites Matched by Geographic Location 

1995-1996 

Location 

inner city urban 

suburban 

rural 

Pilot School Control School 

Andersen Open, Mpls. Jackson Elementary, St. 
Paul 

Oak Grove, Bloomington Fair Oaks, Osseo 
Newport 

Cold Spring Isanti Elementary and 
Middle School 

Dawson/ Boyd 
Hendricks I Ivanhoe 

The second matching criteria for control and pilot sites was free and reduced 
price meal percentages. These percentages are indicators of the socio-economic level 
of the community where the school is located. While the percentages are not exactly 
the same, they are relatively close. These percentage pairings can be seen on Table 3. 



Table 3 
Pilot Sites and Control Sites Matched by 1993-94 

Percentage of Fee/Reduced Lunches Served 

Pilot Site 
Andersen Open (Mpls.) 

Oak Grove (Bloomington) 
Newport 

Cold Spring 
Dawson/Boyd 

Hendricks/Ivanhoe 

*based on 1994-95 percentages 

fir% 
70.6% 

24.8% 
39.0% 

25.5% 
38.0% 
48.0% 

Control Site 
Jackson Elementary School 

Fair Oaks (Osseo) 

Isanti Elementary School 

13 

f/r % 
*90.0 

47.7 

38.8% 
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Breakfast Participation 

Reports from the MN Department of Children, Families, and Learning, Food 
and Nutrition Services (FNS) stated that "During FY 1994, Minnesota public schools 
with breakfast programs had only 12% of their students eating breakfast." Since its 
beginning, the Universal Breakfas t Program has had excellent participation in all six 
p ilot sites. Figure 1 and Table 4 below show both a comparison and yearly break down 
of the average da ily participation rates for each school. 

Figu re 1 
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Table 4 

Si te 

Cold 
Sp ring 

Dawson 

Andersen 

Hendricks 

Newport 

Oak Grove 

Average Daily Participation Rates for Year 1 and Year 2 

·-..... -· . , ~. 

' -, 

.. , 

Cold 

Spring 

Dawson 
Boyd 

Andersen 

D 1994-95 School Year (Year 1) 

D 1995-96 School Year (Year 2) 

Hendricks 
Ivanhoe 

Newport Oak 

Grove 

Average Daily Participation Rates for Years 1 and 2 

Total M eals Served N o. of serving Avg. Atten dance YTDADP 
d ays 

1994-95 1995-96 1994-95 1995-96 1994-95 1995-96 1994-95 1995-96 -
56,676 82,146 116 170 655 650 74 .6% 74.3% 
(Dec. - June) (Sept. - May) 

51,391 53,515 163 169 351 348 89 .8% 91.0% 
(Sept. - June) (Sept. - June) 
100,075 102,463 170 167 667 689 88.3% 89.0% 
(Sep t. - June) (Sept. - June) 
40,960 39,238 168 165 265 265 92.0% 89.7% 
(Sept. - May) (Sept. - May 
35,891 51,322· 116 171 390 399 79 .3% 75 .2% 
(Dec. - June) (Sep t. - June) 
59,275 54,093 160 169 380 366 97.5% 87.5% 
(Sep t. - June) (Sep t. - June) 

"All da ta taken from submitted monthly reports: 7 /13/95 and 7 / 15/96 
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Two schools, Dawson / Boyd and Andersen Open, show a slight increase in 
participation from Year one to Year two. Cold Spring's participation rate has 
remained stable. The remaining three schools, Hendricks/Ivanhoe, Newport, and 
Oak Grove, show a slight decline in participation rates during Year two. The decline 
in participation rate at Hendricks-Ivanhoe and Newport is within a few percentage 
points. Oak Grove does show a somewhat larger decline that might be attributed to 
the later start of the school day and more children eating breakfast at home or at their 
daycare before arriving at school. Also, in year two the system for meal choices for 
children attending afternoon kindergarten and before school daycare at the school 
changed. This change may account for the fluctuation in percentages. As a whole, the 
percentage of children participating in the breakfast program during Year Two 
remains high. Well over three-fourths of the children at all sites are having breakfast 
and in most schools the participation rate is closer to 90%. 

Other factors identified in year one of the program may continue to influence 
student participation in the breakfast program. The scheduling of breakfast is one 
factor. Some schools served breakfast as the students came off the buses, before the 
official start of the school day. Other schools had children report to their classrooms 
first, then proceed to breakfast as an entire class. Newport Elementary is the only 
school that divided its student body between the two, primary children went directly 
to breakfast from the bus and intermediate students ate later with their class. The 
serving schedules for each site can be found below in Table 5. 

Table 5 

Pilot Site Breakfast Serving Schedule and Participation Percentages for the 
1995-96 School Year 

Before School Starts/Off the Bus After the Day Starts/With Class 
Cold Spring (74.3%) Dawson/Boyd (91.0%) 

Andersen Open (89.0%) 
Hendricks/Ivanhoe (89.7%) 

Oak Grove (87.5%) 
Newport Primary (Kindergarten-3rd) Newport Intermediate (4th-6th) (79.3 % for 

grades K-6th) 

However, at this point it can't be assumed that scheduling breakfast either 
before school or during school directly affects the participation rates. For example, in 
year two Oak Grove made a change from serving students with their class after the 
start of the school day, to serving students before the start of the school day. This 
change was initiated based on their school start time in year two. Even though Oak 
Grove experienced a decrease in participation in year two when they changed how 
they served breakfast, other factors such as a later start in the school day and a change 
in meal options for school daycare children, may have accounted for the change in 
participation rates. On the other hand, Hendricks/Ivanhoe continued in year two to 
serve breakfast after the start of the day and experienced a slight decrease in 
participation. It appears, based on these two examples, that the time of day breakfast is 
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scheduled is not necessarily correlated with participation. Although, schools that 
serve breakfast after the start of the school day do show higher participation rates as a 
whole. 

In year one, Cold Spring had the lowest participation rate of the six pilot sites 
(74.6%). They are also the only school that had all children get off the bus and go to 
the cafeteria for breakfast. The principal reports that in the spring, as the weather got 
warmer, more students wanted to play outside for a few minutes before school rather 
than go inside to eat breakfast. During year two, Cold Spring initiated a change in 
check-in procedures to address these concerns. In year one, students could check in 
just outside the door of the cafeteria. It was felt this made it very easy for children to 
choose not to eat breakfast and use that time to play. Now the children have to come 
into the cafeteria and walk past the breakfast serving lines to check-in whether they 
will be having breakfast or not. It appears that this might have had a small effect on 
participation rates, yet Cold Spring continues to show the lowest participation rate of 
the six pilot schools. 

Another factor considered in year one that may have affected student 
participation in breakfast is whether the students ate in their classroom or walked 
down to the cafeteria to eat. Four schools, Dawson/Boyd Elementary, Cold Spring, 
Andersen,· and Newport, have some students eating in their classrooms. No data was 
gathered contrasting the participation rates of cafeteria eating and classroom eating. 

Pilot site breakfast participation continues to be high compared to the normal 
pattern of schools serving breakfast. A variety of aggressive promotion techniques, 
the sense of community and acceptance that is promoted when all children are treated 
equally and entitled to a breakfast, and the attention to serving schedules must 
account for these high rates. 

During both year one and year two, administrators from all six sites have had 
the opportunity to meet together by way of a video teleconference and share strategies 
for promoting student participation in the breakfast program. Some of their more 
successful promotion ideas that have been used during both years are: 

• Form a Breakfast Advisory Committee that includes parents and older students 
as well as staff members. Meet regularly. 

• Emphasize the importance and nutritional value of breakfast in the regular 
classroom health curriculum. 

• Publish the breakfast menu so everyone knows what will be served for breakfast. 

• Allow individual classrooms to plan a breakfast menu for a particular morning. 
Give credit to the class on the published menu that goes home with students. 
Invite parents of the class members to eat breakfast with their child at school that 
particular day. One school has students volunteer from that class to help serve the 
breakfast. 

• Invite local dignitaries and celebrities to join the students for breakfast. Some 
schools included the high school athletic "stars." 
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• Sponsor special days and give pencils or stickers to each student eating breakfast. 

• Offer cold cereal and milk every day as an option in addition to the hot entree. 

• Have teachers periodically join their class for breakfast. 
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Serving Patterns 

Each school serves breakfast in a way to efficiently meet the needs of children 
and time constraints within the larger school schedule. Following is a break down of 
the serving patterns each school used during year two of the project. 

Cold Spring Elementary: 
Breakfast is served to students before the start of the school day from 8:30 a.m. 

until 9:00 a.m. When students arrive at school, they go to their lockers to hang their 
coats and put away book bags and then go on to the cafeteria for breakfast. Three 
counters, with similar food on both sides, allow for six food lines to serve students. 
Cereal is provided daily as a choice item. After going through the serving line, 
students check-out with one of the three teacher aides. Students who choose not to 
have breakfast must enter the cafeteria and walk past the breakfast area to report that 
they will not be eating. This is a change from year one when students only needed to 
check-in at the door. It was felt having students check-in at the door affected 
participation rate. Students didn't take the time to come in and see what was being 
served, or were pressured by other children in the hall not to eat breakfast, and 
instead used this time as an extra recess rather than choosing to eat breakfast. 

The serving lines are set up so students can be as independent as possible in 
serving themselves. One person, usually the head cook, manages all six lines, unless 
an entree is being served that requires adults to do the actual portioning and serving, 
such as pancakes. In that case, another food service worker helps. Prep time for 
breakfast is generally from 7:00 a.m. until 8:30 a.m. each day. 

All students have their breakfast in the cafeteria and are permitted to sit at any 
of the tables with children of their choice. This has led to a lot of cross-age groupings 
among children and has allowed for children from the same family to eat together. 
This is very different from the hot lunch program where children are required to 
have lunch with their class. Kindergartners have their breakfast delivered to the 
Kindergarten area. 

Dawson/Boyd Elementary School: 
Breakfast is served to students at the start of the school day from 8:20 a.m. until 

9:10 a.m. Students report to their classrooms at the start of the day and then go on as a 
class to the cafeteria for breakfast. One sixth grade class picks up their breakfast and 
takes it back to their classroom to eat while they watch an educational show called 
Widdle. Two third grade classrooms also pick up their breakfast and take it back to 
their classrooms. 

Two serving lines are provided with similar food on each. In year two, cereal is 
offered as a daily choice item. Teachers check off the students' names as they leave 
the serving line indicating whether they have taken a breakfast. Preparation and 
clean up for breakfast is from 7:30 a.m. until 9:20 a.m. Four people are involved 
following a staggered shift. Two individuals report in at 7:30 a.m., followed by an 
additional person at 8:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. 
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Hendricks/Ivanhoe Elementary School: 
Students first report to their homerooms for opening activities and then go to 

the cafeteria for breakfast. Breakfast is served from 8:30 a.m. until 8:50 a.m. Two 
serving lines are provided, both having the same food. The students all eat their 
breakfast in the cafeteria with their class except for the preschool program. In this 
case, the preschool teacher comes to the cafeteria and picks up breakfast for her class to 
have back in their room. Teachers wait at the end of the serving line and check off 
which students participate. Three cafeteria workers, the head cook, assistant, and 
dishwasher are involved with breakfast. Approximately 2 hours a day is set aside for 
preparing and cleaning up breakfast. 

Changes were made in the order in which children ate in year two. At first it 
was felt the younger children would take longer to eat and should be fed first. 
However, it was found to work better to have the younger children eat last, when 
most of the older children had already finished and there were fewer distractions in 
the cafeteria. Also, arranging the schedule so that those who had breakfast first would 
also have lunch first helped space eating times throughout the day when children 
would be hungry. 

Oak Grove Elementary School: 
The way breakfast is served from year one to year two reflects the change in the 

start of the school day. In year two breakfast is served from 9:15 a.m. until 9:55 a.m., 
which pretty much falls before the start of the school day. Students eat in the cafeteria 
before going to their classroom. Additional aide time was found to provide 
supervision for the students as they finished breakfast. 

Two food lines offering the same food choices are provided. Cereal is offered 
daily as a choice item. Juice is offered 3 days a week with fruit offered the alternating 
two days. Children come through the serving lines and are expected to sit at the 
cafeteria tables in the same order in which they came through the lines. Students use 
their pin numbers to enter into the computer whether they had breakfast. 

Andersen Open: 
Breakfast is served from 7:30 a.m. until 9:00 a.m. Kindergartners eat breakfast 

first thing when they arrive in the morning. The remainder of the children eat with 
their class. Breakfast times are staggered in the morning to accommodate all the 
children. Grades 6-8 eat breakfast in their classrooms. Grades 1-5 eat either in the 
cafeteria or in their classrooms. Due to the size and organization of Andersen Open, 
two cafeterias are in the building and both serve breakfast. 

Minimal breakfast preparation is required on site as most of the items arrive 
pre-packaged from the District Nutrition Center. It is estimated about a half hour 
preparation and clean up time is required of the food service person. 

One serving line is used. Classes who have their breakfast in their room send 
two students to the cafeteria to bring the breakfasts back to their classrooms. Children 
who eat in the cafeteria are seated with their classmates and teacher. 
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Newport Elementary School: 
Breakfast is served from 7:20 a.m. until 8:20 a.m. with some students eating 

before school and some eating after the start of the day. Kitchen staff spends from 6:30 
a.m. until 8:35 a.m. preparing, serving, and cleaning up breakfast. 

Kindergartners through 4th grade eat before school in the cafeteria. Grade 6 
students come by the cafeteria to pick up their breakfast before school but then eat in 
their classrooms. Grade 5 eats after the start of the day as a class in the cafeteria. 

Two lines are used to serve the students and the cashier uses the students' pin 
numbers to track who eats breakfast and who does not. Supervision of the children 
in the cafeteria is provided by classroom aides. 
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Summary of Data from Pilot School Student Interviews 

Students were not individually interviewed as part of the data collection 
process in year two. Student interviews at the end of year one indicated that only half 
of the students who qualified for free or reduced price breakfast chose to eat breakfast 
at school most of the time. Another one-fifth of the group ate breakfast sometimes. 
Those who didn't eat most of the time said they ate at home or they were afraid to be 
late for class as reasons why they didn't eat breakfast at school. Two-thirds of the 
students interviewed felt positively about everyone in the school eating breakfast this 
year (year one of the project). The other one-third said it didn't make a difference. 
Students interviewed were limited to students who qualified for free or reduced price 
meals. 

It was felt, based on the information gathered during year one, that students' 
responses probably would not vary that significantly between years one and two. 
Students' direct feedback and comments will be collected during year three of the 
project. 
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Summary of the Results of a Teacher Survey 

A total of 91 teachers from all six pilot sites responded to a teacher survey 
which was given the spring of the second year of the project. Survey items 1, 3, and 4 
gathered quantitative data through the use of continuums and a check off list. Items 
2, 5, and sub parts of 3 and 4 requested written comments and produced a body of 
qualitative data. Following is a summary of the findings. 

Item Number 1 : Now that the Breakfast Pilot Project is in its second year, what are 
your feelings about the program? Please indicate your response by circling a number 
on the continuum. 

Figure 2 
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Note: . Teachers rated their feelings about the program on a 1-5 scale, 1 being 'not at all positive' and 5 
being 'extremely positive'. 

Teachers' Overall Feelings 

5.ffiQQl Mean Std. Dev. Total 

~ 
Hendricks 4.57 0.70 7 
Dawson 4.63 0.61 16 
Andersen 4.82 0.38 29 
Oak Grove 4.67 0.65 12 
Newport 4.42 0.53 7 
Cold Spring 3.9 0.91 20 
Total 4.52 0.70 91 
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Teachers in all the schools reported extremely positive feelings about the 
breakfast project. Teachers at Andersen Open, which is located in an inner city area of 
Minneapolis, continue to have the strongest positive feelings about the breakfast 
program. By contrast, Cold Spring Elementary teachers, located in rural Minnesota, 
continue to register the least positive feelings when compared to other sites. This is 
consistent with year one findings . 

The second item of the teacher survey asked for an explanation for their 
response to question one. The reasons offered by teachers varied but tended to 
continue to center around similar themes found in year one. 

Eighty-six teachers provided an explanation fo support their position of the 
continuum in question one. Several teachers listed more than one reason. As a 
whole, three major themes emerged. Twenty-nine percent (29%) of the responding 
teachers said increased alertness and attention of students accounted for their positive 
feelings about the breakfast program. Last year 26% of the teachers indicated this as a 
reason. 

The next major theme which emerged this year centered around eating 
patterns and food availability. Twenty-seven percent (27%) of the responding teachers 
commented that they know for some students if breakfast was not served at school 
they would do without or come to school hungry due to limited food in their home, 
hunger from long bus rides and schools with early starts, and not physically being able 
to eat at home so early in the morning. 

Decreased health-related complaints by students was mentioned by 16% of the 
teachers as explanations for their positive feelings about the program. Last year 22% 
of the teachers indicated this as their reason. 

Compared to last year, there was an increase from 11 % to 19% of teachers who 
indicated the positive attitude of students and the social benefits, such as a chance to 
interact with peers at the start of the of the day, as another benefit of the breakfast 
program. 

On the negative side, 6% of the responding teachers, all of whom are from one 
school, wrote that providing breakfast should be the responsibility of parents, not 
schools. Two percent (2%) of the teachers responded by saying that they did not like 
the time it took out of the school day to have breakfast. 

A number of teachers' responses, 22%, really were not very specific and tended 
to just indicate that they "liked the program and saw it as positive". 

Item number 3 asked respondents to mark a continuum related to the 
contribution breakfast had on four different areas of student behavior and 
performance. These areas were reported in year one to have been positively affected 
by the breakfast program. 
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Item Number 3: During year one of the Breakfast Pilot, teachers observed breakfast 
having an effect on the following four areas related to students ' behaviors and 
performance: 

l)physical effects - f ewer complaints of headaches and stomach aches, less tired 
2)learning readiness - more alert, better attention, especially in the late morning 
3) social behavior - visiting before class starts, a sense of community 
4) attendance - reduced absences and tardies 

From your view point in Year two, indicate the extent to which the breakfast program 
still contributes to these effects. 

As a group, the teachers in the six pilot sites agree the breakfast program 
continues to positively effect the students' physical being, learning readiness, and 
social behaviors. Attendance was an area that teachers perceived breakfast as having 
less of an effect. 

Individual schools varied on the contributions they perceived the breakfast 
program has had on students. An area in which Hendricks teachers reported the 
breakfast program had the strongest contribution was the positive effect on students' 
physical being and learning readiness. Teachers at Andersen Open reported the 
strongest contributions for social behavior. 

The fourth item on the survey restated four issues of concern that were 
identified in year one. Teachers were asked to respond whether these areas remained 
a concern in year two of the project. Responses from each of the six pilot sites are 
shown in Figure 3 and Table 5. 
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Figure 3 

Teachers ' Feelings About the Effect Breakfast has on Students' Behavior and 
Performance in Year 2 
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Each effect was rated on a 1-5 scale, 1 being 'contributes not at all' and 5 being 'strongly 
contributes'. 

Table 6 

School 

Hendricks 

Dawson 

Andersen 

Oak Grove 

Newport 

Cold Spring 

Total 

Teachers' Feelings About the Effect Breakfast has on 
Students' Behavior and Performance in Year 2 

Phlsical Learning Social Behavior Attendance 
Ef ects Readiness 
Mean 4.86 Mean 4.86 Mean 4.43 Mean 3.43 
st.dev. 0.38 st.dev. 0.38 st.dev. 0.79 st.dev. 1.27 
n 7 n 7 n 7 n 7 
Mean 4.50 Mean 4 .. 31 Mean 3.88 Mean 4.00 
st.dev. 0.73 st.dev. 0.70 st.dev. 0.81 st.dev. 0.93 
n 16 n 16 n 16 n 15 
Mean 4.55 Mean 4.60 Mean 4.68 Mean 4.11 
st.dev. 0.91 st.dev. 0.69 st.dev . 0.86 st.dev. 0.96 
n 29 n 28 n 28 n 28 
Mean 4.58 Mean 4.41 Mean 3.83 Mean 3.58 
st.dev. 0.67 st.dev. 0.79 st.dev. 1.03 st.dev. 0.79 
n 12 n 12 n 12 n 12 
Mean 4.71 Mean 4.29 Mean 4.43 Mean 3.86 
st.dev. 0.49 st.dev. 0.95 st.dev. 0.79 st.dev. 1.07 
n 7 n 7 n 7 n 7 
Mean 3.95 Mean 3.68 Mean 3.89 Mean 2.89 
st.dev. 0.97 st.dev. 0.86 st.dev. 1.22 st.dev. 1.05 
n 19 n 19 n 17 n 17 
Mean 4.46 Mean 4.33 Mean 4.22 Mean 3.70 
st.dev. 0.84 st.dev. 0.82 st.dev. 0.99 st.dev. 3.70 
n 90 n 89 n 87 n 86 
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Item Number 4: At the end of year one, teachers were polled about four areas of 
concern: amount of wasted food, nutritional content of breakfast, choice of foods 
offered children, and amount of time away from learning. Please indicate by 
checking, what you currently think about each of these areas and commenting. 

Teachers at four of the six schools continue to report increased concerns for the 
nutritional content of the breakfast served. Hendricks teachers show a decrease in 
their level of concern. Oak Grove teachers show very minimal changes in their level 
of concern for the nutritional content from year one. 

Even though teachers continue to be concerned about the nutritional content 
of the food, the 24-hour nutrient intake of fourth graders in pilot and control schools 
completed in year one shows the percent of calories from fat was below the national 
average for children and adults. Further, there was no significant difference in 
nutrient intake between pilot and control schools with all children having similar 
intake of dietary fat, carbohydrates, and protein. Interestingly, nutrient intake data 
from the two schools beginning the Breakfast Program in December 1994 showed that 
the availability of the Breakfast Program increased the likelihood that children would 
consume a more substantial breakfast. With this information in mind, the question 
is raised whether the teacher's concern for nutritional content is based more on 
perception of food served rather than an accurate dietary analysis of the food . 

Figure 4 
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Dawson and Newport in year two, report increased concern for the amount of 
time breakfast takes away from the instructional day. On the other hand, Cold Spring, 
Hendricks, and Oak Grove teachers report a decrease in their level of concern in year 
two. The level of concern for Anderson's teachers remains relatively stable. 

Figure 5 
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Hendricks teachers no longer show concern for the choice of foods offered 
while Oak Grove teachers show a significant decrease in their level of concern. 
Teachers at both Newport and Andersen Open report an increased level of concern 
for the choice of foods offered in year two. Both Dawson and Cold Spring show a 
small decrease in their concern for the choice of foods offered when comparing year 
one to year two results. It is interesting to note that both these schools in year two 
offered a daily choice of cereal to the children. Hendricks teachers showed the most 
significant change from a very high concern in year one to no concern in year two. 

Figure 6 
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Results from the year one study found the amount of wasted food the greates t 
continuing concern for four of the six schools. Teachers' responses for year two 
continue to show concern in all schools. However, the level of intensity has 
decreased in all schools but Andersen Open and Newport, which both show a slight 
increase. Cold Spring, Dawson, Oak Grove, and Hendricks show the most significant 
decrease in concern. In three of these schools changes were made to the serving 
procedures for year two which may explain the difference in the amount of food 
wasted. Cold Spring and Dawson offered a cereal line, as a choice item, for the 
children on a daily basis. Hendricks re-arranged their lunch schedules so that the first 
classrooms who had breakfast would be the first classrooms to have lunch. During 
year one, it was not uncommon to have the classrooms who had breakfast last to 
have the first lunch hour. Oak Grove changed when breakfast was served. In year 
two breakfast was served before the start of the school day. 

Figure 7 
Amount of Wasted Foods is Still a Concern 
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Teachers were asked if any changes were made to address any of the above 
concerns in their schools during year two of the program. Teachers at Andersen Open 
mentioned some changes were made in the foods offered . More hot breakfasts were 
provided, less sugary cereals, and a couple of new item selections were added. Cold 
Spring's teachers commented about the addition of the cereal line as a choice item on 
a daily basis. Teachers at Dawson also commented on the addition of cereal as a daily 
choice and feel this has decreased the problem with waste. One teacher commented 
that the time away from learning continues to be a concern, however, due to bus 
schedules feels not much can be done to address this. The change in the order of 
breakfast and lunch schedules was a positive move started this year at Hendricks. 
Teachers at Newport reported that changes were made in the nutritional content of 
the foods and new items were added to the menu. Oak Grove had the children eat 
breakfast before school and used monitors rather than teachers to supervise breakfast. 
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When teachers were asked to list any new concerns they may have, few 
teachers responded . Those that did respond with something other than the 
four major issues addressed in item 4 were concerned with the cost and future 
of the program. Final thoughts teachers provided for item #5 were positive in 
nature: 

"It's a great program. Hopefully it will continue to be extended to all 
Minnesota schools ." 

"It's a good program. It is beneficial for students, teachers, and learning." 

"Many children benefit from the program. It is a real asset for kids." 

"If we really care about children, let 's address/take care of their physical 
needs. We try to get by so cheaply when it comes to children's needs 
and education. Children are our promise for the future." 
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Summary of Teacher Interviews 

Teachers were interviewed at each of the six pilot sites in the spring. Through 
the interviews with 64 teachers the following common benefits to students were 
mentioned at all schools: 

• Increased attention and concentration 
• Less physical complaints and trips to the health office 
• Fewer discipline problems 
• Happier children 
• Increased socialization opportunities and community building among 

students 
• Better nutrition as teachers knew many kids who didn't eat breakfast in 

the morning either due to personal choice or that it was not provided at 
home 

In general across schools, teachers feel that the program has become an expected 
and regular part of the day. The children expect it and on late start days when it was 
not served students missed it. Teachers report they hear minimal comments from 
parents. The ones they do hear tend to be mostly positive. 

Following is a summary of the answers teachers at each school gave to the 
questions asked. 

Question Number 1: Now that the program is in year two, how is it going? 

Andersen Open: 
Due to unanticipated problems at the school the day the interviews were 

scheduled, only three teachers were available for interviews. However, these three 
teachers were very confident in speaking for the remainder of the staff that the 
breakfast program was going well and that children were participating. 

"More are eating breakfast. Kids are better at making 
choices. More are choosing cereal than the sweet roll. They 
look forward to it. They come in, hang up their coats, and 
go right in to get breakfast ."- 1st grade teacher 

"Parents assume it's here; one parent says when they get up 
they aren't hungry but by the time they get to school they 
are. When kids come in late the first question they ask is if 
they missed breakfast." - 1st grade teacher 

"We eat in our room--it's a team decision--it's like a family 
time toge ther. The kids have a chance to talk. We have to 
feed kids if we want them to learn. We have an early start, 
for working parents often kids are responsib le for 



themselves in the morning and are lucky to ge t to school 
on time much less mnke themselves a breakfast. " - 5th/6th 
grade teacher. 
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D aws on/Boyd Elementary School: 
All the teachers at Dawson mentioned that the program w as running smoothly 

this year and everything was going "fine" to "wonderful." 

"Going very well. Nice for those kids who have a 45 minute bus 
ride." - Kindergarten teacher 

"Well. It ensures everyone has a nutritious breakfast as needed." 
- 6th grade teacher 

"Very good program. Lots of kids don't like to eat right away and 
are more ready to eat once they are at school ." - Kindergarten 
teacher 

"Going well . Fewer complaints by 11:00 a.m. that kids are hungry. 
A ll kids eat almost every day ." - 1st grade teacher 

Hendricks/Ivanhoe: 
Nine out of 10 teachers interviewed gave a range of comments from "it is going 

well" to "it's a wonderful program." One teacher felt it takes too much time out of 
the day. 

"It is going very well. Kids look forward to it." - 5th grade teacher 

"It is going very well. I think it is very beneficial." - 6th grade teacher 

Oak Grove Elementary School: 
Teachers interviewed all commented that the program is great, runs smoother, 

and is good for children. 

"Fine. Like how it is served this year better than last year. " - 3rd grade 
teacher 

"Much smoother and organized this year." - 4th grade teacher 

"Good. Like it for kids . Kids don't complain about being hungry." 
- Kindergarten teacher 
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Newport Elementary School: 
Out of the twelve teachers interviewed, all commented how well the program 

continues to run this school year. 

"There is a better time schedule. Kids are coming to the room 
quicker." - 3rd grade teacher 

"The program is good. Can't imagine what it would be like 
without it." - 5th grade teacher 

Cold Spring Elementary School: 
Teachers at Cold Spring reported the program is going well; children are getting 

to class on time, it provides a wonderful social time for students, and children who 
need to eat in the morning are being fed. 

"Kids like it . When the bus is late and they can't have breakfast, 
children are upset." - 2nd grade teacher 

"It provides a nice socialization time. We see a lot of multi-age 
mixing of the children and children in the same family eating 
together." - an educational assistant 

"The six serving lines works well and keeps the breakfast 
flowing." - an educational assistant 

"For some kids who don't get fed at home it is important. I don't 
hear kids complaining about being hungry in the morning 
anymore." - 5th grade teacher 

Question Number 2: Now that the program is in its second year, are there any 
changes in how the program is operated or perceived? How is the participation rate? 

Andersen Open: 
The teachers interviewed really couldn't think of any major changes that were 

made to the program in year two. Participation rate was reported as high. 

"Participation is up. I send kids to the nurse's office in the 
afternoon but not the morning. Breakfast gets the morning 
started on a positive note. We have the last lunch at 12:15. 
Before kids complained by 10:30 they were hungry and head 
aches, stomach aches, but not now." - 5th/6th grade teacher. 
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Dawson/Boyd Elementary School: 
Teachers report that having cereal as a choice item every day is new this year. 

Children at Dawson continue to participate in the breakfast program. 

"Having a choice of cereal this year is helping the participation rate." 
- 1st grade teacher 

"Cereal is offered everyday . More eat it and there zs less waste." 
- 2nd grade teacher 

"This second year the routine and schedules in place, now it is part of the 
day ." - 3rd grade teacher 

Hendricks/Ivanhoe: 
The only change mentioned was the change in the order of the schedule. The 

majority of teachers either commented on how quickly the children have breakfast or 
that it only takes a small amount of time out of the school day. Most teachers 
commented that most of their children participate on a regular basis. 

"We come right down to eat and it takes only 7 minutes. Time zs not a 
problem." - 6th grade teacher 

"Runs smoothly ,the routine is in place. " - 5th grade teacher 

"All children eat. If someone doesn't then you know something zs 
wrong." - special education teacher 

"Last year I really didn't like it as it took time out of the day . Parents need 
to be responsible but now that it is in place I like it better but still f eel it's 
the parents' responsibility." - 2nd grade teacher 

"Some kids who wouldn't get anything--get nutrition ." - teacher 

Oak Grove Elementary School: 
The majority of teachers commented in favor of the schedule change made this 

year due to the change in start time. Children eat breakfast before school starts. A few 
teachers mentioned they feel the kids corning to the room after breakfast, before the 
bell rings, interrupts their prep period and that the time breakfast is scheduled does 
run into the start of the day. The principal confirmed that this is not the case; rather 
the perception of a few teachers. 

"I like the schedule change. Concentration and productivity is better 
with breakfast. Kids are ready to go, not sluggish." - 5th grade teacher 

f 

I 
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Newport Elementary School: 
No real changes to the program were mentioned except by the 6th grade 

teachers who now have their students eat in their classrooms so more structure and 
control is in place. The participation rate is perceived as stable. 

"The participation rate has gone up now that the routine is in 
place. It stresses that kids should go. I go down to set a good 
example." - 3rd grade teacher 

Cold Spring Elementary School: 
Teachers commented they like the change in the way the children check-in for 

breakfast in the morning and feel this will improve the participation rate . Cereal as a 
daily choice item is also a seen as a positive change. 

"The new check-in procedure seems to improve participation. It 
seems to be more flexible this year with choices students can take. I 
think this is okay and will lead to more participation and less 
waste." - 2nd grade teacher 

Question Number 3. Have you heard any comments from parents or students about 
the program? 

Andersen Open: 
The only comments the teachers could think of were all very favorable. 

"I don't think parents have made the connection between no calls 
from the nurse and getting breakfast. Parents who are part of the 
working poor, and wouldn 't be eligible for reduced or free 
breakfast, are the most appreciative." - 5th/6th grade teacher 

Dawson/Boyd Elementary School: 
Teachers report they recall limited direct comments from parents . Those that 

have made comments tend to be in favor of the program. 

"They seem satisfied. Parents say if it is a rushed morning they 
know their kids will have time to eat when they get to school." 

- 1st grade teacher 

"Kids are excited about it. It builds a family or community feeling. 
Not many comments from parents." - 1st grade teacher 

"Parents say positive things, like that cereal is being offered." 
- 3rd grade teacher 
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Hendricks/Ivanhoe: 
The majority of teachers comment they haven't heard much directly from 

parents . In year one, they did hear parents saying the program is taking away parental 
responsibility. But that is no longer being heard. Instead, the comments they do 
recall as a whole are favorable . 

"Parents say they now have time to spend with their kids to make 
sure they are ready with assignments, etc . rather than worrying 
about breakfast." - 3rd grade teacher 

"A few say. it's a waste of school time; but most like it." - 2nd grade 
teacher 

"They just assume it's here. On late start days due to snow we 
don't serve breakfast but kids come to school expecting it." - 5th 
grade teacher 

"Don't hear 111 uch from par en ts this year- before heard comments 
that it takes away from the school day." - 2nd grade teacher 

Oak Grove Elementary School: 
Teachers report they haven't heard as many comments as last year; but what 

they do hear tends to be positive. 

"Not this year--it is part of the school routine. Odd as we have 
had many new kids but no comments from their parents." 

- 3rd grade teacher 

Newport Elementary School: 
Teachers report the comments from parents this year have been less and the 

majority favorable. 

"I have heard very few comments, all have been positive, none 
have been about taxpayers costs, parent responsibilities." - 6th 
grade teacher 

"I have heard a variety, most in Javor. Some are concerned about 
taxpayer money. They are the parents that would feed their 
children breakfast on their own." - 1st grade teacher 

"Parents are glad about the cost factor." - 2nd grade teacher 

"The kids like it. New students are always surprised when they 
move to this school about the free breakfast." - 1st grade teacher 
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"Kids seem to like it. I f eel many would normally not have 
breakfast otherwise. It is a nice social time eating together." - 1st 
grade teacher 

Cold Spring Elementary School: 
Limited comments have been reported being heard from parents. Many 

teachers feel it is because the program is in place and people are used to it and 
expect it. 

Question Number 4: For teachers in rural schools, are there any issues unique to your 
areas that affect the need for or operation of the breakfast program? 

This question was asked to explore whether rural schools were faced with any 
issues unique to their areas that might affect the need or operation of the breakfast 
program. No definitive answer could be reached. Some students attending rural 
schools are faced with long bus rides. However, it was pointed out that the same is 
true with some students living in urban settings. Both urban and rural settings are 
faced with serving children from low SES families. Both settings have schools with 
early start times and families where both parents work. Some rural schools have 
children who are expected to do outside chores before school, which may be the only 
difference. It appears both geographic settings have different and shared needs which 
are met by having a Universal Breakfast available. 

In the interviews a number of other comments were shared about the positive 
impact breakfast has on children and their learning and behavior, as well as the 
importance of the program in the lives of children. 

"I feel it impacts in a lot of ways. I notice less complaining of not 
feeling well . Would like to see it continue--it is a little to spend for 
long term results. I wish kids could eat before school starts but I 
like going down with the kids. It gives me time to visit with them. 
It is a nice way to start the day nutritionally, socially, and 
emotionally." - 1st grade teacher from Dawson/Boyd 

"Wonderful program--hate to see it end. Provides a good social 
time. Like that we have breakfast. Helps get kids through to a 
later lunch --due to our late school start time. I am concerned 
about kids who don't take advantage of the opportunity. I see 
more attention in the morning and better quality of work. I hope 
the program keeps going." - 3rd grade teacher at Oak Grove 
Elementary 

"I am concerned about my kids on weekends that they get fed 
nutritious food . There have been some kids I am concerned about 
what they ha ve at home to eat." - teacher from Hendricks-Ivanhoe 
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"Kids are alert, ready to go first thing. Not a lot of visiting in class, 
this is done at breakfast. Kids aren. 't dragging waiting for lunch 
later in the morning." - a vocal music teacher 

"Without this program, 20-30% of my class would not be eating 
breakfast at all due to factors like income, or both parents leaving 
for work early. This lack of breakfast would seriously negatively 
affect learning. I would see more listlessness and lack of 
attention. ." · - 6th grade teacher from Newport Elementary 

"I really notice the difference this year. Last year I saw {mproved 
concentration., this year I see less aggression and improved 
attitudes." - 2nd grade teacher from Newport 
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Summary of Data from Parents 

Based on the amount and consistency of the data gathered from a survey 
parents completed in year one, it was decided a smaller sample of parents would be 
interviewed by phone in year two. The purpose of the phone interviews would be to 
confirm their feelings towards the breakfast program and the impact it has on their 
child/ children and family and identify if any new issues had surfaced. 

In year one, sixty parent phone interviews were conducted mid-year in a 
random sample. In the spring of the same year, questionnaires were sent to all 
parents in the six pilot sites. When asked if the program resulted in a positive 
experience and if nutritious foods were offered, the majority of the parental responseS
were in the agree to strongly agree range of the scale. About half of the surveys had 
responses to the questions in the qualitative section. Of those responses, 65% of the 
comments were classified as positive. From these comments, four themes emerged: 
Food Concerns, Time/Hunger Issues, Family Life, and Learning. 

• Food Concerns had to do with the high sugar or fat content in the 
breakfast foods. 

• Time/Hunger Issues had to do with children's eating patterns. Parents 
said their children are not wanting to eat breakfast when they wake up because 
it is so early in the morning, but are ready to eat later when they arrive at 
school. 

• Family Life theme consisted of those comments which dealt with 
families feeling less stress in the mornings, because they didn't have to worry 
about their children getting breakfast when things were rushed. 

• Learning consisted of those comments which dealt with parents feeling 
that their child's learning or concentration had increased, because of the 
breakfast. 

In year two, a pre-printed announcement was placed in each of the school's 
parent newsletters asking parents to contact the school if they were interested in 
talking about the Breakfast Program. Each school gathered a list of names and 
forwarded the list to CAREL From there, a CAREI research assistant called and 
interviewed each parent. For those schools who did not have parents respond to the 
parent newsletter announcement, five parents were chosen randomly to be contacted. 
In total, 30 parents were interviewed by phone. In addition, while visiting schools in 
the spring, some principals chose to have a group of parents on site for CAREI staff to 
talk with. Results from both the telephone interviews and informal conversations at 
the school were very consistent with how parents continue to feel about the breakfast 
program. Following is a list of questions asked parents as part of the telephone 
interview: 
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1. How do you feel year two of the breakfast program is going? 
2. Does your child participate? Why or why not? 
3. What do you think are some of the positive outcomes of the breakfast 

program for our child/ children? 
4. How does having a breakfast program available at school impact your 

family? 

All thirty parents interviewed report the program has gone well the second 
year and their children do participate even if they already have eaten breakfast at 
home. Parents continue to see the positive outcomes of the breakfast program for 
their children as follows: socialization, exposure to a variety of foods that may not be 
served at home, improved classroom performance and grades, improved attention 
and concentration, positive attitude toward school, positive way to start the day, and 
added nutritional benefits. 

Parents interviewed report the breakfast program impacts their families in the 
following ways: less hectic mornings, assurance that their children will have 
something to eat in the morning when they are unable to eat until they have been up 
for a while, less guilt when their child won't eat breakfast in the morning because at 
least they will have something at school, and the financial benefit, particularly for 
those low socio economic status (SES) families. A number of parents mentioned their 
children do regularly eat breakfast at home so they may be less affected by the 
program. However, these same parents recognize that this is not the case for all 
children and as a result see the importance of the program. A few parents 
volunteered they would be willing to pay to keep the program in operation. 

An interesting comment came from 2 of the 6 parents at Andersen that was not 
mentioned last year. These parents report their food bills will increase in the summer, 
as a result of having to provide breakfast at home, and this is a problem for those 
from low SES. Minimal comments were made regarding the type of food served. 

In general, parents were positive and saw similar impacts around the four 
themes identified in year one: food concerns, time/hunger issues, family life, and 
learning. Even though some parents felt they would make sure their children would 
have breakfast provided at home, regardless if they had it available at school, these 
parents did mention they recognize this is not the case for all children and families . 
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Administrator Data 

Over the two years, interviews with administrators at each of the six pilot 
schools continue to show the positive impact the breakfast program is having on 
students. In year one, six administrators, one from each pilot site, were asked about 
the general attitude in the building toward the Universal Breakfast Program both at 
the midyear point and in the spring of 1995. Five of six schools reported an increased 
positive attitude. One school remained unchanged at a moderately high level. 

Five of the six administrators, in year one, had said that in the beginning, the 
teachers' concerns for scheduling and lost instructional time had tempered staff 
attitudes about the breakfast program. After experiencing breakfast for the year, 
teachers' concerns had lessened considerably, although not disappeared entirely. One 
school administrator shared that his staff didn't know what to expect and therefore 
were hesitant about the breakfast program. By spring of the first year, they were 
mostly positive. 

Improved discipline was reported by two administrators in year one. One 
principal cited a 40% decrease in morning discipline referrals as compared with the 
previous year. Another principal cited a 50% decrease in daily discipline referrals. 
Both principals felt that the universal breakfast played a significant role in the 
decreased referrals . 

Social benefits between students as well as between teachers and students were 
mentioned by two administrators in year one and continued to be mentioned in year 
two. One noticed that very few children were isolated during breakfast and even the 
"high risk" children were fitting in well with other students. Also, students from 
different grade levels were mixing and siblings were eating together. 

In year two, interviews in the spring were held with an administrator from 
each school. Again, all principals report that the attitude in the school building and 
community towards the breakfast program remains positive and the program 
continues to run smoothly. Most principals comment it is hard to remember what 
things were like before the breakfast program was in their school. Following are the 
major impacts and benefits of the breakfast program as reported collectively by the 
principals and administrators in year two: 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

Students are more attentive and have better concentration . 
There are less visits to the health office for stomach aches, head 
aches, and tiredness. 
There is evidence of increased socialization and community 
building among students. 
There are less discipline problems in the morning . 
The children appear happier . 

A number of schools in year two have made changes in the implementation 
and/ or promotion of the breakfast program. 

Dawson: Is now offering cereal as a choice item daily and as a result has found 
less waste occurs. Teachers still have the choice of eating in the classroom or eating in 
the cafeteria with their students. Visitors from the community (Mayor, Nurse 
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Practitioner, etc.), continue to be guests at breakfast. The elementary Orchestra has 
played for entertainment during breakfast as well. This year, a parent volunteer goes 
into classrooms to do menu planning with the students. A presentation was made to 
the school board about the breakfast program in preparation for when project funding 
may no longer be available. The Breakfast Committee remains strong and active and 
is exploring ways to keep the program in operation beyond the pilot years. 

Newport: A change was made with the 6th graders' serving time. They now 
eat earlier and in their classrooms which has improved the atmosphere in the 
cafeteria and helps them be ready to go to gym class first thing in the morning. Some 
teachers are corning to the cafeteria more this year to eat with their students. The 
senior citizens, who are in the building volunteering twice a week, also come _down to 
have breakfast with the students. Teachers are incorporating nutrition education in 
their classrooms with the breakfast program more regularly (i.e., graphing the type of 
milk or cereal eaten) . 

Oak Grove: Staff continues to make adjustments in the schedule to 
accommodate their late start. An additional hour each day was added for hallway 
supervision as students eat breakfast when they arrive at school this year and then 
report to their classrooms. 

Cold Spring: In January, due to a drop in participation rates, changes on how 
the children checked-in and where the "checker" was located were made. Students 
now have to enter the cafeteria and walk past the food line to report to the checker if 
they are eating breakfast or not, rather than just reporting to the checker who used to 
be positioned by the cafeteria door. Both the principal and the food service person 
have gone into classrooms to promote breakfast and asked the students to help plan 
the menus. Sixth graders now volunteer to help serve breakfast, which has been very 
popular. 

Andersen: No significant changes have been made in implementation of the 
program. Andersen continues to combine efforts with other grants. For example, 
new family style tables in the cafeteria and other "decorations" to make the cafeteria 
more warm and friendly have been added. Students continue to earn school supplies 
as an incentive for participating in the program. Efforts have been made to encourage 
staff and parents to participate and eat breakfast with the students. 

Hendricks: A change was made in the schedule so the children who eat 
breakfast first also eat lunch first. Last year this was not the case. They continue to 
use pencils, bookmarks, and stickers to promote breakfast. More teachers are 
including "breakfast" into their curriculum. Different classes created their own cereal 
as a project this year tying nutrition into the curriculum. 

Administrators are overall very pleased with the programs in their schools. 
Some changes that would improve the program are reported as follows: having 
stronger linkage between the curriculum and breakfast; continuing to refine the 
eating schedule; serving more juice; and having options for children who wish to 
take fewer food items than required. 
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Summary of Nurse Interviews 

In year two, the school nurse at each pilot school was interviewed, except for 
Hendricks/Ivanhoe Elementary School, which does not have a nurse on staff. 
Consensus among the nurses continues to indicate the breakfast program is positively 
affecting students. The nurses, as a whole, report students have settled into the 
routine of having breakfast at school and rarely, if any, report to the nurse's office first 
thing in the morning complaining of stomach aches and/ or head aches. 

In year one, data collected clearly showed across all six pilot schools a decrease 
in the number of visits to the Health Office for minor illnesses, like head aches and 
stomach aches, often associated with hunger and not having eaten a breakfast. 
However, in year two, the data does not appear as straight forward . Three of the pilot 
schools provided data broken down by the number of visits for these types of minor 
illnesses in the morning before lunch and the number of visits in the afternoon after 
lunch. For these three schools, Dawson, Andersen, and Newport, we continue to see 
the trend of decreased visits to the Health Office. 

On the other hand, two of the pilot schools, Cold Spring and Oak Grove, 
compiled their data differently to reflect the number of visits each day for minor 
illnesses and did not specifically break down the number of visits by time of day. 
Interestingly, we see a slight increase in overall daily visits at Cold Spring and a larger 
increase at Oak Grove. This, in part, may be a reflection of the more general way data 
was collected at these two schools. Nurses at both Cold Spring and Oak Grove were 
asked what they thought might account for this overall daily increase. Both nurses 
commented that their school population is changing and that more "needy" children 
are corning to their office with vague symptoms that mask more emotional and 
attentional needs that are often not being met at home. No data was gathered at 
Hendricks/Ivanhoe and Jackson because a full-time nurse is not on staff. Nurse data 
submitted from two of the three control schools also show a decrease in the number 
of students visiting the Health Office. Table 7 along with Figures 8 and 9 that follow 
further illustrate the patterns of visits to the nurse's office for the first two years of the 
project. 

Unlike year one, there were no concerns mentioned in year two regarding the 
food wasted and the nutritional content of the food. All school nurses report positive 
feelings towards the breakfast program and feel that if it were discontinued that it 
would be a severe detriment to the students. When asked what changes they would 
recommend in the program, only two nurses made suggestions. One suggested the 
program be expanded to serve high school students and the other would like to see 
more nutrition education be emphasized through the program. 
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Percentages of Visits to the Nurse for Minor Illness 

Figure 8 

Percent of Morning Visits to the Health Office for Stomach ache and Headaches 
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*Data was not collected at Hendricks/Ivanhoe or Jackson Elementary School. 
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Summary of Food Service Personnel Interviews 

The consensus among the food service personnel at the pilot sites in year one, 
was that the breakfast program had been extra work and had created new challenges 
regarding space and time but it was a valuable benefit to the students in their schools. 
The head Food Service person was interviewed at each school again in year two. Five 
of the six individuals interviewed felt the program was going well and much 
smoother than year one. One individual stressed that serving a universal breakfast 
was a lot of extra work and that the "kids are tired of it". Several of the food service 
personnel continue to believe and feel strongly that there are many students who, for 
various reasons, come to school without breakfast. As a whole, they believe that 
student health and well-being have benefited a great deal from the breakfast program 
and that if the program were to be discontinued, students would suffer. 

Some schools have made changes in the foods they served this year as well as 
other refinements to the program as follows: 

Andersen: Changed juice choices, made an effort to serve more hot breakfasts, 
provided more variety, and supplemented the breakfasts with power bars or pop tarts 
for the middle school students. 

Cold Spring: A cereal line was added and offered daily for a choice item and the 
procedure for the way the students check-in the morning seems to have had an 
impact in participation. 

Dawson: Another freezer was put in to address the space problem from year 
one. By utilizing breakfast staff and hours an expanded lunch a la cart line is in place. 

Oak Grove: A change in the school start time has impacted the eating schedule 
and the students eat before school starts. The time frame that breakfast is served is 
shorter this year and allows for more prep time before lunch. Due to the earlier 
breakfast time, there is less prep time for breakfast, and as a result, more pre-packaged 
foods are served. 
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Summary of Interviews With Custodial Staff 

In year two, a member of the custodial staff from each of the six pilot schools 
was interviewed. Three individuals mentioned that the program is extra work for 
them and they have not been given extra time to complete their regularly assigned 
duties. One individual reported that offering cereal daily this year has decreased the 
waste and he notices less students eating from the vending machine. Another 
individual reported that when students eat breakfast in their classroom, it makes 
more mess for the night-time cleaning staff. Four of the six individuals interviewed, 
despite concerns for the extra work, do see the value in having the breakfast program 
in place. When asked what they would like changed, replies centered on extra time or 
staff to accommodate the extra work brought on by the breakfast program and the 
desire to have all students eat breakfast in the cafeteria rather than the classrooms. 
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Nutritional Analysis Data 

In year one, a 24-hour nutrient intake of fourth grade children in pilot schools 
was compared to that of children in control schools. Findings showed there were no 
significant differences in nutrient intake between schools, with all children having 
similar intake of dietary fat, carbohydrate and protein. In all schools, the percent of 
calories from fat was below the national average for children and adults. This 
indicates that the fat content of the school breakfasts was closer to what is 
recommended for a healthy diet than what is typically consumed. 

Nutrient intake data from the two schools beginning the Breakfast Program in 
December 1994 showed that the availability of the Breakfast Program increased the 
likelihood that children would consume a more substantial breakfast. In these two 
schools, nutrient intake at breakfast was greater than 1/ 4 of the Recommended 
Dietary Allowance (RDA) both before and after the initiation of the Breakfast 
Program. The percent of calories from fat increased from 15 to 24% which still 
allowed the children to meet the goal of having 30% or less of their calorie intake 
from fat. 

In year two, a nutrient intake was not done. It was felt completing another 
intake in this year would be taxing on the children and would not reveal a significant 
change in information. 
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Standardized Achievement Data 

Standardized achievement test data has been collected from all six pilot schools 
as well as the three control sites. The variety of publishers, testing schedules, and 
grades tested represented among the sites present road blocks to comparison. Table 8, 
shown below, illustrates the problem. 

Table 8 
Standardized Achievement Test Schedules 

Pilot Sites Time of Year Grades Test Title 
Andersen Open Spring 1-6 California Achievement Test 

5th Edition 

Cold Spring Fa ll 2,4,6 Iowa Tests of Basic Skills 
(MN Survey Battery) 

Dawson/Boyd Spring 1-6 Iowa Test of Basic Skills 
(MN Survey Battery) 

Hendricks I Ivanhoe Spring 1-6 Iowa Tests of Basic Skills 
(MN Survey Battery) 

Newport Fall 3-6 Iowa Tests of Basic Skills 
(Form K) 

Oak Grove Fall 2.4 Stanford Achievement Data 
8th Edition 

Control Site Time of Year Grades Test Title 
Isanti Elementary Spring 1-3 Iowa Test of Basic Skills 

(Form K) 
Isanti Middle School Fall 5,8 Iowa Tests of Basic Skills 

(Form L) 
Lincol.n/Mpls Spring 1-4, 6 California Achievement Test 

5th Edition 
Jackson Elementary . Fall 2-6 Metropolitan Achievement Tests 

7th Edition · 
Fair Oaks (Osseo) Spring 6 Stanford Achievement Test 

8th Edition 

Fourth grade was the only common grade level tested among all pilot schools 
in year one. This group of children were identified as a "control group" so that 
comparison of the same groups of children could be made as they move from one 
grade to the next. Achievement data for this group of children is reported in Table 9 
below showing their National Percentile ranks in Total Reading Scores and Total 
Math Scores for grades three (1993-94), four (1994-95), and five (1995-96). 

A few things should be noted regarding the nature of the scores. In year two, 
Andersen Open changed versions of the California Achievement Test, which makes 
comparing scores impossible. Isanti Elementary School does not have fifth grade. 
Instead, these children attend Isanti Middle School and test scores were provided by 
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the middle school. Fair Oaks Elementary and Oak Grove Elementary did not test their 
fifth graders in year two, so no achievement scores are available. 

In general it is important to note that while the group of third graders in 1993-
94 are essentially the same children in grade four in 1994-95 and grade five in 1995-96, 
there is a certain amount of "turn over" (children leaving in one year, new children 
enrolling the next year) . This is an uncontrolled variable to consider when 
comparing scores . Also, it was not possible to control for school wide initiatives and 
curriculum changes which may have occurred at the school which might impact 
learning and be reflected in test scores. Great care and caution must be taken when 
interpreting and drawing any type of conclusions based on these scores. 

Table 9 
Achievement Test Scores 

Percentile ranks in Total Reading and Total Math on national standardized test for 
grades 3 (1993-94), 4 (1994-95), and 5 (1995-96) 

Schools Math Reading 
Pilot 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 
**Hendricks I 53 74 63 56 60 66 
Ivanhoe 
Newport 48 44 51 48 51 51 
Dawson-Boyd 76 70 72 73 72 77 
Andersen 41 51 *28 39 37 *41 
Cold Spring 55 64 59 52 64 59 
Oak Grove 47 63 did not 51 52 did not 

test test 
Control 
Isanti Elementary 56 48 44 55 47 55 
School/Isanti 
Middle School 
Fair Oaks 45 54 did not 45 48 did not 

Osseo test test 

Lincoln Elementary 38 40 no longer 38 28 no longer 
a control a control 
school school 

Jackson Elementary 54 52 59 46 44 52 

*new version of the test was used 
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Shifting the School Based Breakfast Program From a Means-Tested to a Universal 
Program: Changes in Costs and Benefits 

An attempt was made in year two to examine the cost and benefits that would 
incur if a traditional means-tested school breakfast program was changed to a 
Universal Program. To accomplish this task, food service personnel at the six pilot 
schools were asked to complete a detailed survey of the possible changes in costs 
associated with providing a universal breakfast program (Appendix A, page 64). In 
addition, a review of the literature surrounding the background and rationale for a 
means-tested breakfast program was completed. (For a complete copy of this report, 
contact the Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement, University of 
Minnesota.) 

Data gathered from both efforts, surveys and the literature review, paints a 
picture of the circumstances surrounding universalizing a means-tested breakfast 
program rather than providing a straight forward statistical analysis. Each of the six 
schools involved in the pilot study operate under varying circumstances which make 
comparisons and predictions of cost difficult. 

A general conclusion reached after studying the data suggests that per meal 
costs could be reduced by serving more children in a universal breakfast model. In its 
current means-tested structure, the school breakfast program appears to be operating 
inefficiently by not maximizing the number of students who could benefit. 

At Oak Grove Elementary and Newport Elementary, participation in the pilot 
led to decreases of $0.30 and $0.31 from total costs of $1.10 and $1.48 per breakfast 
respectively, between the last year prior to the initiation of the pilot (1993-94) and the 
first year of the pilot (1994-95). Of this cost decrease at Oak Grove, $0.27 is attributable 
to reductions in marginal labor costs per meal. Averaging 50 breakfasts a day during 
the 1993-94 school year, the labor cost per meal was $0.475. After the onset of the pilot, 
Oak Grove averaged 370 breakfasts a day at an average labor cost of$ 0.20. Similarly, 
of the five pilot sites which served breakfast in 1993-94, and of the four responding to 
questions, three indicated a per meal decrease in consumable supplies. At Oak Grove, 
this cost savings was $0.20 per meal. Universalizing breakfast may allow schools and 
districts to receive bulk discounts from their private s_uppliers as they serve more 
meals. Bulk rates may also help to lower the average cost per meal. 

Three of the pilot sites did not experience these cost-savings. Andersen Open is 
in a very large urban school district, which has its food prepared at a central district 
location. Even before the pilot study, the school served a high percentage of children 
and therefore achieved economies of scale. At Dawson-Boyd Elementary, the 
program began to offer different, fresher, and more expensive food when the pilot 
began. This change in menu makes comparison between costs impossible. Cold 
Spring Elementary did not provide breakfast before the pilot so it was impossible to 
compare costs. 

In addition to projecting increased participation, information from the 
Minnesota pilot indicated that the program initiated new capital costs (such as a 
refrigerator, freezer, and convection oven). With participation rates for breakfast 
even greater than lunch, schools found themselves in need of larger equipment. 

At Dawson-Boyd, the increased labor productivity led to doubling a. la cart sales 
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in one year. .As additional staff were brought in to assist with the pilot, more labor 
became available before lunch. The revenues from these sales were returned to the 
food service unit to help support other programs. 

In addition to the value of the agricultural products used in the production of 
breakfast, the program is designed to get children into the habit of consuming 
breakfast throughout their lives. Foods they eat at school may influence later choices, 
again producing more domestic agriculture product consumers. By serving more 
children, society increases the health of the population, allowing resources that would 
have alternatively been used on health to be redirected elsewhere. Also, by serving 
more children, education attainment is increased and resources appropriated to 
education are used more efficiently. 

Measuring the total costs and benefits in dollars and cents is difficult. 
Assigning dollar values to variables such as improved health, educational 
achievement, and social indicators is beyond the scope of this research. The issues at 
stake are much larger and warrant further study and consideration to ensure 
maximum participation and benefits of the School Breakfast Program for all children. 
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/ Final Comments 

I . Collecting data in year two of the study re-affirmed the information generated 
in year one. The consistency of findings from year one to year two indicates the 
program is up and running smoothly and children are participating and benefiting 
from having a Universal Breakfast Program at their school. All groups mentioned 
that the program has become part of the school and is no longer considered 
something "new" but rather a key component of the school day. Concerns on behalf 
of administrators, teachers, and parents are emerging as to the challenges that lie 
ahead to make sure a Universal Breakfast Program will remain in place at their 
schools beyond the initial three year funding. Fol_lowing is a review of the themes 
which emerged in year one of the study and continue to be the majorpositive 
outcomes of the project in year two. 

The one theme that has emerged in this study both years from all groups 
represented in this study (teachers, students, parents, administrators, nurses and food 
service personnel) was positive health benefits. Teachers reported a decrease in 
morning complaints about hunger, stomach aches and headaches. Administrators 
and nurses supported .this teacher observation. Food service personnel had no 
observational data to report but rather expressed a belief that breakfast imparts a sense 
of well-being for students. Students recognized that they weren't hungry later in the 
morning and breakfast was "good for you". Parents recognized the need for a good 
breakfast to start the day, but many struggled because their children were up early and 
didn't feel like eating before a long bus ride. These parents were very pleased that all 
children had the opportunity to eat breakfast at school before classes began. 

Parents and teachers both mentioned increased student concentration and 
attention, especially in the later morning, in both year one and year two. Both groups 
attributed this increased attention to the universal breakfast program. Some students 
mentioned that it was easier to pay attention after they had eaten breakfast and some 
said they weren't distracted by being hungry. 

Positive social benefits emerged as a theme from the administrators, the 
children and the teachers again in year two. The administrators noticed how well the 
children all got along together at breakfast. Morning discipline referrals were down, 
another sign that students were getting along better. They also liked the 
teacher I student interaction that happened first thing in the morning because of 
breakfast. Students liked the fact that everyone got to go to breakfast together, so no 
one had to be different. They liked being with their friends first thing in the morning 
and having a chance to visit before classes began. Some teachers also reported 
positive social benefits, and they appreciated the feeling of community that eating 
breakfast together gave their class. 

An indirect social benefit reported by many parents in year one as well as year 
two was the reduction of stress in the morning because they didn't have to force their 
children to eat breakfast before leaving home in the morning. A few individuals at 
each pilot site expressed the opinion that it was the responsibility of parents to feed 
their children yet they believed the program was necessary for those children whose 
parents for whatever reason could not. 
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A common theme from most of the adult groups that surfaced again in year 
two was the concern about the nutritional content of the breakfast foods served. It 
should be noted that the nutritional content of school meals is regulated by federal 
guidelines and the nutritional analysis completed for this study indicated that the 
nutrient intake of students met the Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA). This 
concern was not expressed by either the food service personnel or the students. The 
vast majority of students interviewed reported that the food served for breakfast was 
good . In year two, we see this to be less of a concern among teachers and parents. 

I. 
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Interview Questions 
Teachers 

Breakfast Pilot Project 
Year 2 Spring 1996 

1. Now that the program is in year two, how is it going? 

55 

2. Now that the program is in its second year, are there any changes in how the 
program is operated or perceived? How is the participation rate for the students this 
year? 

3. Have ybu heard any comments from parents or students about the program? 
What are they? 

4. For teachers in rural schools, are there any issues unique to your areas that effect 
the need for or operation of the breakfast program? 



· Parent Phone Interviews 
Breakfast Pilot Project 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 

1. How do you feel year 2 of the breakfast program is going? 

2. Does your child participate? Why or Why not? 
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3. What do you think are some of the positive outcomes of the breakfast program for 
your child/children? 

4. How does having a breakfast program available at school impact your family? 

5. Other comments: 



Administrator/Principal Interview Questions 
Breakfast Pilot Study 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 
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1. Now that you are in year two, what is the general attitude in the school building 
and the community about the breakfast program? To what do you attribute that? 

2. Have you made any changes to how you are implementing or operating the 
breakfast program this year compared to year one? 

3. Have you done anything different this year to promote the breakfast program with 
the students? 

4. How is the participation rate for the students this year? 

5. What do you see are the major impacts of the breakfast program? 

6. Are there any changes you would recommend to the program? 

7. For administrators in rural schools, are there any issues unique to your areas that 
effect the need for or the operation of the breakfast program? 



Nurse Interview Questions 
Breakfast Pilot Study 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 
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1. Now that your school is in year two of the project, how are things going from your 
perspective? 

2. What impact does the breakfast program seem to be making on the children? 

3. What changes would you recommend in the breakfast program? 

4. For nurses in rural schools, are there any issues unique to your areas that effect the 
need for or the operation of the breakfast program? 



Food Service Interview Questions 
Breakfast Pilot Study 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 
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1. Now that you are in year two of the breakfast project, how are things going from 
your perspective? What is the participation rate? 

2. Are you doing anything differently in year two than in year one? What impact is 
this having on the students? 

3. What changes or improvements would you like to see in the program? 

4. Do you think that breakfast program is having any impact on the lunch program? 

5. For food service staff in rural schools, are there any issues unique to your area that 
effect the need for or the operation of the breakfast program? 



Custodial Staff Interview Questions 
Breakfast Pilot Study 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 

1. How is year two of the project going from your perspective? 

2. Are there any changes you would like to see happen? 

60 



Teacher Swyey 
Early Spring 1996 
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1. Now that Breakfast Pilot Program is in its second year, what are your feelings 
about the program? Please indicate your response by circling a number on the 
continuum . 

1 
not at all positive 

2 3 
neutral 

2. Please give a reason for the number you circled. 

4 5 
extremely positive 

3. During Year One of the Breakfast Pilot, teachers observed breakfast having an 
effect on the following four areas related to students' behavior and performance: 

1) physical effects - fewer complaints of headaches and stomach aches, less tired; 
2) learning readiness - more alert, better attention, especially in the late morning; 
3) social behavior - visiting before class starts, a sense of community; 
4) attendance - reduced absences and tardies. 

From your current viewpoint in Year Two, please indicate, by circling a number, 
the extent to which the breakfast program still contributes to these effects. 

physical 1 2 3 4 5 
contributes not at all strongly contributes 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. 

learning 1 2 3 4 5 
contributee not at all strongly contributee 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. 

Continued on Back Page 



social 1 2 3 4 5 
contributes not at a ll strongly contribut.ee 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. 

atrendanoe 1 2 3 4 5 
contributes not a t all strongly contribut.ee 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. 

4. At the end of Year One, teachers were polled about four areas of concern: 
amount of wasted food, nutritional content of breakfast, choice of foods offered 
children, and amount of time away from learning. 
Please indicate by checking, what you currently think about each of these areas. 

concerns from year one a not a comments 
concern concern 

amount of wasted food 

nutritional content of breakfast 

choice of foods offered 

amount of time away from learning 

b) For Year Two, were any changes made to address these concerns? If so, what 
were the changes? 

c) Any new concerns? 

5. Please provide us with any final thoughts, opinions, and/or comments about 
Year Two of the Breakfast Pilot Study. 

OL 



To: School Nurse 
From: Jane Schneider, Research Assistant, CARE! 
RE: Data Collection for the Universal Breakfast Project 
Date: March 1996 
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As part of our data collection to measure the impact the Universal Breakfast Project 
is having on students in your school for year two, we ask your cooperation in 
pulling together the following information regarding student visits to the health 
service office. 

1. Please review your records for the number of students who visited your office on 
the first Monday and third Wednesday for each month during September 1995 
through May 1996. If the first Monday or third Wednesday falls on a holiday or 
when school was not in session, please collect data using the next consecutive day. 

2. Please state the reasons for and the number of visits to the health service office 
using the following categories: 

a. · Contagious-chicken pox, head lice, impetigo, ring worm, pink eye 
b. Injuries- abrasions, skeletal injuries, bloody nose, head injuries 
c. Minor Illness- stomach aches, headaches 
d. Acute Illness- asthma, earaches, sore throat, elevated temperatures, vomiting 
e. Other (these may be such things as incontinence, evaluating/screening for possible 

child abuse, non-health related issues, etc.) 

3. If it is possible, we would like to have this information broken down by morning 
and afternoon (or before and after lunch). 

4. Do not include students who were seen for health screenings, medication 
administration, or health consultation/ education. 

You may recall doing a similar task last year for the first year of the project. I have 
attached copies of two different reports from last year to serve as an example. 

We would appreciate if you could submit this data to us no later than 
June 30, 1996. 

If you have any further questions, please give me a call at 624-0291. Thank you so 
much for your help. We realize this is a time consuming process and that the 
timing falls at a very busy time of the year. 



Costs and Savings Attributable to Your School's Participation in the 
Minnesota Universal Breakfast Pilot Program 

Instructions 

• Include costs and savings relevant to the 1994/95 academic year when specified. 

• Include costs and savings relevant to the 1993/94 academic year when specified. 

• Include both direct meal production costs and non-meal production costs. 

• Include costs of milk and other beverages in food costs . 

• When a specific monetary value of savings is unavailable, please estimate and indicate 

that your response is not exact. 

• Do not include costs or savings that are related to the pilot evaluation process (e.g.: 

staff time to prepare reports for the evaluation). 

• All information should be relevant to breakfast. 

• Return to in the enclosed envelope by Monday, March 25, 1996. 

• If you have questions, contact Judy Labiner at (612) 874-8530. 

• THANK YOU in advance for your cooperation ! 

CAREi, 2/96 
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Costs and Savings Attributable to Your School's Participation in the 
Minnesota Universal Breakfast Pilot Program 

A. Background Information 

A2. Respondent name and title ------------------------

A3 . What were your total costs per breakfast in· the 1994/95 academic year? ___ _ 
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If your school was a participant in the federal School Breakfast Program before the pilot, please respond to 
questions A4, AS, A6 and A7. If not, please go on to question BI. 

A4. What were your total costs per breakfast in the 1993/94 academic year? ___ _ 

AS. How many breakfasts did your school serve during the 1993/94 academic year? __ _ 

A6. On average how many breakfasts were served each day during 1993/94? ____ _ 

A7. How many days were breakfasts provided during the 1993/94 academic year? ___ _ 



B. Personnel. Please identify the personnel involved in all stages of breakfast at your school (including 
planning, preparation, implementation and clean-up) during the 1994/95 academic year. If any personnel 
received fringe benefits, factor them into their wage rate. Include meal and non-meal related personnel. 
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Bl. Number Hourly wage Hrs. worked/breakfast service Total Cost/breakfast service 
a. Food Service Director 
b. Head cook 
c. Kitchen Helpers 
d. Monitors 
e.· Cashiers 
f Janitors 
g. Principal 
h. Other ---

B2. In the 1994/95 academic year, were there any district-level personnel costs for which the above do not 
account? For example, drivers, superintendent, business manager, bookkeeper, etc. 

Position Number Hourly wage Hrs. worked/breakfast service Total cost/breakfast service 

If your school participated in the federal School Breakfast Program before the pilot, please identify the personnel 
involved in all stages of breakfast (including planning, preparation, implementation and clean-up) during the 
1993/94 academic year. If any personnel received fringe benefits, factor them into their wage rate. Include meal 
and non-meal related personnel. If your school did not have a breakfast program in the 1993/94 academic year, 
go on to BS . 

BJ . Number Hourly wage Hrs. worked/breakfast service Total Cost/breakfast service 
a. Food Service Director 
b. Head cook 
c. Kitchen Helpers 
d. Monitors 
e. Cashiers 
f. Janitors 
g. Principal 
h. Other ---

2 
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B4. In l 993/94 were there any district-level personnel costs for which the above do not account'J For example, 
drivers, superintendent, business manager, bookkeeper, etc. 

Position Number Hourly wage Hrs. worked/breakfast serviceTotal cost/breakfast service 

BS. If the Universal Breakfast Program were permanent, rather than a pilot, would you foresee any changes in 
current staffing of the program? For example, would employees now paid hourly be hired in a full time capacity. 
Please describe staffing changes and their related costs or savings. 

Staff change Reason Cost Savings 

C. Food. Please provide information on the costs of all food (including milk and other beverages) used in the 
production of your school's breakfasts during the 1994/95 academic year. 

CI. How much were the 1994/95 food costs per breakfast (not including USDA commodities)? $ ____ _ 

C2. What was the value of the 1994/95 USDA commodities used per breakfast?$ _______ _ 

C3. OPTIONAL Did your school collect un-opened milk cartons or other individually packaged goods for re-
use. Yes No 
If yes, approximately what was the dollar value per meal service of re-served items? ___ _ 

If your school participated in the federal School Breakfast Program before the pilot, please provide information 
on the costs of all food (including milk and other beverages) used in the production of your school's breakfasts 
during the 1993/94 academic year. Otherwise, go on to DI . 

C4. How much were the 1993/94 food costs per breakfast (excluding USDA commodities)?$ ------

CS . What was the 1993/94 value of USDA commodities used per breakfast?$ _______ _ 

3 
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D. Consumable supplies . Please provide infonnation for the 1994/95 academic year on all breakfast supput::s 
that were not re-used. 

DI. #/breakfast service Cost/per Total Cost/breakfast service 
a. Plates 
b. Bowls 
c. Utensils 
d. Napkins 
e. Garbage bags 
f. Cleaning supplies 
g. Other __ _ 
h. Other ---

If your school participated in the federal School Breakfast Program before the pilot, please provide infonnation 
for the 1993/94 academic year on all breakfast supplies that were not re-used. If your school did not offer 
breakfast before the pilot, go on to E 1. 

D2. #/breakfast service Cost/per Total Cost/breakfast service 
a. Plates 
b. Bowls 
c. Utensils 
d. Napkins 
e. Garbage bags 
f. Cleaning supplies 
g. Other _ _ 
h. Other 

4 
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E. Equipment. Please provide information relevant only to breakfast service for the 1994/95 academic year. 
Do not include new equipment purchased for the pilot . 

El. 

a. Lunch trays 
b. Plates 
c. Bowls 
e. Utensils 
f. Dishwasher 
g. Mixer 
h. Ovens 
i. Other ---
j. Other ---

Annual Annual 
% of use for breakfast Cost/per Maintenance Depreciation 

If your school participated in the federal School Breakfast Program before the pilot, please answer the following 
using information from the 1993/94 academic year. Otherwise, go on to Fl. 

E2 

a. Lunch trays 
b. Plates 
c. Bowls 
e. Utensils 
f. Dishwasher 
g. Mixer 
h. Ovens 
i. Other ---
j. Other ---

Annual Annual 
% of use for breakfast Cost/per Maintenance Depreciation 

5 
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F. New Capital Expenses 

FI.Did your school's participation in the breakfast program require you to purchase or lease any new equipment 
or additional space in 1994/95° For example, a freezer, steamer or larger trays. Do not include equipment/space 
that would have been purchased regardless of the pilot. 

Annual Annual 
Item % of use on breakfast Cost/per Maintenance Depreciation 

F2. If the program were permanent, rather then a pilot, would you foresee the need to buy or lease any new 
equipment or additional space? If so, what items? 

Annual Annual 
Item % of use on breakfast Cost/per Maintenance Depreciation 

G. Utilities. Please provide information relevant only to breakfast service for the 1994/95 academic year. 

Gl. Units expended/breakfast service Cost/unit 
a. Electricity 
b. Gas 
c. Water 

If your school participated in the federal School Breakfast Program before the pilot, please answer the following 
using information from the 1993/94 academic year. If not, go on to H 1. 

G2. Units expended/breakfast service Costs/unit 
a. Electricity 
b. Gas 
c. Water 

6 
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H. Promotion 

HI . Did your school engage in any act ivities to promote the pilot program0 If so, please list and identify the to ta. · 
cost for the 1994/95 academic year. Indicate who paid for the promotion. 

Activity Cost Paid by 

If your school participated in the federal School Breakfast Program before the pilot, did you engage in any 
activities to promote the program? If so, please list and identify the total cost for the 1993/94 academic year. 
Indicate who paid for the promotion. If your school did not operate the School Breakfast Program in the 
1993/94 academic year, go on to I 1. 

H2. 
Activity Cost Paid by 

7 
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I. Purchasing 

I l . Did increased breakfast consumption at your school due to the pilot allow it to secure a quantity discount for 
food, supplies or other meal related goods and services which would have been otherwise unavailable during the 
1994/95 academic year') YES__ NO _ 

12. For which goods/services did your school receive a quantity discount and what was the value of the savings 
attributable to this rate compared to 1993/94? 

Good/Service Savings 

13 . How many breakfasts need to be served each day to maintain the rate, assuming lunch participation remains 
constant? ---

J. District-level. 

J 1. Aside from costs and savings to your school and district level personnel costs already mentioned in B2, did 
participation in the pilot lead to any costs or savings to your district during the 1994/95 academic year? Please 
explain and provide amount of cost or savings. 

Cause of cost/savings Cost Savings 

8 
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K. Add it ional in fo rmation. 

K I. How has the universal breakfast program effected lunch participation? If your school did not provide 
breakfast in 1993/94, go on to K4. 

1993/94 1994/95 
Lunch participants 
NSLP #Free 
NSLP # Reduced 
NSLP #Paid 
# Non NSLP 

K.2 . Aside from changes in participation, has the pilot affected any other aspect(s) of lunch that you can identify? 
(e .g ., foods consumed, behavior, etc.). 

K3. If your school was serving breakfast prior to the pilot, please provide the following information. 
1993/94 

Breakfast participants 
% approved for free meals who ate 
% approved for reduced priced meals who ate 
% approved for paid ("full" priced) meals who ate 

K4. In the 1994/95 academic year, were any costs associated with your school's participation in the pilot not 
reimbursed by state or federal money? If so, which costs and what was their 1994/95 value? Do not include costs 
paid by Kraft . Do not include the value of in-kind contributions. 

Name of cost Amount Paid by 

KS. Did your schoo l receive any in-kind contributions because of its participation in the pilot. Sources of in-kind 
contributions may include private corporations, non-profits, and individuals. If so, what is the value of these in
kind contributions? 

Contribution Value 

9 
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K6. Does your school offer a la carte items at lunch to students (e.g. : items aside from the National School 
Lunch Program meal)'J If so, please provide the following information . 

1993/94 1994/95 
Total a la carte sales 

K7. Can you identify any possible savings or costs, other then those already mentioned, directly attributable to 
your school's participation in the breakfast pilot? 

Cost Savings Value 

Thank you! 

10 
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Teacher Surveys 
Andersen Open School 
Year 2 Early Spring 1996 

N=29 

75 

1. Now that the Breakfast Pilot Program is in its second year, what are your feelings 
about the program? Please indicate your response by circling a number on the 
continuum. 

1 2 
Not at all ositive 

3 
neutral 

Mean: 4.82 
Std Dev.: 0.38 

Cases: 29 

2. Please give a reason for the number you circled. 
Helps kids get to class on time and ready to learn. 

Children's moods are more positive, less cranky. 

4 5 
extreme! ositive 

I love that all kids can receive a free breakfast so they can get off to a good start. 

This is the BEST program at our school. All children in my class have breakfast at 
school. They and their families depend on it. 

All the children seem to really enjoy eating breakfast at school. I am not so sure the 
families would have breakfast at home on a daily basis. 

It's a wonderful program that encourages students to eat breakfast. It also gives us the 
opportunity to relate the program to their daily needs, putting fuel into the bodies, 
and making it a habit. 

Kids really like it. Few physical complaints. Breakfast is probably much more than 
would be available in many homes. 

Students need to eat breakfast in the morning. Many students would just go without 
if breakfast was not provided. Excellent social time. 

By the number of students that take breakfast. I think it has been beneficial to a Jot of 
people. 

Children are not left hungry at the start of the day. 

I think students become more settled and more relaxed after eating breakfast. 
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Much better organized within our team this year. A better system is in place. 

99% of students eat breakfast every day. Students look forward to their school 
breakfast. 

I see an improvement in the start of my day. Kids are tuned in and appear more 
comfortable. 

Fewer sleepy students. Fewer students complaining of hunger or requesting use of 
vending machines. 

I go in with the children every morning. They take all three parts and finish them. 

These students look forward to this meal and share what they enjoy. 

A very nice way to start our day. Children are hungry when they get to school. 

They seem to "wake up" after breakfast. 

It's a great way for students to start their day. 

The children are hungry and the breakfast helps them to learn better at school. 

Good nutrition. Sometimes only breakfast opportunity. School starts early and many 
kids can't eat that early. Helps kids be ready to study. 

Students have more energy and are able to focus on schoolwork. There is less sleeping 
and the kids are alert. Less complaints about not liking school because they are tired or 
have a headache. 

Because the kids start school so early many of them don't have time to eat at home. 
Lower / less complaints of headaches / stomach aches. 

Students are enthused to come to class on time, so they get their first choice of 
breakfast. 

My students arrive hungry! Feeding them breakfast helps them start the day in a 
positive way by preparing them to listen and work. 

Universal program is great. 

I think it is a great program. Many, if not all the students take part in this program. 

Great number of choices for children to eat. 
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Kids need it. Selection could be more varied. 

3. During year one of the Breakfast Pilot, teachers observed breakfast having an effect 
on the following four areas related to students' behavior and performance: 

1) physical effects - fewer complaints of headaches and stomach aches, less tired; 
2) learning readiness - more alert, better attention, especially in the late morning 
3) social behavior - visiting before class start, a sense of community; 
4) attendance - reduced absences and tardies. 

From your current viewpoint in year two, please indicate, by circling a number, the 
extent to which the breakfast program still contributes to these effects. 

physical 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 4.55 
Std. Dev.: 0.90 

Cases: 29 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (physical) 
I never hear complaints of stomach aches or light headaches. 

5 
strongly contributes 

The middle school students aren't complaining of headaches, stomach aches, etc. · 
related to not eating. 

I don't send kids to the school nurse as much. 

I feel certain that starting a day with a full stomach helps keep these problems to a 
minimum. 

More energy. 

If not for breakfast these areas (1-4) would be a bigger problem. 

Nutritionally poor. Too many fat grams. Need more fresh fruit and complex 
carbohydrates! 

The students appear to be more focused on their work and ready to learn (during 2nd 
hour, when they eat) . 

I have seen a significant change this year but we have had an unusually hard "cold" 
"sick" year. 

Students have higher energy levels and are more relaxed. 
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Better attention. Fewer complaints of being tired . 

Statistically it is true and also from my observations of 10 days here at Andersen. 

Less kids sent to nurse's office in the morning. 

Nutrition for the morning is guaranteed. 

My reasons are the same I listed for last year and that would be all 4 of the above. 

Less complaints of stomach aches. 

Students always want to know if they are in time for breakfast. Fewer hungry tummy 
aches. 

Physically it jump starts kids and makes them ready to get into their day. It is a relaxed 
and friendly respite. 

It depends on the breakfast that was served that morning. 

Keeping kids healthy and ready to learn. 

Ready to go alert. 

In simply seeing these same effects again this year especially in #1 physical effects. 

We have many malnourished kids. This program helps. 

Many kids eat all their breakfast. 

learning 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 4.60 
Std. Dev.: 0.68 

Cases: 28 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (learning) 
I never hear complaints of stomach aches or light headaches. 

5 
strongly contributes 

Kids aren't preoccupied with being hungry. They can concentrate on learning. 
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Children are more READY to learn. Hunger is not preventing them from doing their 
best. 

I feel certain the students are better able to focus and not worrying about being 
hungry. 

More alert, able to concentrate-not complaining of hunger. 

Fat grams better than 0 grams. Students need to have food to learn. 

Students seem to be more focused on theiL work and ready to learn. 

I attribute the success rate for my 2nd hour to be that they are better able to focus and 
stay on task due to having food in their systems. 

Occasionally, the food can become a distraction when teaching is involved. But most 
often, the food helps students become more focused. 

More attention to subject matter after eating. 

Statistically it is true and also from my observation of 10 days here at Andersen. 

On task at the beginning of the day. 

More alert and better focused. 

No complaints this year of being hungry before lunch. Children are comfortable and 
ready to learn. 

Less tiredness, therefore students are better able to focus on learning. 

Students are alert and focused on learning. 

More alert, ready to listen and learn. 

Students are alert so they listen and follow directions which leads to better learning. 

Keeping kids in class and higher achievement. 

Some students have a hard time doing work and eating. 

More alert less sleepy and more motivation. 

Full stomachs promote learning! Period! 

Direct reflection of the physical effects. 
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social 1 2 3 4 5 
contributes not at all strongly contributes 

Mean: 4.67 
Std. Dev.: 0.86 

Cases: 28 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. _ (social) 

My kids eat while they do their morning work quietly. 

Students aren't crabby and irritable because they are eating breakfast. They are more 
positive about learning because basic needs are met. 

A time for kids to talk and relate to one another. 

This program provides an opportunity for social interaction (6 to a table) and a calm 
environment. 

Breakfast time is a terrific time to talk and eat with friends. 

Kids really enjoy waiting for their friends to come so they can go in to breakfast. 

Excellent way for the kids to start the day. 

They will socialize, but in 2nd hour, it's not just socializing. 

I feel that the added little social time eliminates the need to steal time. 

Students spend time eating and talking quietly during breakfast. 

Students have opportunity to exercise social skills during breakfast. 

Positive based on my observations. 

"Family" type eating at our tables. These conversations promotes friendship. 

The breakfast is free so there is no stigma about paying or not. 

When they are not hungry they are not crabby. 

Nice way to start the day out together. Breakfast in the classroom makes it seem more 
"family like". 
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Positive for good eating manners. 

Less angry and happier children. Less focus on which students can or cannot afford to 
eat. 

Enjoy talking during breakfast. 

Friendlier students--happier. 

The kids love to start their day talking freely with peers. 

Much discussion at this time. 

attendance 1 
contributes not at all 

2 3 

Mean: 4.10 
Std. Dev.: 0.95 

Cases: 28 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (attendance) 
I think breakfast is a motivator to come on time. 

4 5 
strongly contributes 

For some children this makes a difference. For chronic truants it's not a primary 
factor. The kids don't come because of breakfast, they do better because of breakfast. I 
have excellent attendance this year. Children who came in later always try to be here 
before breakfast ends. 

Attendance in my classroom is very good. 

Children look forward to breakfast time. 

It seems to be a lure to get kids here. 

Encourages attendance in the morning classes! Students look forward to breakfast 
everyday! 

Attendance for most has been pretty good all year. 

It seems to me that the same students are absent/late regardless of food, although they 
request to get it. 

Most students arrive on time and are anxious for breakfast. 
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Much better attendance noted during the morning hours, but may not be confirmed 
by attendance office. 

Positive based on my observations. 

Children who are hungry feel ill. When they know they will eat, they will come. It 
must help. 

Children look forward to this first meal of the day. Their families send them 
expecting this meal to be here. 

Maybe cuts back on tardiness. 

It seems to improve attendance. 

For many students school is where they get to eat and, therefore, they come to school. 
Still have some tardy. 

Some simply don't have an adult that gets them going at home and breakfast can't 
even do that. 

I am not sure how one could measure this. 

Hard to measure. 
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4. At the end of year one, teachers were polled about four areas of concern: amount of 
wasted food, nutritional content of breakfast, choice of foods offered children, and 
amount of time away from learning. Please indicate by checking, what you currently 
think about each of these areas. 

Table 10 

concerns from year one 
amount of food wasted 

nutritional content of breakfast 

choice of food offered 

amount of time away from learning 

Figure 10 

Comments: 

Amount of 
Food 

Wasted 

Amount of wasted food 
Lunchroom staff p lans well. 

a concern not a concern 
20.8% 79.2 % 
cases 5 cases 19 

44.8 % 55.2 % 
cases 13 cases 16 

48.3 % 51.7 % 
cases 14 cases 15 

11.1% 88.9 % 
cases 3 cases 24 

Teachers ' Areas of Concern 
Andersen Open School 

Nu trition al 
Content 

Choice of 
Foods 

Unsure if this is a concern or not. 

comments 

(a list of comments will 
follow ) 

C Not a Concern 

m A Concern 

Time 
Aw ay 
From 

Learning 
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Not sure if this is a concern. 

I do not find it beneficial to make students take something they don't want. 

Most food is eaten or is returned to the cart. 

Not a concern, almost always all the food gets eaten. 

All food is eaten. 

Most kids eat everything. 

Some foods are not liked. 

Nutritional content of breakfast 
Breakfast choices seem very sugary. 

Given the limitations, I think it is fine. 

Seems to be a lot of sugar in a meal. 

Provide non-sugared cereal to those who have requested. This has been done. 

Seems to be heavy on sugar. 

There are a lot of foods with high sugar content, which doesn't sustain energy. 
Appears to be high in sugar. 

Too much starch. 

Could be lower in sugar content want less sweet stuff. 

Would like to see the fat content re-evaluated. 

For the time and resources available, the food is the best possible. 

Choice of foods offered 
There should never only be one choice for breakfast. 

Should provide whole fruit besides juice. 

It would be nice not to see so much sugary donuts, pastries, etc. 

The choices of foods are generally a pastry or a high-fat food. 

Add choice of fruit. 
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More fresh fruit if possible. Kids love the hot breakfast and cereal. 

Children take all parts of their breakfast. 

Good choices. 

Need more hot food. 

The students prefer the hot breakfast and it's not offered often enough. 

They don't need a choice every day. 

Need more variety of hot items. 

Amount of time away from learning 
My kids eat while they do their morning work quietly. 

It's a beneficial trade off. 

Not a concern, children eat breakfast first thing in the morning. 

10 minutes is the maximum amount of time. It is not a concern. 

It really doesn't take away from learning time. 

Most food is consumed in first 5-10 minutes. Students are used to the food with 
learning activities. 

Sometimes a problem. 

Time well spent, who can learn when you are hungry. 

Helps children in the long run. 

Just for the slow-pokes. Those kids just need more monitoring. 

When children finish eating, a lot of time is wasted as they wait for others to finish. 

b) For year two, were any changes made to address these concerns? If so, what were 
the changes? 
Not that I am aware of. They did add more hot breakfast choices. 

The request for non-sugared cereal is accommodated . 



Some, there certainly h as been enough breakfast fo r everyone this year. 

Larger variety of foods. 

I am very comfortable with everything happening concerning breakfast. 

I haven't observed any changes besides a couple of new selections. 

A few new choices were added. 

We sit at the tables with the kids and keep them focused on chewing. 

More items were made available but kids did not like most of them. 

c) Any new concerns? 
Just more variety. 

Students need a better source of nutritional food. 

Size of portions for 5-6th grade students--these are big kids! 

Would like to see the program continue. 
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5. Please provide us with any final thoughts, opinions, and/or comments about year 
two of the Breakfast Project. 

Great Program! 

Excellent program!! Our school is so lucky to have it. 

Please let it continue. It's a terrific program. 

Hopefully it will continue and be extended to all Minnesota students. 

Love it! 

I think this is a good program that should be explored and used for all schools and 
students. 

I think it is an excellent program. At 8:45 I take attendance and go over the day's plan. 
Breakfast comes and at 9:00 we start class-I don't see "amount of time away from 
learning." 

Keep it going we need this! 



Please continue this program!! 

I just hope that the program will continue next year. 

Great program-thanks! 

Thanks! 

Please continue. 

Keep it up! It is one program that is vital to our specific population!! 
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Teacher Surveys 
Year 2 Early Spring 1996 

Cold Spring Elementary School 
N=20 
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1. Now that the Breakfast Pilot Program is in its second year, what are your feelings 
about the program? Please indicate your response by circling a number on the 
continuum. 

1 2 3 4 5 
Not at all ositive neutral 

Mean: 3.9 
Std Dev.: 0.91 

Cases: 20 

2. Please a reason for the number you circled. 
Students are given an opportunity to eat and socialize. 

extreme! ositive 

I believe kids need a good breakfast. Nutrition is important. However, I see our 
schools assuming more and more parent/ family responsibilities. 

It is a good program for students who do not have the opportunity to eat at home. 
Also, the student does not go hungry. 

I still feel the children should be fed at home by their parents. 

Most of these kids eating breakfast here would eat it at home--and parents could 
afford to give it to them! 

It is good from a nutritional stand point, children wander in making the school day 
begin later. 

I notice improvement in the classroom in the mornings. They don't complain about 
being hungry at 10:00. They arrive relaxed and ready to work. 

My class has a high percentage of participation and I know it's important to start the 
day with a good breakfast. 

Students who normally don't eat breakfast are now doing so. 

I think it's good to offer breakfast but many parents still prefer to have their children 
eat at home. Are we taking over parent responsibility? 

Socialization and hopefully having breakfast here teaches good nutrition. 
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I believe it is an important program for students who do not get fed a t home. 
However, lots of my students ea t at home and would prefer that. 

The students that p articipate seem to really enjoy the meal. The students don't 
complain about being hungry. 

I feel the s tudents are more settled in the morning. They can concentra te for a longer 
time in the morning. I also think the social time with multi-age level has been great. 

I believe we are promoting irresponsibility by feeding "kids" breakfast. This is a 
parent's job not a schools' . I believe we are ultimately hurting the "good" families in 
our district who have been responsible. If it continues we will soon be getting 
pressure to continue the breakfast when the funds dry up. 

Students who wouldn't normally eat breakfast have the opportunity to do so. 

Setting healthy lifestyle habit! 

I am still not convinced it is our responsibility to take care of this . I also think there 
are more sweets offered than necessary. 

Those students who don't eat breakfast before school are given the opportunity to eat. 

3. During year one of the Breakfast Pilot, teachers observed breakfast having an effect 
on the following four areas related to students' behavior and performance: 

1) physical effects - fewer complaints of headaches and stomach aches, less tired; 
2) learning readiness - more alert, better attention, especially in the late morning 
3) social behavior - visiting before class start, a sense of community; 
4) attendance - reduced absences and tardies. 

From your current viewpoint in year two, please indicate, by circling a number, the 
extent to which the breakfast program still contributes to these effects. 

physical 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 3.94 
Std. Dev.: 0.97 

Cases: 19 

4 5 
strongly contributes 
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Please give a reason for the number you circled. (physical) 
Students are very productive in the morning. Social groups were formed, some good 
some bad. 

Kids come in more relaxed in most cases and better able to handle the day. 

Students who are eating I feel will be more energized and are less sick. 

We have nothing to compare this to. 

Very few complaints. 

Fewer students going to the nurse. 

Still complain of headaches, etc. 

The only complaints I see is no complaints of being hungry in mid morning. 
However, ·we had a snack. 

I think it helps. 

Less stomach aches around 11:00. 

Students don't complain about hunger during the morning before lunch. 

Social aspect is good. Alert longer into the morning. 

Students no longer complain about being hungry. We don't need to take time in the 
morning for a snack. 

Students are more relaxed corning into the classroom. Visiting is important to their 
well being. 



learning 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 3.68 
Std. Dev.: 0.88 

Cases: 19 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (learning) 
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5 
strongly contributes 

Being hungry is not something the kids need to be concerned with having the 
breakfast program in place. 

In observing students who eat a nutritious breakfast, they are more on task and will 
stay alert in class. 

Nothing to compare. 

Pretty hard to measure. 

Learning readiness seems improved. 

Not much change. 

Students are much more eager and energetic. 

Can concentrate for a longer period. I am uncertain if it is the breakfast or the later 
start. 

Students are more alert but I am unsure whether it is because of breakfast or because 
of our late start. 

Good nutrition is important especially for those students not getting breakfast at 
home. 



social 1 2 
contributes not at a ll 

3 

Mean: 3.88 
Std. Dev.: 1.21 

Cases: 17 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (social) 
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5 
strong ly contributes 

They enjoy the time with friends from other rooms and grade levels. 

They always were able to play outside and communicate anyway. 

The students really socialize much more in a calm manner. 

Family members spend time together. 

Multi-age .groups tend to converse and even at grade level different homerooms 
comm uni ca te 

Students have the opportunity to socialize in an appropriate manner during meals. 

Definitely a sense of community between all grade levels. It has created a real sense of 
community for us. 

attendance 1 
contributes not a t all 

2 3 

Mean: 2.88 
Std. Dev.: 1.05 

Cases: 17 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (attendance) 

Students participate in class more often. 

Not sure. 

I don't see a significant change. 

I see no change. 

4 5 
strongly contributes 
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I feel this has always been good . 

I don't think there has been a change. 

I am uncertain as to what this impact would be. 

4. At the end of year one, teachers were polled about four areas of concern: amount of 
w asted food, nutritional content of breakfast, choice of foods offered children, and 
amount of time away from learning. Please indicate by checking, what you currently 
think about each of these areas. 

Table 11 

concerns from year one 
amount of food wasted 

nutritional content of breakfast 

choice of food offered 

amount of time away from learning 

Figure 11 

Amount of 
Food 

Wasted 

a concern not a concern comments 
11.1 % 88.9 % (a list of comments will 
cases 1 cases 8 foll ow ) 

31.3 % 68.8 % 
cases 5 cases 11 

13.3 % 86.7 % 
cases 2 cases 13 

12.5 % 87.5 % 
cases 2 cases 14 

Teachers' Areas of Concern 
Cold Spring Elementary School 

Nutritional 
Content 

Choice of 
Foods 

D Not a Concern 

m':I A Concern 

Time 
Aw ay 
From 

Learning 



Comments: 
Amount of wasted food 
Don't have this information not in cafeteria to know don't know. 

Students have their favorite foods. We need to cut down on the waste. 

No information. 

I think there is not a problem with this the way there is at lunch. 

No information. 

Packaging is a concern. Not sure of amount 

Nutritional content of breakfast 
Seems very nutritional. 

Not always the healthiest choices. 

Need low fat items. 

Some fatty foods. 

Too much sugar some days. 

Choice of foods offered 
Talked and surveyed kids to get their input. 

This originally was a concern but has improved. 

Lots of variety. 

Amount of time away from learning 
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Students arrive on time ready to learn the bell rings at 8:55; when some buses come in 
at 8:50-how can they have time to eat? 

Minimal. 

No time taken away from learning. 

No problem. 

b) For year two, were any changes made to address these problems? If so, what were 
the changes? 
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Making food choices available. 

More food choices. 

More choices. 

c) Any new concerns? 

Packaging. Environmental concern 

5. Please provide us with any final thoughts, opinions, and/or comments about year 
two of the Breakfast Pilot Study. 
I believe it is important, students are becoming aware of the importance of starting 
the day out with good nutrition. 

Good Program! 

If it becomes a paid breakfast, I don't know how it will do unless it is subsidized like 
the lunch program. 

Overall a good program. 

I hope it can continue. I think it's the best thing since sliced bread. 



Teacher Survey 
Dawson/Boyd Elementary School 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 
N =16 
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1. Now that the Breakfast Pilot Program is in its second year, what are your feelings 
about the program? Please indicate your response by circling a number on the 
continuum. 

1 2 
Not at all ositive 

3 
neutral 

Mean: 4.62 
Std Dev.: 0.61 

Cases: 16 

2. Give reason for the number you circled 
After breakfast the children are ready to work and learn. 

4 5 
extreme! ositive 

I would like to see it continued but I wish we could work it out so the kids could have 
breakfast before school starts. 

Without the program there would be too many children coming to school without 
breakfast. Too many parents are working and children are left alone to start the day. 

No hungry students. Less students feeling sick in the morning. Cereal choice daily 
keeps more kids eating something. 

There are less "ailments"-stomach aches, head aches, etc. 

Children in my class begin the day with a good breakfast. They seem more ready to 
learn. 

No complaints from students in the morning for stomach aches or head aches. 

I am still concerned about the waste. I have 6 to 8 students daily that don't participate. 
Last year everyone ate breakfast every day. 

The children seem to be more ready to learn. There are less head aches and stomach 
aches as well as less trips to the nurse. All children have an opportunity for a 
nutritious breakfast. 

Students have more energy. Many do not eat when they first get up at home. 
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I am very pleased. 

Its great to offer breakfast to everyone. Good to know that they have been offered food 
so they aren't hungry all morning. 

It is mostly a positive thing. It's really good for children who don't like to eat first 
thing in the morning. and have long bus rides. 

Very glad the food is there for the children. Thoroughly believe breakfast food is 
needed for most students because it is not given at home. 

3. During year one of the Breakfast Pilot, teachers observed breakfast having an effect 
on the following four areas related to students' behavior and performance: 

1) physical effects - fewer complaints of headaches and stomach aches, less tired; 
2) learning readiness - more alert, better attention, especially in the late morning 
3) social behavior - visiting before class start, a sense of community; 
4) at.tendance - reduced absences and tardies. 

From your current viewpoint in year two, please indicate, by circling a number, the 
extent to which the breakfast program still contributes to these effects. 

physical 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 4.5 
Std. Dev.: 0.73 

Cases: 16 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (physical) 
Less complaints of being hungry. 

5 
strongly contributes 

I feel as a whole it has eliminated much of the running to the nurse, not totally 
though. 

Students have more energy to be alert and ready to learn. Nice social time for them to 
start the day. 

Mostly physical, learning, and attendance. They have fuel to run on. They are less 
tired and better behavior is noticed in the later morning. 

I observe all four of the behaviors listed. 

Fewer complaints of head aches, stomach aches, and less tired. 
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Fewer complaints of head aches, stomach aches, and less tired is still true. 

My class exhibits good physical effects, but I don't see the other factors affected. 

Very few students are ill in the morning. 

A break in the routine plus something to eat gives them a little more energy. 

Students seem to be more alert and have more energy. 

Provides energy. Don't need to wonder if the child ate. 

I have a minimal amount of physical complaints in the morning as compared to 
years before the breakfast program. 

Better heal th. 

learning 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 4.31 
Std. Dev.: 0.70 

Cases: 16 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (learning) 

5 
strongly contributes 

Their attention is focused on what they are to do rather than on feeling hungry. 

Kids seemed more settled and ready to focus on learning. 

I am sure it helps but my students are out of the room from 11:00-12:00. 

When less time is spent at the nurse or at home sick, more learning takes place in the 
classroom. 

They seem more ready to learn. Especially later in the morning. 

I still see more alertness, better attention in the classroom. 

Our heaviest load of subjects occurs in the morning, so I am grateful for the students 
having breakfast opportunities. 

Students don't "run out of gas". They are still able to work well. 
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Positive. A chance to move around and relax. Ready for next class but does not use 
up 15 minutes of education. In class we can't cover as much due to loss of class time, 
75 minutes a week. 

Students aren't tired 11 :00-12:00 they are more alert 

Students have better attention span and a better level of achievement. 

Learning seems to be somewhat above average compared to the years before the 
program. 

social 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 3.87 
Std. Dev.: 0.80 

Cases: 16 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (social) 

Students seem to enjoy themselves. Manners are learned. 

5 
strongly contributes 

Our breakfast situation with two classes waiting in the morning can be a bit of a 
discipline problem. 

Good social skill time. 

I think it has helped. 

They have time to relax and visit with each other. Chance to talk to classmates other 
than the ones they sit near in class. 

They enjoy sharing and they do seem very pleasant during this time. 

We take our breakfast to eat in the room. Less distracting, quieter atmosphere to have 
sharing and classroom visiting. 

Still see a sense of community and socializing taking place. 

They have a chance to visit about many things and they need to share those things 
before beginning new things. 

They know how to be social. This is another opportunity and it is fun to both watch as 
well as join in and visit with them. 



It gives us all a time to talk. 

I don't think this area is affected one way or another. 

D. Attendance 

attendance 1 
contributes not at all 

2 3 

Mean: 4.0 
Std. Dev.: 0.92 

Cases: 15 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (attendance) 
I don't see any difference in attendance from other years. 

Improved attendance . 

Attendance is good. 
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4 5 
strongly contributes 

I have had horrific attendance this year because of illness, vacations, trips, so I can't 
say breakfast has influenced attendance. 

I still see there are less tardies and improved attendance. 

My attendance is usually good. Parents seem happy that they can eat breakfast if 
they've had a hurried morning at home. 

I believe we are not seeing those hungry stomach aches. 

Most days all eat but maybe one student. 

There may be a correlation to proper nutrition which fights off illness, I but don't 
know if we could prove this. 
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4. At the end of year one, teachers were polled about four areas of concern: amount of 
wasted food, nutritional content of breakfast, choice of foods offered children, and 
amount of time away from learning. Please indicate by checking, what you currently 
think about each of these areas. 

Table 13 

concerns from year one 
amount of food wasted 

nutritional content of breakfast 

choice of food offered 

amount of time away from learning 

Figure 13 

Comments: 

Amount of 
Food 

Wasted 

Amount of food wasted 

a concern not a concern 
68.8 % 31.3 % 
cases 11 cases 5 

12.5 % 87.5 % 
cases 2 cases 14 

20% 80% 
cases 3 cases 12 

50% 50% 
cases 8 cases 8 

Teachers' Areas of Concern 
Dawson/Boyd Elementary School 

Nutritional 

Content 
Choice of 

Foods 

comments 

(A list of comments will 
follow) 

0 Not a Concern 

fr.IA Concern 

Time 

Away 
From 

Learning 

Has been corrected with cold cereal. Fruit needs to be sliced/saved. 
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Students are required to take food they don't want. A lot of wasted milk. 

Lots of food gets dumped. It is wasteful and expensive. 

Tremendous amount of waste due to choices, required taking, and poor preparation. 

It's better this year because portions are more realistic. Still food is thrown. I don't 
like that. 

Greatly decreased waste when cereal choice is offered. 

There is waste as they must take the food. 

Students don't take what they don't want or take less amount. 

Not as much as last year. 

I always feel bad when food is wasted but I think it is less than last year. 

Nutritional content 
Very good -variety. 

Only concern when we have cheese and doughnut, oh my! Cholesterol. 

The cereal choice every day is an excellent addition. 

I assume the planners know what they are doing. 

Good. 

A lot of sugar, starch, and sweet rolls. 

Choice of foods offered 
Good to see cold cereal added. 

Fine. 

I don't think the planner always considers "kids" likes. 

We do seem to have many bananas and apples. 

Good choices. 

Variety is improved. 

Much better with cereal and they get to plan one meal. 
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Well balanced. 

I like the cereal choice every day. 

It has been great to have cereal offered everyday. 

Amount of time away from learning 
It is a factor, but if we're going to have it how else can we schedule? 

We lose about 1/2 hour of teaching time. 

Well worth the time. 

I would like to see breakfast offered before school and not take time out of our already 
full day. 

I wish this could be added on to the school day. I am missing class time. 

I don't think the situation can be helped. 

Very short it is no problem. Nice break for the kids. 

We lose 75 minutes a week of instructional time. 

Would like to see it offered before school. 

Educational professionals should not be doing this on a daily basis. 

b) For year 2, were any changes made to address these concerns·? If so, what were the 
changes? 
Better choices that the children like better. 

Choice of food is more varied. 

Both amount of wasted food and time away from learning were concerns last year but 
I don't see much that can be done about it. 

There have been some new items offered. 

Smaller portions helped reduce waste. Cereal choice everyday was excellent. 

Offered cereal as a choice. 

The daily cereal choice made a big difference. 
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Offering cereal choice everyday and the decrease in portion size. 

Having cereal every day has caused less waste. 

5. Please provide us with any final thoughts, opinions, and/or comments about year 
two of the Breakfast Pilot Study. 

We are lucky to be able to provide this for our students. 

Great program as a whole. 

Many children benefit from the program. It is a real asset for kids. 

Fresh fruit is a great option. My students are allowed to save it for the afternoon and 
eat it during the last hour of class. This helps reduce waste. 

State and Federal funding--if we really care about children ... let's address/take care of 
their physical needs too. We try to get by so cheaply when it comes to children's 
needs/ education. Children are our promise of the future. 

It is my wish that this program can continue. 

Our students are very used to it and would certainly miss it if it were to go away. 

The breakfast program has been good for the fact that some kids get something to eat 
in the morning and wouldn't have if there wasn't a program. But parents have to be 
responsible for this. But kids can't go hungry. 

More encouragement to junior high during early morning sports. 

Let students take what they want. 

Students who want or need breakfast could get it before school starts. 



Teacher Survey 
Hendricks/Ivanhoe Elementary School 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 
N =7 
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1. Now that the Breakfast Pilot Project is in its second year, what are your feelings 
about the program? Please indicate your response by circling a number on the 
continuum. 

1 2 
Not at all ositive 

3 
neutral 

Mean: 4.66 
Std Dev.: 0.65 

Cases: 12 

2. Please g.ive a reason for the number you circled. 

4 5 
extreme! ositi\·e 

My students are alert and ready to learn. Breakfast time is also an important social 
event for us in first grade. 

Children are hungry by 9:00. Breakfast helps them feel better and work better. 

I still do not like all the time it takes away from the school day and I question the 
nutritional value of rolls and doughnuts. 

Happier, healthier children. No morning "head aches" or stomach aches . 

The kids seem more alert in the morning and it is a great start to the day. It also 
improves social skills. 
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3. During year one of the Breakfast Pilot, teachers observed breakfast having an effect 
on the following four areas related to students' behavior and performance: 

1) physical effects - fewer complaints of headaches and stomach aches, less tired; 
2) learning readiness - more alert, better attention, especially in the late morning 
3) social behavior - visiting before class start, a sense of community; 
4) attendance - reduced absences and tardies. 

From your current viewpoint in year two, please indicate, by circling a number, the 
extent to which the breakfast program still contributes to these effects. 

physical 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 4.57 
Std. Dev.: 0.53 

Cases: 7 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (physical) 
Good energy food . 

5 
strongly contributes 

Before the breakfast program, it was "I don't feel good!" all the time. 

I don't think they are so tired and yawn as much. 

Very noticeable. 

I can "testify" that my students are more ready to learn and remain that way until 
lunch time. 

learning 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 4.85 
Std. Dev.: 0.37 

Cases: 7 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (learning) 
They are more ready to learn and stay that way until lunch time. 

Ready to go. 

They are better able to stay on task. 

5 
strongly contributes 
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There is no mid-morning slump. Kids actively participate all morning. 

Ready to go at reading. 

social 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 4.42 
Std. Dev.: 0.78 

Cases: 7 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (social) 
It has been an asset to begin our day together over good food! 

Children enjoy the visit. 

This is the only chance for social interaction in the morning. 

Opportunity to visit with friends. 

attendance 1 
contributes not at all 

2 3 

Mean: 3.42 
Std. Dev.: 1.27 

Cases: 7 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (attendance) 
I average 98-100% attendance. 

I have had good attendance this week. 

Not sure this makes a difference. 

I see no difference in attendance. 

5 
strongly contributes 

4 5 
strongly contributes 
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4. At the end of year one, teachers were polled about four areas of concern: amount of 
wasted food, nutritional content of breakfast, choice of foods offered children, and 
amount of time away from learning. Please indicate by checking, what you currently 
think about each of these areas. 

Table 14 

concerns from year one a concern not a concern comments 
amount of food wasted 50% 50% (a list of comments will 

2 cases 2 cases follow) 

nutritional content of breakfast 50% 50% 
3 cases 3 cases 

choice of food offered 0% 100% 
Cases 0 Cases 4 

amount of time away from learning 16.7% 83.3 % 
Cases 1 Cases 5 

Figure 14 

Teachers' Areas of Concern 
Hendricks/Ivanhoe Elementary School EJ Not a Concern 

~ A Concern 

~ 100.....-------------------~~....------------~ 
~ 90 ------------------1::::::::::::::::::1-------------

i ! ~ ······· .. ...... .. . . .... ············. • ••••••••••••••••• :::::::::::::::::=:}::::::::::::::: 
t1l 3 0 ::uuuu : : : : : : : : : :::::::::::::::::: ;.;.;.;.;.;.:.;.;. 
~ 20 ......... ::::::::: ;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;: ____ ~:.:.:.:.:.: . : .:.:.f-. ----
~ 1 0 :::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : ::::::::::::::::::,...._ ___ ---1:::::::::::::::::: 
~ 0 ;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;: ::::::::::;::::::: :;:;:;:;:;:;:::::: ;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;. 

Amount of 
Food 

Wasted 

Nutritional 
Content 

*no teachers indicated a concern for this area 

Comments: 
Amount of wasted food 
I no longer allow them to waste much! 

*Choice: of 
food 

Time 
Away 
From 

Learning 
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We changed the schedule to also give more time between breakfast and lunch. 

Improved . 

If their friends are eating --they will eat. 

Nutritional content of Breakfast 
Overall-pleased with the content. 

Serve less deep fried food. 

Deep fried things too many. 

Choice of foods offered 
The choices are usually well balanced. 

Be careful of high sugar content. 

Good vari'ety. 

Nice Variety. 

Amount of time away from learning 
Only eight minutes at the start of the morning. 

It's worth it-since learning is improved. 

b) For year 2, were any changes made to address these concerns? If so, what were the 
changes? 

Yes, I asked that my class be at breakfast last and lunch last. That made a bit of 
difference in the amount of waste. 

c) Any new concerns? 

None listed . 

5. Please provide us with any final thoughts, opinions, andlor comments about year 
two of the Breakfast Pilot Study. 
Thanks, it is a wonderful program. 

I really like and would want to promote the breakfast program. 

It is a great program. I hope it continues. 



Teacher Survey 
Newport Elementary School 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 
N=7 
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1. Now that the Breakfast Pilot Program is in its second year, what are your feelings 
about the program? Please indicate your response by circling a number on the 
continuum. 

1 2 
Not at all ositive 

3 
neutral 

Mean: 4.42 
Std Dev.: 0.53 

Cases: 7 

2. Please give a reason for the number you circled. 
I think kids do better in school if they eat breakfast. 

Our kids need to eat. 

4 5 
extreme! ositive 

I am concerned about the amount of sweets and students not being able to take only 
what they will eat. This teaches waste. 

I think it is a real benefit for those families who don't have time or money to provide 
a nutritional start. 

More centered-able to think-alert-social. Kids enjoy eating with and chatting with 
each other. 

I feel it is great for the kids but worry about it being cut. 

. I. 
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3. During year one of the Breakfast Pilot, teachers observed breakfast having an effect 
on the following four areas related to students' behavior and performance: 

1) physical effects - fewer complaints of headaches and stomach aches, less tired; 
2) learning readiness - more alert, better attention, especially in the late morning 
3) social behavior - visiting before class start, a sense of community; 
4) attendance - reduced absences and tardies. 

From your current viewpoint in year two, please indicate, by circling a number, the 
extent to which the breakfast program still contributes to these effects. 

physical 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 4.71 
Std. Dev.: 0.48 

Cases: 7 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (physical) 

5 
strongly contributes 

Less stomach aches, fewer complaints, and more alert. I feel it helps our students get 
off to a good start in the day. 

learning 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 4.28 
Std. Dev.: 0.95 

Cases: 7 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (learning) 

5 
strongly contributes 

I would like to see a decrease in chocolate and sugar in the breakfast menu. 

Kids who are fed are able to concentrate on learning. 

Better attention. 

Same. 

I am not sure if it increases student learning 



social 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 4.42 
Std. Dev.: 0.78 

Cases: 7 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (social) 
Time to visit with friends while you eat. 

Healthy kids promote healthy behaviors. 

They are always social. 
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5 
s trongly contributes 

Children enjoy the special time before school to chat and become friends . 

The kids like the time to talk. 

attendance 1 
contributes not at all 

2 3 

Mean: 3.85 
Std. Dev.: 1.06 

Cases: 7 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (attendance) 
I never considered this before but I am sure it helps. 

Healthy food equals healthy kids. 

4 5 
strongly contributes 

They are late every morning and use breakfast as an excuse (only certain students 
chronically abuse it.) 

Want to come to socialize and feel better. 

I feel the students are not as sick in the morning hours. 
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4. At the end of year one, teachers were polled about four areas of concern: amount of 
wasted food, nutritional content of breakfast, choice of foods offered children, and 
amount of time away from learning. Please indicate by checking, what you currently 
think about each of these areas. 

Table 15 

concerns from year one 
amount of food wasted 

nutritional content of breakfas t 

choice of food offered 

amount of time away from learning 

Figure 15 

Amount of Food 
Wasted 

Comments: 
Amount of wasted food 

a concern not a concern 
60% 40% 
cases 3 cases 2 

60 % 40% 
cases 3 cases 2 

40% 60% 
cases 2 cases 3 

20% 80% 
cases 1 4 cases 

Teachers' Areas of Concern 
Newport Elementary School 

comments 

(A list of comments will 
follow ) 

Cl Not a Concern 

~ A Concern 

Nutritional Content Choice of Foods Time Away From 
Learn ing 

If students do not like an item they throw it out. 



Nutritional content of breakfast 
Less rolls, more cereal and fruit. 

Better than last year. 

Only one day I think should be changed it's sugar donut day. 

It has improved. 

Too much sugar and chocolate. 

Choice of foods offered 
Less donuts, sweets. 

Too much sugar and chocolate. 

More cereal and toast. 

Amount of time away from learning 
Works great! 

Primary mostly eat before school. 

None. 
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b) For year 2, were any changes made to address these concerns? If so, what were the 
changes? 
Nutritional content was improved. 

Several new foods tried. 

Sarne feelings for both two years. 

c) Any new concerns? 
For the continuation of the program in the future. 

Wonderful program. 

5. Please provide us with any final thoughts, opinions, and/or comments about year 
two of the Breakfast Pilot Study. 
Excellent! 

Good program-beneficial for students, teachers, and learning. 



Teacher Survey 
Oak Grove Elementary School 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 
N =12 
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1. Now that the Breakfast Pilot Project is in its second year, what are. your feelings 
about the program? Please indicate your response by circling a number on the 
continuum. 

1 2 3 4 5 
Not at all ositive neutral 

Mean: 4.66 
Std Dev.: 0.65 

Cases: 12 

2. Please give a reason for the number you circled. 

extreme! ositive 

Hunger is . taken care of so students can focus on instruction. Students have nutrition 
that provides them with energy to learn and feel good. Students have a social focus 
and opportunity to socialize before class begins. Good habits of eating breakfast are 
being established at a young age. 

Some children are not eating. Some parents feel they eat at home or don't want them 
to sit by older kids . These are all excuses but very real to the small children. 

Knowing that all children are eating and are not hungry in school. 

Kids are more awake, not complaining of stomach aches as often. 

It's a nutritional goal/message; helps with learning. 

I know there are less visits to the nurse. Cost of program is a big concern. I think 
money spent on small class size would accomplish the same. 

I still see results in the areas listed below. Parents are stiJJ happy with the program. 

I am glad that all kids are able to have breakfast in the morning. 

I really feel it increases the student's ability to concentrate. It gives early arriving 
Safari students a chance to eat before coming to the classroom. 

Equals out that all children have had an opportunity to eat. 

Children are not complaining about being hungry; not as tired, fewer trips to the 
nurse. 
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Children are not complaining about head aches, stomach aches, or of being hungry. 
They appear more ready to learn. 

3. During year one of the Breakfast Pilot, teachers observed breakfast having an effect 
on the following four areas related to students' behavior and performance: 

1) physical effects - fewer complaints of headaches and stomach aches, less tired; 
2) learning readiness - more alert, better attention, especially in the late morning 
3) social behavior - visiting before class start, a sense of community; 
4) attendance - reduced absences and tardies. 

From your current viewpoint in year two, please indicate, by circling a number, the 
extent to which the breakfast program still contributes to these effects. 

physical 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 4.58 
Std. Dev.: 0.66 

Cases: 12 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (physical) 
Less complaining of hunger. 

My students had a good attendance record. 

Fewer complaints of illness in the morning. Have more energy. 

5 
strc~ngly contributes 

Kids are more awake and not complaining of stomach aches as often. 

Less physical complaints from students. 

Last year I had virtually no physical complaints in the morning. This year I have 
had just a few, but still not as many as before the program started. 

These are hard to monitor due to not knowing form year to year the backgrounds. 

Less tired. 

All of the above have been apparent this year as well. 



learning 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 4.41 
Std. Dev.: 0.79 

Cases: 12 

4 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. (learning) 
Better focus on instruction--lack of hunger distractions. 
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5 
strongly contributes 

Energy for learning is present, heads not down on desk, and better class participation. 

I am not certain about this. 

More concentration. Hunger is not interfering with learning. Much more alert. 

Some children are not ready for learning because of home environment etc., so 
breakfast really doesn't play much of a part in this. 

My students still seem more focused in the morning. We get a lot accomplished. 

Helps with students who may have had breakfast 2 or 2 1/2 hours earlier and also 
those who may not have had any. 

Not as tired. 

Appear more attentive and ready to learn. 

social 1 2 
contributes not at all 

3 

Mean: 3.83 
Std. Dev.: 1.02 

Cases: 12 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. 

4 5 
strongly contributes 

Students greet and meet between coming to school and starting time. I like that. 
Friendships are nicer. 

Children have time to talk with friends. 
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Tends to get kids riled up and excited in the morning. A lot of confusion for 
kind ergartners. 

Being able to visit with friends. 

Some children have said they don't like this as they can't sit by friends. 

My students get their talking done before school so they are more ready to get going 
when they come into the room. 

Have not noticed much of a difference. 

Children enjoy visiting with peers in the morning. They get this out of the way 
before classes start. 

attendance 1 
contributes not at all 

2 3 

Mean: 3.58 
Std. Dev.: 0.79 

Cases: 12 

Please give a reason for the number you circled. 
No problem. 

Hard to tell if this affects the new kids every year. 

Really hard to tell. 

4 5 
strongly contributes 

I had good attendance from most students before the breakfast program. 

I have had a lot of illness this year. 

Hard to compare. 

Has stayed about the same. 
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4. At the end of year one, teachers were polled about four areas of concern: amount of 
wasted food, nutritional content of breakfast, choice of foods offered children, and 
amount of time away from learning. Please indicate by checking, what you currently 
think about each of these areas. 

Table 16 

concerns from year one 
amount of food wasted 

nutritional content of breakfast 

choice of food offered 

amount of time away from learning 

Figure 16 

Comments: 

Amount of 
Food 

Wasted 

Amount of w asted food 

a concern not a concern 
37.5 % 62.5 % 
cases 3 cases 5 

33.3 % 66.7% 
cases 4 cases 8 

9% 90% 
cases 1 cases 10 

27.3 % 72.7% 
cases 3 cases 8 

Teachers' Areas of Concern 
Oak Grove Elementary School 

Nutritional 
Content 

Choice of 
Foods 

Not sure---not there to monitor this year . 

comments 

(A list of comments will 
follow) 

0 Not A Concern 

m A Concern 

Time 
Away 
From 

Learning 
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Not sure--as I am not down there with the kids. 

I don't know this year. 

I am not there this year to see if food is wasted. 

Not there to see this year. 

There is still some wasted food. 

Nutritional content of breakfast 
Would like to see more fresh fruits and variety in menu very concerned. 

Choice of foods offered 
More variety. 

Some breakfasts are high in fat content. 

Amount of time away from learning 
Still losing time teaching with kids in a kindergarten day. 

It is a large portion of our day. Last year it became a "living" part of the curriculum 
since it was part of the school day. But has greatly improved. They go before school. 
This has definitely improved from last year. 

b) For year two, were any changes made to address these problems? 
Breakfast is before school. 

Went to before school time rather than as a group. 

Monitors there to see that kids are eating more. 

Kids eat before school--didn't interfere with the day and getting everything in. 

Breakfast time was changed, so there isn't time away from learning this year. 

Breakfast now happens before the school day. 

The time was changed so the school day would not be affected. 

Time was changed to not interfere with learning time. 

c) Any new concerns 
The cost. 

" 

I 
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With such a late start of school, breakfast is too late--many kids have already eaten. 

5. Final Thoughts 
I would like to take my students as a group as we did during year 1. 

I love the breakfast program but I sometimes wonder if the cost is worth it and who's 
responsibility is it to feed the kids--the parents or the state? 

I liked it part of the school day as in last year. It continues to be a benefit for all 
children. Great Program. 
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Teacher Interviews 
Andersen Open 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 
N =4 

1. Now that the program is in year two, how is it going? 
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"More are eating breakfast. Kids are better at making choices. More are choosing 
cereal than the sweet roll. They look forward to it. They come in, hang up their coats 
and go right in to get breakfast." -1st grade teacher 

"Going well. Kids come to school to eat. Like that they all can eat breakfast. We don't 
need to have a snack later in the morning."-4th grade teacher 

2. Now that the program is in its second year, are there any changes in how the 
program is operated or perceived? How is the participation rate? 

"They do all participate."-lst grade teacher 

"As a school no major changes."-lst grade teacher 

"Participation is up. I send kids to the nurse's office in the afternoon but not the 
morning. Breakfast gets the morning started on a positive note. We have the last 
lunch (12:15). Before kids complained by 10:30 they were hungry--had head aches, 
stomach aches, but not now." -5th/6th grade teacher 

"Everyone eats every day from 8:30-8:45. Due to our specials. We chose to eat 
upstairs. I teach while they eat. Participation rate is similar to last year. This year I 
give them something to do when they are eating."-4th grade teacher 

"Two out of my twenty-five children don't eat. They are teachers' kids." 
-5th/ 6th grade teacher 

3. Have you heard any comments from parents or students about the program? What 
are they? 

"For students, if there is a change in their schedule, they get very anxious." 
-1st grade teacher 

"Comments from kids are more or less what they like. They like cereal and hot 
McMuffins. "-4th grade teacher 
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"Parents assume it's here. Orte parent says when they get up they aren't hungry but 
by the time they get to school they are. When kids come in late the first question they 
ask is if they missed breakfast."-lst grade teacher 

"I don't think parents make the connection between no calls from the nurse and 
getting breakfast. Parents who are part of the working poor and wouldn't be eligible 
for reduced or free breakfast are the most appreciative."-5th/6th grade teacher 

"I haven't heard anything from parents."-4th grade teacher 

4. Other Comments 

"We eat in our room. It's a team decision. It's like a family time together. The kids 
have a chance to talk. We have to feed kids if we want them to learn. We have an 
early start. For working parents often kids are responsible for themselves in the 
morning and are lucky to get to school much less have breakfast on their own." 

- 5th/ 6th grade teacher 



Teacher Interviews 
Cold Spring Elementary 
Year 2 Early Spring 1996 

N=ll 
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1. Now that the program is in year two, how is it going? 

"Kids like it. The kids are upset when the bus is late and they can't go to breakfast. It 
is well organized and the program runs smoothly." -2nd and 3rd grade teachers 

2. Now that the program is in its second year, are there any changes in how the 
program is operated or perceived? How is the participation rate for the students this 
year? 

"Better I think. We have done more to encourage it. " -6th grade teacher 

"We have done more to encourage participation. A lot of participation this year by 
the students. Some kids report they didn't participate last year but are this year." 

-special education 

"Better"-speech therapist 

"The check in procedure seems to improve participation. There seems to be more 
flexibility this year with the number of selections children can take. I think this is 
okay. It leads to more ·participation and less waste." -2nd and 3rd grade teachers 

"We have an a la carte (cereal) line and then a full meal line. It goes well. With six 
serving lines the serving is efficient and there is a good flow." -educational aides 

"Cold cereal is offered this year everyday. Only a few kids don 't eat." -4th grade team 

3. Have you heard any comments from parents or students about the program? 
What are they? 

"Not many comments in general. A little concern about how kids have to check
in."-2nd and 3rd grade teachers 

"I have heard positive comments from parents, especially working parents." 
-5th grade teacher 

"We have not really heard any comments from parents. More comments last year 
when it was new, now it is just part of the day."-4th grade team 

4. For teachers in rural schools, are there any issues unique to your areas that effect 
the need for or operation of the breakfast program. 
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"Four kids in my classroom do get up early to do chores before school starts." 
-5th grade teacher 

"Some kids are bused a long way."-4th grade level 

Comments: 

" I am concerned we are taking away responsibility from home, but some children 
aren't hungry early in the morning to eat at home before corning to school. It's a 
catch 22. It's important for low income families." -special education 

"We use too much Styrofoam like disposable bowls. Art is the first class my students 
have in the morning and the art teacher reports they are calmer. In our classroom in 
the morning there used to be a big thing about eating lunch and not feeling well. We 
don't see that much anyrnore."-2nd and 3rd grade teachers 

"It is important for low income children." -6th grade teacher 

"We are concerned that the district is losing money by having the program. For my 
child I prefer the hot breakfast. We are concerned that kids have to take all the items 
and can't choose just what they want. Juice is popular with the kids but it is not 
served everyday." -educational assistants 

"It would be interesting to compare the discipline at lunch and breakfast. At breakfast 
there seems to be less, perhaps because of the multi-age setting. At lunch students eat 
with their class by grade levels. The kids that ride the shuttle bus do take longer to eat 
breakfast." -5th grade teacher 

"I noticed a big difference in the kids on days when we had a late start and they didn't 
have breakfast. They need that social time." -Music teacher 



Teacher Interviews 
Dawson/Boyd Elementary School 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 
N =16 

1. Now that the program is in year two, how is it going? 
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"It's going better this year. The portions are more reasonable at least for young 
children. The program runs smoothly." -1st grade teacher 

"Fine. The majority of kids eat. One usually doesn't eat because they've 2aten at 
home. Kids seem to like the choice of cereal as they are used to choices at lunch. More 
kids eat this year as they have a choice of cereal."-2nd grade teacher 

"It's going very well. It's nice for those kids who have a 45 minute bus ride." 
-Kindergarten 

"It's going very smoothly"-two first grade and one second grade teacher 

"Well. It makes sure everyone has a nutrition breakfast as needed."-6th grade teacher 

"Good. Except they have to take all three items and end up throwing them away. 
Some days 3/4 of kids throw food away." -5th grade teacher 

"Good. I'm satisfied with the program."-two 3rd grade teachers 

"Wonderful." -6th grade teacher 

"Good. Kids are ready to eat. They enjoy the social time and the food is eaten." 
-Kindergarten 

"It's a very good program. Lots of kids don't like to eat right away and are more ready 
to eat once they are at school."-Kindergarten 

"It's a great program." -Kindergarten 

"It's going well. There are fewer complaints by 11:00 that kids are hungry. All kids eat 
almost every day. Many have long bus rides." -1st grade teacher 

2. Now that the program is in its second year, are there any changes in how the 
program is operated or perceived? How is the participation rate? 

"Having a choice of cereal this year is helping the participation rate."-lst grade teacher 
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"The choice of cereal is offered. The breakfast committee is still in place and active." 
-2nd grade teacher 

"Cereal is offered as a choice option. The kids are familiar with it." -Kindergarten 

"Cereal is offered everyday. More eat it and there is less waste. -two first grade and 
one second grade teacher 

"Cereal is offered everyday. The quality of the food is improved." -6th grade teacher 

"We should let them take only what they want. They should be able to take one item 
if they want and not have to take all three items." -5th grade teacher 

"We should collect the fruit instead of throwing it away this year."-two 3rd grade 
teachers 

"I like having the cereal everyday."-6th grade teacher 

"This second year the routine and schedule is in place; now it's part of the day." 
-Kindergarten 

"The change in time when lunch is served helps." -Kindergarten 

"They are now eating in the gym. This may impact the participation rate but is hard 
to tell. Also at the same time they have the choice of cereal daily. This may also have 
an effect, hard to rule out." -Kindergarten 

3. Have you heard any comments from parents or students about the program? 

"They seem satisfied. Parents say if it is a rushed morning they know their kids will 
have time to eat when they get to school. -1st grade teacher 

"Parents like it if their kids don't want to eat before they come to school." 
-Kindergarten 

"I have heard favorable comments from parents but not much from the kids." -two 
1st grade and one 2nd grade 

"No complaints about the food. "-a teacher 

"Students comment about the food, what they like and don't like." -6th grade teacher 

"I have heard no comments from students or parents." -5th grade teacher 

"Parents say positive things, like that cereal is offered." -two 3rd grade teachers 
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"No comments from the parents, the students like having the cereal. " -6 th grad e 
teacher 

"I hear positive comments. Last year in the beginning I heard the question 'Why 
don't parents feed their kids?' and 'Why are we taking time out of the school day to 
feed the kids?"'-Kindergarten teacher 

"I have heard the food is too sweet. Parents seem to be in favor of the program. 
Gives kids an extra 15 minutes to sleep and they have to get up so early as it is. " 

-Kindergarten teacher 

"Kids are excited about it. It builds a family or community feeling. I have not heard 
many ~omments from parents." -1st grade teacher 

4. For teachers in rural schools, are there any issues unique to your areas that effect 
the need for or operation of the breakfast program? 

"Not really. Parents are busy and bus rides are long just like in urban areas." 
-1st ·grade teacher 

"Busing-some kids have an hour or so ride. Parents often go to work early." 
-2nd grade teacher 

"Long bus rides-over an hour." -5th grade teacher 

"Long bus rides for some." -two 3rd grade teachers 

"Depends on the amount of time spent on the bus." -Kindergarten teacher 

5. Other comments 

"I feel the breakfast program impacts in a lot of positive ways. I notice less 
complaining of not feeling well (head aches, tummy aches). I would like to see it 
continue. It is a little to spend for long term results. I wish kids could eat before 
school starts. I like going down with the kids. It gives me time to visit with the kids. 
It is a nice way to start the day-- nutritionally, socially1 emotionally. I wish junior 
high kids had the same option for a universal breakfast. I'm grateful for the 
program." 

-1st grade teacher 

"I see less kids run to the nurse with complaints of being sick. Kids come to class 
more settled and ready to start. It does take 30 minutes out of the day. I wish they 
could come and just go to breakfast rather than wasting time waiting and then going 
after the day has started. Kids enjoy the social time visiting with each other. The 
teacher has time to visit too." -2nd grade teacher 
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"I know kids are coming without breakfast. They are home alone and parents have 
already left." -substitute teacher 

"Great program."-Kindergarten teacher 

"Kids don't complain of hunger or stomach aches."-two 1st grade and one 2nd grade 

"I don't like the waste. I do save what is not eaten like the fruit for snack. I never 
have any complaints about being hungry or not feeling well in the morning. At least 
half of her kids eat at home and then eat breakfast again at school."- substitute teacher 

"At first, before the breakfast program, kids would ask to use the bathroom a lot. Not 
now. Kids are alert, ready to go first thing. Not a lot of visiting in class thin is done at 
breakfast. Kids aren't dragging waiting for lunch in later morning. -vocal music 
teacher 

"Fifteen minutes of class time is used for breakfast. Hope the program continues. 
Studies will verify connections of good eating and achievement." -6th grade teacher 

"I don't see the 11:00 a.m. lag. Can breakfast be served earlier as not to lose class time? 
Many kids eat at home and again here." -5th grade teacher 

"I see less complaints of head aches and stomach aches. I don't like that kids have to 
take food they don't want. There is too much waste. Too many bananas are served 
this year."- two 3rd grade teachers 

"6th grade eats in the cafeteria. They eat, socialize, and learn manners. I don't like 
eating in the room. It is too far from the cafeteria. The food gets cold and it is messy. I 
go along everyday and visit with the kids."-6th grade teacher 

"Some kids eat early. Some have a long bus ride and are ready to eat when they get 
here. The timing of early morning school is not conducive to young children 
wanting to eat. At first I questioned whether it was worth the time. It really goes by · 
fast and I'm finding it doesn't take as much time as I thought." -Kindergarten teacher 

"I find less complaints of being tired / hungry in the morning. It's a good social time. 
Kids do too much talking sometimes. I'm glad we have it another year. Even before 
it was offered a number of kids were eating the free-reduced breakfast. For finicky 
eaters who always bring lunch they are now at least trying the juice." -Kindergarten 
teacher 

"We need to make more kids aware of the waste. Kids are much brighter and alert. 
Works so well now with schedule change. There is less lunch waste. Meals are 
evenly spaced so kids aren't hungry when they leave to go home and can handle the 
bus ride home better. -1st grade teacher 



Teacher Interviews 
Hendricks/Ivanhoe Elementary School 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 
N =lO 

1. Now that the program is in year two, how is it going? 

"I think it is going well."-2nd grade teacher 

"I think it's going well."-3rd grade teacher 

"Well. Wonderful program."-6th grade teacher 

"Very well. Kids look forward to it."-Sth grade teacher 

"Very well."-Sth grade teacher 

"Very well. I think it is very beneficial. "-6th grade teacher 

"Good. "-2nd grade teacher 

"I think it's going well for kids. "-special ed teacher 
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"I don't think there is as much fat and junk foods served."-4th grade teacher 

"It takes so much time out of the day."-4th grade teacher 

"I have taught many years and we don't have mid-morning laziness or morning 
health problems with my students."-Sth grade teacher 

"I see a decrease in head aches in the morning. I don't allow time to eat a snack in the 
morning." -5th grade teacher 

2. Now that the program is in its second year, are there any changes in how the 
program is operated or perceived? How is the participation rate? 

"I feel it cuts into the school day."-2nd grade teacher 

"We come right down to eat and it takes only 7 minutes. Time has not been a 
problem"-6th grade teacher 

"It runs smoothly, the routine is in place"-Sth grade teacher 

"It goes slick, the routine is in place."-Sth grade teacher 
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"It is more organized and it goes smoother."-special ed teacher 

"We did make adjustments to the dinner schedule based on breakfast."-3rd grade 
teacher 

"We have a later lunch time, now 12:15 p.m. rather than 11:15 a.m. The kids are 
ready to eat."-2nd grade teacher 

"Most everyone ea ts breakfast. "-2nd grade teacher 

"There is nearly a 100% participation rate in my class."-6th grade teacher 

"All kids eat. If someone doesn't eat then you know something is wrong."-special 
education teacher 

"Once a week someone doesn't eat; otherwise 3 don't eat at all each day."-4th grade 
teacher 

"One out of twenty-one doesn't eat sometimes."-4th grade teacher 

"I use it in the nutrition unit in the 6th grade."-6th grade teacher 

"Kids are settled, ready to work. I don't get asked when is lunch? We get a lot done all 
morning. It's hard for kids to eat before a long bus ride. I know all kids have eaten 
and they are in a better mood."- 2nd grade teacher 

"Kids enjoy the meal."-special ed teacher 

"I think their attention span is better but I do hate to take the time out of the day." 
-2nd grade teacher 

"I notice a difference in kids being more alert, ready to learn, less mid-morning blahs. 
It used to be like pulling teeth now they are full of vitality."-6th grade teacher 

"I see improved alertness and it's a time for social skills practice in a non-structured 
setting."-6th grade teacher 

"Kids are in a better mood. I know all have eaten."-2nd grade teacher 

"The 'lost time' for breakfast is recouped later in the morning."-2nd grade teacher 

"Last year I really didn't like it as it took time out of the day. Parents need to be 
responsible but now that it is in place I like it better but I still feel it's the parents 
responsibility."-2nd grade teacher 
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"I am concerned that kids have to take all three items even if they just want juice. It 
promotes waste." -5th grade teacher 

"Some kids who wouldn't get anything at home to eat, get nutrition. Maybe too many 
sweets are served. I would like to see more cereal and toast. Too much plastic throw 
away items. How about using recyclable or biodegradable materials?" -a teacher 

3. Have you heard any comments from parents or students about the program? What 
are they? 

"When breakfast is announced the students comment on the menus." 
-2nd grade teacher 

"They get to visit with friends in the morning and don't always have time to eat 
before they leave for school. Kids say if they had to pay they wouldn't eat." 

-6th grade teacher 

"They comment on just what they like and don't like."-special education teacher 

"We made a list in our class why we like the breakfast program and this is what we 
came up with: it's healthy for us, helps us wake up, it's good food, there is no time to 
eat before we come to school, and we used to complain we got hungry before dinner 
(lunch)."-3rd grade teacher 

"I don't hear much from the parents this year. Before I heard comments that it takes 
away from school day."-2nd grade teacher 

"Parents say they now have time to spend with their kids to make sure they are ready 
with assignments, etc., rather than worrying about breakfast."-3rd grade teacher 

"No. They just assume it's here. On late start days due to snow we don't serve 
breakfast but kids come to school expecting it."-Sth grade teacher 

"No."-6th grade teacher 

"A few say it's a waste of school time; but most like it."-2nd grade teacher 

"No."- special education teacher 

"No, I don't live in the county so I don't hear anything."-4th grade teacher. 
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4. For teachers in rural schools, are there any issues unique to your areas that effect 
the need for operation of the breakfast program? 

"I am concerned about my kids on weekends that they get fed nutritious food. There 
have been some kids I am concerned about what they get on the weekends." 

-5th grade teacher 

"Lincoln County is a poor county. There is financial need."-5th grade teacher 

"Lots have long rides and have to get up early. Two-thirds of my ciass are farm kids 
and may have to do chores. "-6th grade teacher 

"I think there are more resources in a metro area. Here kids have long bus rides and 
some kids do early chores." -special ed teacher 



Teacher Interviews 
Newport Elementary School 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 
N=12 

1. Now that the program is in year two, how is it going? 
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"Okay. We are eating in the room. This began mid-year because of the noise level, 
congestion in the cafeteria, and scheduling with PE. The only problem is supervision. 
The teacher must stay near the room and the kids get their food and bring it back. 
Also the custodians don't like the crumbs and spilled juice in the room." 

- 6th grade teacher 

"This year there is a better time schedule. Kids are coming to the room quicker after 
breakfast." -3rd grade teacher 

"There is no conflict." -1st grade teachers 

"Good. Kids like it. Hard to imagine what it would be like with out it." 
-5th grade teacher 

"Fantastic. A meal in the morning helps start the day. I don't have kids dragging 
mid-morning. I would like to see it continued." -3rd grade teacher 

"Great. Kids come in ready to learn. There are no problems with going to the nurse or 
asking when we are going to eat." -1st grade teacher 

"Wonderful."-lst grade teacher 

''I'm an advocate of the program. I like the socializing. I do have some concern over 
the foo~ and would like to see more cereal chosen. "-2nd grade teacher 

"After first quarter had 6th grade ate in their rooms. It gave more control. They 
would eat in class with no structured teacher directed lesson at that time. Needed a 
trash barrel. There weren't too many accidents in the classroom making a big mess." 

-6th grade teacher 

"I wish more kids would use it."-2nd grade teacher 
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2. Now that the program is in its second year, are there any changes in how the 
program is operated or perceived? How is the participation rate? 

"A change for 6th grade is that we are eating in our classrooms. Participation is nearly 
100% for my class." -6th grade teacher 

"Same as last year." -3rd grade teacher 

"After first quarter we had 6th grade eat in their rooms. It gave more control. They 
would eat in the classroom with no structured teacher directed lesson at that time. I 
needed a trash barrel. There weren't too many accidents in the classroom making a 
big mess. I see more kids relying on having breakfast at school--it being here for 
them. Some eat at home but have juice at school. Almost all in the class eat." 

-6th grade teacher 

"We eat with them 1 day a week for the Breakfast Buddy Day." -2nd grade teachers 

"Three-fourths of my class participates. Sometimes they choose to participate in 
SOAR on Wednesday and Friday rather than breakfast. I have some concerns with 
upper grades and their need for more structure in the lunchroom." 

- 2nd grade teacher 

"Sixth graders are no longer eating in the cafeteria with younger kids due to the noise 
level. We come down as a class later. Good participation rate."-6th grade teacher 

"The participation rate has gone up now that the routine is in place. It stresses that 
kids should go. I go down to set a good example." -3rd grade teacher 

"I prefer how we did it last year. Now I have to monitor more. I find the little ones 
are intimidated by eating with older kids. Little ones had to learn a new habit. 

-1st grade teacher 

"Last year I used it as a nutritional component but this year I have a hard time using it 
as a teaching component based on the way we are scheduled to eat. Kids come in early 
and it does cut into prep time. 

"Now kids eat before school. I miss the community time together."-4th grade teacher 

"Participation is erratic in my class."-2nd grade teacher 
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3. Have you heard any comments from parents or students about the program? What 
are they? 

"I have heard very few comments. What I have heard, all have been positive. None 
have been about taxpayers costs, parent responsibilities, etc ." -6th grade teacher 

"I have heard a variety of comments, most in favor. Some concerned about taxpayer 
money. They are the parents that would feed their own."-1st grade teacher 

"Parents comment it has too much sweets and has things they wouldn't serve their 
kids at home." -3rd grade teacher 

"Some kids don't like some foods."-2nd grade teacher 

"Parents comment they are glad about the cost factor. -2nd grade teacher 

"I hear positive comments. Kids come home and talk about it. The social aspects. It is 
a nice way to start the day."-3rd grade teacher 

"I haven't heard a lot of comments from parents." -1st grade teacher 

"The kids like it. New students are always surprised when they move to this school 
about the free breakfast. "-1st grade teacher 

"Kids seem to like it. I feel many would normally not have breakfast otherwise. It is a 
nice social component--ea ting together. "-1st grade teacher 

"I haven't heard any comments."-6th grade teacher 

"I haven't heard any comments."-4th grade teacher 

4. Other comments 

"Without this program, 20-30% would not be eating breakfast at all (factors include 
income or both parents leaving for work early). This lack of breakfast would seriously 
affect learning--listless, lack of paying attention." 6th grade teacher 

"I see more children more alert in the classroom."-3rd grade teacher 

"I am concerned that kids have to take all 3 items and there is too much sugar." 
-3rd grade teacher 

"Kids are alert and productive in the morning. We get a lot more done. Before 
someone was always tired. All works well for 1st grade." -1st grade teacher 
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"I really notice the difference this year. Last year I saw improved concentration, this 
year I see less aggression and improved attitudes."-2nd grade teacher 

"I see less health complaints in the morning. "-5th grade teacher 

"Keep the program the way it is. Nice wide variety of food. More well balanced 
choices. Is well balanced with lunch. I do some instruction with nutrition in the 
classroom." -3rd grade teacher 

"I am concerned about the expense and whether to use funds for breakfast versus 
Headstart type programs."-lst grade teacher 

"I am concerned with the schedule. My room is by the cafeteria and it is noisy. Really 
liked using it as part of the curriculum. I see scheduling as the problem." 

-1st grade teacher 

"Reduce the sugar and chocolate muffins. The kids are flying and by 10 a.m. the sugar 
level is down and kids sag. "-6th grade teacher 

"Too much sugar--cereal is a better choice."-4th grade teacher 

"I would like to see less sugary foods in the morning. Before the program I had some 
kids who would complain of tummy aches. I used to keep graham crackers in my 
desk. I don't have to do that anymore. Fewer kids ask "When is lunch?" 

-2nd grade teacher 



Teacher Interviews 
Oak Grove Elemtary School 

Year 2 Early Spring 1996 
N =ll 

1. Now that the program is in year two, how is it going? 
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"The paraprofessionals are monitoring this year. Last year the teachers did and there 
was better monitoring and encouraging stragglers. First two months are hard for 
kindergartners, it's overwhelming. We had to play with the schedule. It does 
encourage school lunch eating routine for first grade. The morning kindergarten goes 
down to the cafeteria. The afternoon has a snack brought to the classroom." 

-Kindergarten teacher 

"Great. Good for adults too."-reserve teacher 

"Seems to· run smoothly-and logistically. "-paraprofessional 

"Fine. Like how it is served this year better than last year."-3rd grade teacher 

"Much smoother and more organized this year."-4th grade team 

"Better. I like kids going before school starts rather than how it was done last year. 
Like the recent change with Kids Safari."-3rd grade teacher 

"Worthwhile, as many parents can't/ don't know that eating breakfast makes a 
difference."-3rd grade teacher 

"I love the Universal Breakfast Program. Before breakfast was an option." 
-Kids Safari Staff 

"Good. I like it. It's good for kids. I have no complaints about being hungry." 
-Kindergarten teacher 

2. Now that the program is in its second year, are there any changes in how the 
program is operated or perceived? How is the participation rate? 

"First two months are hard for kindergartners. It is overwhelming for them. We 
have to play with scheduling. It encourages the school lunch eating routine for first 
grade. The morning kindergarten goes down to eat in the cafeteria. The afternoon 
kindergarten has a snack brought to the room."-Kindergarten teacher 
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"I like the schedule change. · Concentration and productivity is better with breakfast. 
Kids are ready to go not sluggish like other places I sub." -reserve teacher 

"Good participation rate ."-3rd grade teacher 

"I used to do start of the day activities and then we all went down for breakfast. Now 
breakfast is served first thing and then the kids come to class. Kids Safari kids now eat 
earlier too. So everyone is ready at the start of the day. These changes have cut down 
on stragglers." -a group of three 4th grade teachers 

"All children now go to breakfast before school time." -3rd grade teacher 

"Kids like it. The schedule change is easier. Now kids eat first at 8:50 a.rn. which is 
about 1/2 hour earlier than last year. I estimate about 95% participation of my kids." 

-Kids Safari Staff 

"Three or four students don't eat in the morning. Almost all eat the snack in the 
afternoon. "-Kindergarten teacher 

3. Have you heard any comments from parents or students about the program? What 
are they? 

"In the fall the adjustment to eating in the cafeteria was hard. They are glad they 
have it. Kids talk about the food what they like and don't like. The afternoon snack 
is impressive to some." -Kindergarten teacher 

"I have heard positive comments from parents. Kids don't talk about it. "-reserve 
teacher 

"I have heard no specific comments from kids but they like it. I don't hear anything 
from the parents." -3rd grade teacher 

"I have not heard as many comments as last year."-a group of three 4th grade teachers 

"Some kids eat at home and wish they didn't have to go down for breakfast. They can 
bring a note saying they have eaten. I haven't heard any comments from parents." 

-3rd grade teacher 

"I haven't heard comments this year. It is part of the school routine. It's odd we have 
had many new kids enroll at our school but have not heard comments from 
parents."-3rd grade teacher 

"I have heard nothing negative. The kids seem to get along with other kids between 
grades. The older kids help the younger ones."-Kids Safari Staff 
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"It's a hard adjustment at the beginning of the year. The kids like it. They like most 
foods except eggs. They always like the cereal and milk. More fresh fruit would be 
nice. -a group of three 4th grade teachers 

4. Other comments 

"I have lost prep time due to the schedule change. The breakfast program has a 
significant impact on day care kids as they are here by 6:15-7:00 am. and school doesn't 
start until much later."-Kindergarten teacher 

"It's a wonderful program. I hate to see it end. It provides a good social time. I like 
that we have breakfast. It helps get kids through to a later lunch as lunch is late due 
to our late school start. I'm concerned about kids who don't take advantage of this 
opportunity. I see more attention in the morning and better quality work. I hope the 
program keeps going." -3rd grade teacher 

"I have seen a difference in waiting for lunch. The kids seem ready to learn." 
-a group of three 4th grade teachers 

"I am concerned about the financial aspect. Money spent on breakfast takes away 
from money spent on other areas of education. Some teachers are concerned about 
nutritional value. See less kids having to go to the nurse or complain of being 
hungry before lunch."-3rd grade teacher 

"Some concern about fat, sugar content, and waste. More attention needs to be on 
teaching about nutrition. Our Principal has worked hard to make the schedule work. 
The cooks and janitors have been very adaptive. Having breakfast really makes a 
difference for many."-3rd grade teacher 

"Kids are so much more attentive and happier."-Kids Safari Staff 

"Technically breakfast is still part of the school day. We lose 15 minutes as they are 
technically out at breakfast and school starts at 9:25 a.m. On TV I saw the dollar figure 
we are spending. This is a lot of money! Are we taking away parent responsibility?" 

-Kindergarten Teacher 
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Parent Interviews 
Andersen Open School 

Year 2 Spring 1996 
N =6 

1. How do you feel year 2 of the breakfast program is going? 

141 

Good. I am impressed with the staff in the eating area. I can't think of anything 
negative. (Kindergartner) 

Went well. Went better last year. They had more hot meals last year. My kids want 
more hot food. (2nd, 3rd, and Kindergarten) 

Loved it. Thought it was an excellent program. (Kindergarten and 3rd grade) 

Usually give them breakfast at home. They often eat a second breakfast at school. (3rd 
and 6th grade) 

Okay. (2nd and 6th grade) 

I like it and I like that cereal is offered. My kids like it too. (4th and 7th grade) 

2. Does your child participate? Why or Why not? 

She likes it, it was popular. 

Yes. 

Yes, sometimes hungrier than what we feed her. Sometimes she has two breakfasts. 
One at home and one at school. 

Varies for them, sometimes it is like a snack, as they have had a breakfast at home. 

Yes, they do participate. 

Yes, the cereal too. 

3. What do you think are some of the positive outcomes of t.he breakfast program for 
your child/children? 

Makes the morning less hectic. We can start out on a good foot. Helpful from a 
working morn's viewpoint. The social aspect is nice. It's a gathering place for the 
children to socialize and all children can participate. All the children come from the 
same point nutritionally. All have full tummies and are ready to learn. 
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I like that it is free . It is easier on parents who work and those who can't afford to feed 
their children breakfast at home. Now kids get it regardless and no questions are 
asked. It gives kids a chance to start the day off on the right. They can't learn if they 
are hungry. 

They don 't go to school hungry and can concentrate better. They don't have to 
wonder when is lunch. 

A lot of kids who wouldn't eat a breakfast now have the chance. 

They get breakfast everyday because often they get up late and there is not time to eat 
or we may not have food at home. 

It gives kids something to work with in the morning. Gives them a better start to 
their day. With our school starting so early it doesn't always give us time to have 
breakfast at home. 

4. How does having a breakfast program available at school impact your family? 

It makes things less hectic. Kids feel more equal especially for kids who are in the low 
SES group. For some·it may be their first meal since lunch at school the day before. 

They don't have to eat at home and can sleep in a bit later in the morning. It is less 
hectic in the morning and no more "hurry up" so we can get to school on time. 

It saves us money. We are on welfare. 

It really doesn't have as they eat breakfast at home. They do get the breakfast at school 
like a snack. If the program wasn't there they would just eat more at another time. 

It gives them a good start. 

Helps with the early start and having to get kids up and out the door on time for 
school. 

Other Comments: 

For some, money is an issue, not us. 

I wish there were more hot breakfasts. The kids love the breakfast bagels. I am 
concerned because I will spend more than $100 a month feeding kids breakfast at 
home in the summer as they won't be getting breakfast at school. Financially it will 
be hard. 

I hear positive things about it around the building. 



Parent Interviews 
Cold Spring Elementary 

Year 2 Spring 1996 
N=S 

1. How do you feel year 2 of the breakfast program is going? 
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Both of my children like it (3rd and 5th grade). Sometimes didn't need the full 
selection. Have heard from teachers that the socializing with kids before school starts 
is really good. 

The kids liked it (2nd, 3rd, and K). They go to the morning day care program, so it is 
hard to have them eat before 7:00 a.m. 

I like it. The kids like it. The kids like the food that is offered. Our kids would eat at 
home usually but this gives them a little something to keep them going through the 
morning. (3rd, 4th, and K) 

I feel it went okay. (2nd and 4th grade) 

The kids really liked it and it was much easier .on me. I didn't need to make sure they 
ate before they went to the Good Morning Club. (6th, 4th, and 2nd grade) 

2. Does your child participate? 

Yes, sometimes they have something at home and then will eat again at school. 

Yes, partly due to time and partly that they are not hungry that early when they get 
up. They arrive by 7:00 a.m. 

They participate regularly. 

They participated a lot. The first year it was an option whether they wanted to 
participate. Normally they have something to eat at home, but have the option to 
participate at school. 

3. What do you think are some of the positive outcomes of the breakfast program for 
your child? 

I think the socialization, being able to eat after a 20 minute bus ride, and I like the idea 
better than at their former school where it wasn't open to everyone. I don't know 
how it relates specifically to my daughters. But I am aware of the research about how 
important breakfast is. Also, I see it benefiting my daughters if other children come to 
school ready to learn and the teacher wastes less time dealing with issues related to 
some children not eating breakfast and coming to school hungry. I see it as a way for 
kids to check-in in the morning, provides nice accountability. 
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They can sleep later as they don't have to get up as early to eat breakfast at home. 
They enjoy the socializing aspect and visiting with other children. 

It provides added nutrition. I think it is good for kids who come to school hungry. It 
gives an extra energy post. 

They are not regular participants so hard for me to say. 

They are getting in the habit of eating breakfast. 

4. How does having a breakfast program available at school impact your family? 

Financially we don't need it. We could make the time to have breakfast at home but 
we both work. We could work around it but see it as more of an impact on the 
children. If it was no longer available I see it as loss. If we went back to a non
universal program I wouldn't like it. I don't like the stigma attached to a non
universal program. 

If there wasn't the breakfast at school, my kids wouldn't have breakfast. They can't 
eat right away in the morning when they get up, they need to be awake for a while 
first . 

It really doesn't impact. 

They are not regular participants so it is hard for me to say. 

Makes my morning easier; it's a really good deal. 

Other Comments 

Keep the breakfast program going. I think its a good idea for all kids. I don't think my 
kids are as hungry when they come home from school now that they have a breakfast. 
It's a super idea! 



Parent Interviews 
Dawson/Boyd Elementary School 

Year 2 Spring 1996 
N =S 

1. How do you feel year 2 of the breakfast program is going? 
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Really good. My kids are bus riders so it's a real problem getting them to eat 
something substantial before they get on the bus. They have a 45 minute bus ride. 
(2nd and 3rd grades) 

Wonderful. I can't say enough. I see an incredible difference in our kids and day care 
kids who are too tired to eat breakfast first thing in the morning. They are more 
happy and peppy. (2nd and 6th) 

Better. When kids get on the bus real early it makes a big difference. That depends 
from year to year. This year they have over an hour bus ride. (2nd, 5th, and 6th grade) 

Absolutely wonderful. 

Real well. I have two big eaters. They check the menu each morning. Some days they 
eat at home or eat in both places. They are big eaters. They complain the breakfasts at 
school aren't big enough. Would like to see kids have seconds if they are still hungry. 
Also would be nice if kids didn't have to take the three items. (2nd and 4th grades) 

2. Does your child participate? Why or Why not? 

They are regular participators. They have fruit or juice at home. 

They participate and like to eat later. They like the variety. 

Yes. Sometimes it depends on what they are having. 

Yes. They don't eat at home anymore. After I got over the guilt, I would rather have 
them eat at school. 

Yes. They are hungry when they get to school. 

3. What do you think are some of the positive outcomes of the breakfast program for 
your child/children? 

It gives them something to eat for the length of the day. I prefer they serve breakfast 
rather than lunch. I like that they have a choice and not just cereal. It is a good social 
time. 
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They are doing better in school and getting better grades. Before he would be 
watching the clock wondering when it would be lunch time. He has been very 
attentive both last year and this year. 

I haven't see the improvement in learning abilities but understand this happens. 
Helps with the long bus ride. They were eating at home before the program. 

They are more attentive. It gives them a chance to socialize first thing in the 
morning. It's a positive way to start the day. 

They can have a variety of food for breakfast which isn't always the case at home. 

4. How does having a breakfast program available at school impact your family? 

We have happier children. I am a stay at home mom but I used to have to get them 
up earlier so they could eat breakfast before they left. Often they didn't have time 
before the bus came to have breakfast. I am involved in Girl Scouts and see the 
positive impact it has on the other children. 

Makes for a less hectic start in the day. 

There isn't as much pressure to eat a full breakfast before they go to school. 

. After getting over the guilt that it was okay to send them to school without having 
breakfast, I now let them sleep later. 

Saves time in the morning and saves money. 

Other Comments: 

Some of the food appears high in fat content. 

I see it makes a difference in my day care children. When they feel well--they behave 
well. 

The kids are generally not too thrilled with the breakfast choices, they prefer cereal. 

I hope it continues--even if families who can afford it have to pay. Use it as an 
elective. Important for those families who are financially disadvantaged. 

My kids complain the food is cold. 

Before when it was that you had to pay, my kids didn't participate. If we had to pay in 
the future we would only be willing to pay if the kids were participating as part of a 
class. 



Parent Interviews 
Hendricks/Ivanhoe Elementary School 

Year 2 Spring 1996 
N =S 

1. How do you feel year 2 of the breakfast program is going? 
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We were pleased. We are busy in the morning. He isn't ready to eat first thing. I felt 
good knowing he was eating. (4th grader) 

It went well.(2nd, 5th, and Kindergarten) 

Very good. (1st and 4th) 

Fine--it's a good program. My kids eat at home and eat again but some kids don't 
have the options to eat at home. I do daycare so I am home in the morning. (3rd and 
4th) 

I think it is more organized than 1st year. (5th grade) 

2. Does your child participate? Why or why not? 

He participates daily. Didn't eat at home so he could sleep in. 

My kids participated almost every day. Some had breakfast at home and at school. 

Yes. One eats at home and the other at school. 

Yes. They have breakfast at home and then eat again at school. 

Yes. 

3. What do you think are some of the positive outcomes of the breakfast program for 
your child/children? 

They can socialize before school. It sets a schedule and routine to their day. It felt 
good knowing he was eating something at school as he wasn't ready to eat at home 
that early. 

It gave them exposure to different kinds of food. It was a pleasant experience. 

For one of my children, it takes him a while to get going. He won't eat at home so he 
benefits from having something to eat at school. 

It gives them a good start in the morning so they can learn better. 
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It helped him concentrate with something in his stomach. It gives a time to socialize . 

4. How does having a breakfast program available at school impact your family? 

I know he'll have something to eat. It makes mornings less hectic. I think if it wasn't 
free other kids wouldn't benefit. 

Not really. My kids eat breakfast at home. I am concerned it takes up time at school. 

Wonderful. We both work outside the home and always wonder if you can get them 
fed at home before everyone has to leave. 

Doesn't really, as I am at home doing daycare but I am sure it is different for other 
families. 

It's a time saver. Part of the year he got on the bus earlier and wouldn't have had 
time to eat at home. 

Other Comments: 
For our kids it's okay. Lots of other kids who don't eat at home this was their 
opportunity to eat. Sometimes kids eat better later after they have been up a while. 
Even if they could eat at home. 

I need an hour to wake up. If they would have had something like this when I was in 
school it would have been great. I think it's a better deal than the lunch. 

It's a good program for kids. It provides a good start for them. Kids report they like 
the food. I would pay my share for it to see it continue for other children. 

It's a good program. 



Parent Interviews 
Newport Elementary School 

Year 2 Spring 1996 
N=4 

1. How do you feel year 2 of the breakfast program is going? 
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Quite well. I notice a change in the kids in the neighborhood. (6th, 5th, and 
Kindergarten) 

I think there is more participation this year. My kids seem more into it, maybe 
because they are older. ( two 2nd and Kindergarten) 

Really is a good program. I don't have time to feed them in the morning but I know 
they get something to eat at school a good breakfast. (2nd, 3rd, 4th & Kindergarten) 

Works out well. My daughter gets on the bus early from Woodbury and doesn't like 
to eat early. (1st and 3rd grades) 

2. Does your child participate? Why or why not? 

Yes, but sometimes eats at home. 

Often they eat at home and again at school. 

Yes. 

Yes, participates almost daily. 

3. What do you think are some of the positive outcomes of the breakfast program for 
your child/children? 

They have a better attitude and are not so tired. They look forward to the social 
aspect. 

For my children, they have an idea of how important breakfast is and it reinforces 
what I teach at home. They enjoy the social interaction. I think it is wonderful for 
other kids who don't get to eat breakfast at home. I see this is true for a lot of the 
neighborhood children. It gives them a well balanced breakfast. It is real important to 
have. 

Having something to eat will help them learn better. 

It provides a variety of foods and a chance for her to try things she normally 
wouldn't. She is a picky eater and this gives her a chance to experience different 
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kinds of food. She won't eat early in the morning so it is nice it's available later when 
she gets to school. 

4. How does having a breakfast program available at school impact your family? 

In a positive way. Emotionally when they are happy at school they are happy at 
home. They have been in schools without hot lunch programs. Having one 
available here makes a big difference. 

Don't know. 

It's important to have it available. It is nice to know it is there. 

If we are running late, I know she will have something later. The variety of food 
available is nice for her to try. 

Other Comments: 

Hope it continues--it is overall very positive. 

I am very satisfied with what is offered. 



Parent Interviews 
Oak Grove Elementary School 

Year 2Spring1996 
N =S 

1. How do you feel year 2 of the breakfast program is going? 

Really well--great program. 
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Really liked it. We gave our son a full breakfast at 8:30 but he was still hungry 
enough at school that he participated. (1st and 2nd grade) 

Wonderful. I was very pleased this year. (2nd, 4th, and Kindergarten) 

It has gone well this year. (1st and 2nd grade) 

I hope it continues. It provides some benefit. They start early and are up and off to 
day care by 6:30 a.m. but school doesn't start till later, this way I know they have 
something to eat before school starts. (Kindergarten and 3rd grade) 

2. Does your child participate? 

They eat a little at home. The first grader doesn't like to eat first thing so by the time 
he gets to school he is hungry. The breakfast program has helped him. The children 
have favorite foods. It is a social time they have together first thing in the morning. 
They get something to eat and have time to chat with friends. 

Yes, had breakfast at home but still eats at school. 
I 

Yes. 

Yes, everyday. 

3. What do you think are some of the positive benefits outcomes of the breakfast 
program for your child/children? 

It 's been particularly good for the first grader. He would have had a hard time 
adjusting to first grade without having had breakfast. I know some families that 
really need this program. 

One of my children has had a hard time sitting still and he has the last lunch period. I 
know he would be really wiggley if he didn't have breakfast. He also gets dehydrated 
easily and having the extra fluids at breakfast helps. 
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Both eat at home. Since school starts late, this is like a snack for them and helps keep 
them going. The older one has improved his concentration since having breakfast at 
school. I see them have more energy and are up ready to learn. 

They enjoy it and like having different things to eat and the variety. It exposes them 
to other things than what we would have at home to eat for breakfast. It gives them 
time to socialize. One of my children has a learning disability and is always hungry 
and likes having the breakfast at school. I have an older son who is no longer at this 
school. His new school does not offer the program and he misses it. 

It enhances nutrition. Helps avoid that hungry stomach feeling mid-morning and 
helps them have better concentration. 

4. How does having a breakfast program available at school impact your family? 

Some of the burden is off me and makes for a less stressful morning. I don't have to 
fight to make sure they eat breakfast. The send off from home to school is more 
pleasant . . 

Doesn't really because they still eat breakfast at home too. 

The youngest doesn't always want to eat so I don't worry. I know he will get 
something at school. 

It makes for a less hectic morning. She eats early and I worry because with the late 
start it makes for a long morning before lunch. I like the cost-free advantage, I 
couldn't afford it otherwise. 

I know they have something to eat mid morning. I feel less guilty about having them 
get up so early, as they go to daycare before school starts. 

Other Comments: 
It is a valuable program for some kids. I would be willing to pay an amount of money 
to keep the program going so all kids could benefit. 

I have heard good things from people at school how valuable this program is. 

I know families where kids wouldn't get breakfast if it wasn't offered at school. I have 
seen a difference in other kids because they are having breakfast not just my own. I 
have been pleased and feel my kids are eating well and not being distracted from 
learning by having to take a snack break in the morning. 

The program is doing a nice job for kids . 
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1. Now that you are in year two of the project, how are things going from your 
perspective? 

Andersen Open- "Real well, sense the positive impact from year one has continued. I 
rarely see kids in the morning for illness related to not eating breakfast. The start up 
this year was easier. Kids knew the routine. In the beginning you can tell new kids 
aren't used to having breakfast and it takes time for them to learn the routine." 

Newport- "Good program. Helps those kids who used to come in and complain they 
are sick. A lot of kids here get themselves up and off to school and don't take the 
time for breakfast." 

Oak Grove- "Great. Our school has settled into it being part of our routine. We take it 
for granted that breakfast is being served." 

Cold Spring- "Good. It is a good program." 

Hendricks- no nurse on site. 

Dawson- "Very well." 

2. What impact does the breakfast program seem to be making on the children? 

Andersen Open- "Educating the children about the importance of good nutrition. 
Other nutritional programs seemed to have sprung from this program. We are 
looking to build on the Family Resource Program. We have used materials from the 
Dairy Council for mini lessons in the classrooms about the importance of good 
nutrition. A joint project with Abbott Northwestern Hospital has been started to 
promote the importance of good nutrition. Pre-packaged foods make it easier to feed 
those kids who are late to school. Breakfast has improved the relationship with food 
service staff. Food service staff seems less concerned about accountability issues such 
as who is paying and they have become more kid focused. If kids are late they will 
still provide them a breakfast." 

Newport- "Kids are not corning down complaining they don't feel well. Now when 
they come down you know they have had breakfast and it could be a real sickness." 

Oak Grove- "No big impact on the flu season, we still had a lot of kids out with the 
flu. No longer have a morning rush to the office with kids complaining of not 
feeling well." 
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Cold Spring- "I can remind them to go in and get a breakfast if they come down 
complaining of nausea. Those that come in right off the bus probably didn't have 
breakfast. Often they jus t need encouragement to eat breakfast." 

Hendricks-no nurse on site. 

Dawson-"There is a big decline in students complaining of stomach aches and head 
aches. They used to get off the bus and come right to the nurse's office. It is good 
nutrition. Breakfast and lunch are the best meals of the day." · 

3. What changes would you recommend in the breakfast program? 

Andersen Open- "Education is key. Maybe include an educational note or a food label 
in the packaging for kids to read. Teachers could use this as a spring board for 
discussion with students. 

Newport-· "None, hear positive comments from parents about breakfast." 

Oak Grove- "None, I am happy with it. I hear students say they like breakfast and 
parents say it is a good time for socialization." 

Cold Spring- "None." 

Hendricks-no school nurse on site 

Dawson-"Have it offered to high school students." 

4. For nurses in rural schools, are there any issues unique to their areas that effect the 
need for the operation of the breakfast program? 

Dawson-"Some of our kids have long bus rides." 
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1. Now that you are in year two, what is the general attitude in the school building 
and the community about the breakfast program? 

Andersen-"Still very strongly supported. Still a high need for students." 

Dawson- "Wonderful, it is going wonderfully well. " 

Newport- "Going well. " 

Oak Grove- "Fine, the attitude is good. Recognize not all are happy with the schedule 
but the lunchroom only holds 1 /2 the kids in the school so we have to stagger their 
eating. Now only impacts about 5 minutes of the instructional time. 

Cold Spring- "There was a drop in participation through the cold weather and the late 
starts." 

Hendricks-"! think it is going very well. The first few weeks were havoc. Teachers 
were unhappy, but now it is part of the day. It seems less complicated. At the 
beginning everyone came in with such gusto. Now they are just standing back and 
watching. Teachers seem to be including it in the curriculum. For example, different 
classes created their own cereal. 

2. Have you made any changes to how you are implementing or operating the 
breakfast program this year compared to year one? 

Andersen-"Not really." 

Dawson- "Now offering cereal everyday. This has made a difference. There is less 
waste. Sometimes teachers will take leftover fresh fruit back to the classroom to use 
for an afternoon snack. Teachers still have the choice to take breakfast back to their 
classrooms or eat in the cafeteria. 

Newport-"The 6th grade is now eating back in their classrooms. They eat earlier so 
they are ready to go to PE and it is a calmer way for them to start the day. Certain 
teachers come down and eat with their kids. The senior citizens come down and eat 
on the days they are volunteering in the building. 

Oak Grove-"I have continued to make adjustments in the schedule. Did add an 
additional hour a day for hallway supervision." 
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Cold Spring-"In January made the change as to how the children check-in in the 
morning and where the checker is located." 

Hendricks-"Used to have older kids eat breakfast first then they were the last to eat 
lunch. Younger children were eating breakfast last and lunch first and we were 
finding they were wasting lunch food. We have re-worked the schedule." 

3. Have you done anything different this year to promote the breakfast program with 
the students? 

Andersen-"Continue to combine the breakfast program with other grants the school 
has gotten, like new tables for the cafeteria. Students who participate continue to earn 
school supplies and some of the other promotional items provided by the state. We 
have received a number of free breakfasts that have been used to encourage parents 
and teachers to eat with the students. 

Dawson- '.'We have always promoted it. We had guests eat with the kids like the 
mayor, the nurse practitioner, and sports figures. We had the elementary orchestra 
play during breakfast. The breakfast advisory committee really helps with promotion. 
They meet monthly and have 3 kids on the committee. One member of the 
committee has been going into the classrooms promoting nutrition and helping the 
students plan a breakfast menu. We have one of his lessons video taped. The 
committee is exploring possible ways we can keep the program going after the pilot 
funding is no longer in place. 

Newport- "There is more nutrition education focus going on in the classrooms this 
year. For example a teacher tied in graphs with the milk choices." 

Oak Grove- "Nothing new this year." 

Cold Spring- We have tried to listen to the kids. Get them involved in menu 
planning and having them help serve." 

Hendricks-"Just the same as last year using stickers, pencils, and bookmarks." 

4. How is the participation rate for the students this year? 

Andersen- "Participation is still very high--in the 90% range." 

Dawson-"Believe it is over 90% and continues to be high." 

Newport-"We have had some lull periods but we watch it and monitor it. It is 
important not for every child but some really need it. We have had to educate a 
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group of sixth grade girls who were afraid of weight gain if they would eat the 
breakfast." 

Oak Grove- "Students must have a note from home to excuse them from eating 
breakfast. So even if our numbers are down we have notes from parents." 

5. What do you see are the major impacts of the breakfast program? 

Andersen-"Continue to see many of the things noted last year. Students are more 
alert, more involved in learning, and have less complaints of being hungry before 
lunch. Continued to have seen the positive impacts noted last year." 

Dawson-"Happier kids, able to stay on task better, and improved socialization skills. 

Newport- "I think we have forgotten what it was like before the breakfast program. 
Kids had tummy aches and head aches because they hadn't eaten breakfast." 

Oak Grove- "Same impacts as last year: social time, fewer visits to the nurse, less 
discipline referrals, and better able to concentrate. Know that some kids come to 
school hungry. Do know of one kid who didn't want to move to another school due 
to our free breakfast." 

Cold Spring- "Creates a sense of community. Parent comments have been positive." 

Hendricks- "Can't speak for this school but comparing it to another school I was at 
there was definitely a status associated with having a free breakfast. A pride thing. 
But I hear, before the Universal Breakfast, the free breakfast was accepted here. Tends 
to be a community value. Different communities view it differently. 

6. Are there any changes you would like to recommend to the program? 

Andersen-"Less rigorous Federal guidelines to follow and that the program 
continues." 

Dawson- "None, not really. Perhaps continue to build the link between health, 
curriculum, and breakfast." 

Newport-"No. Just keep it funded another year." 

Oak Grove-"Scheduling continues to remain difficult. Not sure what our start time 
will be. May need to do a mixture of schedules." 

Cold Spring-"Serve more juice." 
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Hendricks-"Happy with it the way it is. It isn't intrusive. It is part of the way we do 
things. It's nice to tell new families who move to our school about it who would 
otherwise be in schools where a free-reduced breakfast would be offered." 

7. For administrators in rural schools, are there any issues unique to your areas that 
affect the need for or the operation of the breakfast program? 

Dawson- "Our poverty levels are high." 

Cold Spring- "No, actually more 'city' type problems are moving into our areas. I see 
similar problems in both areas. Most kids have a 30-40 minute bus ride some ride for 
one hour. This can happen in both areas." 

Hendricks-"No. In a small community people look out for each other. Our 
community seems to have many resources and services based on the literature I got 
from· the pre-school screenings. I have heard we are a poor county but not sure. We 
have a very supportive hospital and clinic. We seem to be a medical hub for the 
area." 



Appendix G: 

Food Service Personal Interviews 
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Food Service Interviews 
Year 2 Early Spring 1996 

N=6 
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1. Now that you are in year two of the Breakfast project, how are things going from 
your perspective? What is the participation rate? 

Andersen-"! love it. I think it's great! Kids don't always have food at home. I see no 
leftovers. I notice the end of the month and when the weather is bad that kids are 
more hungry and eat more. 

Cold Spring- "It is going smoothly, kids have settled into the routine. We don't have 
to push them to eat or take the three items. Occasionally if a child just wants one 
item, we will allow it and remind them the importance of taking the three items. 
The participation rate seems to be the same but does vary a bit based on menu choices. 
We did have a low rate of participation around the holidays. 

Hendricks- "It is going well but the participation rate isn't as good. Participation has 
slowed down from 90% to 80%. Kids are tired of it. A lot just grab a juice and then 
they have to pay. If they don't take all three items then they have to pay. 

Dawson- "It's working wonderfully. The choice of cereal at each breakfast is going 
well. Some days about 1/2 the kids choose cereal. The participation rate at the end of 
last year was around 89% now it is up around 95% in part due to the cereal choice." 

Oak Grove- "It has gotten easier, more routine. The participation rate seems stable. A 
note from home is required if the child doesn't want to eat breakfast." 

2. Are you doing anything differently in year two than in year one? What impact is 
this having on the students? 

Andersen-"! have changed juice choices and I am trying to make more hot .breakfasts 
based on requests. For Middle School kids we are trying to provide them with more 
variety. Supplementing breakfast with pop tarts and power bars makes a bigger 
breakfast for them." 

Cold Spring- "A cereal line is offered everyday now for a choice item. We sometimes 
offer bulk cereal or pre-packed bowls. By changing we keep it varied and hold their 
interest. A change was recently made to how the children check-in in the morning. 
They used to just check in by the cafeteria door. Now they must come through the 
cafeteria, past the breakfast line, to check in whether they will have breakfast or not 
that day. This new procedure seems to be affecting the participation 
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rate favorably. Our principal· and myself have been going into classrooms to promote 
breakfast and asking for the kid's help in planning menus. The sixth graders now 
volunteer to help serve breakfast. This has been very popular. 

Hendricks-"Everything is done pretty much the same." 

Dawson- "Last year freezer space was a problem. Another freezer was put in this year. 
The choice of cereal at each breakfast is new and is positively affecting the 
participation rate. This year, once a month, teachers can eat breakfast with the kids as 
a promotion. This was done based on teachers' comments from last year. Last year 
starting out was hard, particularly the scheduling. This year it started out much 
smoother. The extra 4 hours given to run the breakfast program isn't used entirely 
for breakfast, lunch also benefits from this extra prep time. As a result we have 
expanded the a la cart line. 

Oak Grove-"There have been changes in the school start time, the schedule itself (kids 
eat earlier, before school starts), and where the kids go after they finish breakfast. All 
these things have affected our work schedule and routine. We are using more pre
packaged foods. Last year we started out pouring individual juice, now we get the 
orange juice pre-packaged and just pour the apple. We offer the same meal the same 
day of the week so it helps kids remember. We do serve eggs once a week, cereal and 
toast every day, juice is served 3 times a week, and fruit is served 2 times a week. We 
like the schedule better this year. It isn't as spread out and flows better. It gives more 
time to get ready between breakfast and lunch. There is a shorter prep time for 
breakfast this year but it all evens out. Each year is different." 

3. What changes or improvements would you like to see in the program? 

Andersen-"Freezers space is a concern. If we had more space I could keep more things 
on hand that I know the kids like." 

Cold Spring-"None." 

Hendricks-"It is a lot of extra work and we needed to get some extra equipment. But 
now we have it under control. We were using a freezer in town but now that is 
limited so we have to watch our commodities. More time was added to my schedule 
but it is not enough. There is more work for meal preparation and for book work." 

Dawson-"Have the program go on beyond the pilot years. Extend it to high school 
students. We have considered buying a toaster so we could serve toast, yet if the 
program doesn't continue it would be a piece of equipment we wouldn't need." 

Oak Grove-"We could use a bit more freezer space." 
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4. Do you think the breakfast program is having any impact on the lunch program? 

Andersen-"! see the waste at both meals is more related to kids not liking fruits and 
vegetables. I really don't see an impact. We do use a 'share' table at breakfast for 
packaged items the kids don't want." 

Cold Spring-"The participation rate for lunch has stayed the same. The breakfast 
program doesn't seem to affect participation in the lunch program. " 

Hendricks-"Due to the change in our primary schedules, the younger children are 
eating better and there is less waste. Some kids pretty much always bring a bag lunch 
except if it is something they like. Same goes for breakfast." 

Dawson- "Certainly not negatively. Maybe some kids are trying hot lunch but we 
haven't seen a significant difference in the numbers of children eating lunch." 

Oak Grove-"Doesn't seem to affect the lunch participation rate. Lunch participation 
has gone up but we aren't sure why." 

5. For rural schools, are there any issues unique to your area that effect the need for or 
the operation of the breakfast program? 

Cold Spring- "Some kids are on the bus for an hour and would be hungry when they 
get to school. " 

Hendricks- "More kids are from a low socio-economic background in this county 
compared to others." 

Dawson-"Perhaps in the rural areas more mothers are home to feed the children 
breakfast, yet the surveys indicate there is a need here. 
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1. How is year two of the project going from your perspective? 
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Newport-"There is extra work and no extra time is given to do the work. At least an 
hour of extra work has been added. There are more deliveries and that has impacted 
the work load. I have had to make schedule changes like how and when I scrub the 
floors. When classes eat breakfast in their classroom it makes more mess for the 
night time cleaning staff." 

Cold Spring- "Some kids are here by 6:45 a.m. so you know how important breakfast 
is. I feel kids have good choices. The two lines has cut down on waste. I notice less 
eating from the vending machines." 

Hendricks- "Fine, it is well organized and runs smoothly." 

Oak Grove- "Morning goes by fast. It's a good program. No extra time was given. I 
did get into trouble with my overtime budget. We thought it might be related to 
breakfast but nothing was done about it. I do use extra trash bags." 

Andersen Open- "It is extra work with no extra help." 

Dawson- "Wonderful. I see the kids having food choices." 

2. Are there any changes you would like to see? 

Newport-"! would like to see some extra time added to the schedule. Even a half an 
hour in the morning would be helpful to get all the other areas open so then I could 
concentrate on the cafeteria. I have concerns if a larger school picked up this program 
without added additional time for the staff." 

Cold Spring- "None." 

Hendricks-"Additional help hired to take care of breakfast clean-up. It is extra work 
and no extra time was provided. I can't do my other work because I have to clean up 
from breakfast." 

Oak Grove-"An earlier start time would give more time in the afternoon for my 
other responsibilities. Wish other schools would have it. They don't understand the 
magnitude or how it affects my schedule." 
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Andersen Open- "Wish they would all eat in the lunchroom. The garbage is only 
dumped once a day. Need to educate the teachers and kids as to where to put the 
trash. Breakfast trash should not be dumped in the classroom trash cans but rather in 
a large hallway receptacle." 

3. Other: 

Cold Spring-"No additional time was added to the schedule to cover breakfast. Lunch 
participation and waste does not seem to be affected by breakfast." 



Appendix I: 

Theoretical Context for 
Minnesota Breakfast Study 
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Review of the literature : 
The relationship between breakfast consumption and the effect on children's 

learning 

The link between nutrition and children's ability to learn has long been 
recognized through anecdotal evidence as well as controlled research studies. 
Nutrition plays an important role in the cognitive development of children from the 
prenatal period into adulthood. Much of the evidence for the role of nutritional 
intake in cognitive functioning has been generated from research in developing 
countries. Undernutrition can permanently retard brain development and cognitive 
functioning. Factors associated with poverty such as undernutrition, iron deficiency 
anemia and lead poisoning exert detrimental effects on cognitive development and 
learning (Tufts University Center on Hunger, Poverty and Nutrition Policy, 1994). 
Nutrition and general health have been shown to be key determinants of school 
progress and achievement (Pollitt 1984). A recent review by Troccoli (1993) 
summarized studies that identified hunger, poor nutrition, and iroi::t deficiency as 
factors that affected learning in children. Illness resulting in absenteeism was also 
identified .as having a significant impact on learning readiness and receptivity in 
children (American School Food Service Association, 1989). 

Federal government initiatives that address the problem of under 
nourishment in school-aged children include both the National School Lunch 
(NSLP) and the School Breakfast Program (SBP). In Minnesota, the NSLP and the SBP 
are administered by the Department of Children, Families & Learning through 
agreements with local school districts, nonpublic schools, and Residential Child Care 
Institutions. School meals for these programs must meet Federal nutrition standards. 
Meal requirements are designed to provide 1/ 4 of the Recommended Dietary 
Allowance (RDA) for breakfast and 1/ 3 of the RDA for lunch. Both programs must 
provide free and reduced price meals to income eligible children. 

Participation 

Participation in the SBP is available to students at full price, reduced price, or 
free, according to eligibility criteria based on family income and size. On a national 
level, 6.4 million children participate in the SBP with 90% of the students from low
income families (FRAC 1995). Almost 70 percent of the schools that offer school 
lunches participate in the breakfast program. This represents a 7% increase over 1993-
94. In schools where breakfast is offered, estimates of average daily participation of 
children eligible for free or reduced price meals is about 21-30% (Maurer 1984, 
Sampson et al. 1991, Meyers et al. 1989). However, the overall rate of student 
participation is estimated to be about 39 percent (FRAC 1995). 

The single most important variable in predicting participation in the SBP is 
price that a student pays for the meal (Maurer 1984). Participation was highest for 
students who came from low income families and received free meals. Other factors 
that predict participation include parental attitudes, age, sex and ethnicity. Those that 
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are more likely than others to participate are younger students, male students, African 
Americans, and students in rural areas (Burghardt and Devaney 1993). Sampson et al. 
(1991) studied the effects of parental attitudes on participation in the SBP. They found 
parents of participants were more likely than parents of non participants to feel that 
the SBP saves time, energy or family food money. They also found that children were 
more likely to participate if they entered into the decision as to where they would eat 
breakfast. 

Effects of Participation on Nutrient Intake 

Burghardt and Devaney (1993) have shown that SBP breakfasts provided one
fourth or more of the RDA for most nutrients with the exception of calories and zinc. 
SBP breakfasts were close to meeting guidelines for total fat but provided excess 
saturated fat. As a component of the National Evaluation of School Breakfast 
Programs (NESBP), dietary intake was analyzed. The results indicated that compared 
to children who did not eat breakfast, children participating in the SBP had higher 24-
hour nutrient intake (Hanes et al. 1984). However, compared to children who ate an 
alternative breakfast, children eating breakfast at school had a lower nutrient intake 
both at breakfast and during the 24-hour period. SBP participants had greater intakes 
during the 24-hour period for 3 of 12 nutrients studied. These nutrients were 
calcium, phosphorus and riboflavin which were attributed to the milk which is a 
component of the SBP. 

In a later study, Nicklas et al. (1993) assessed breakfast consumption patterns for 
467 10 year old children through interviews conducted in 1984-1985 or 1987-1988. The 
results indicated that 16% of all children skipped breakfast. The average total energy 
intake was significantly lower for children who did not eat breakfast and for those 
eating breakfast at home compared to those eating breakfast at school. Children who 
skipped breakfast did not make up the difference in dietary intakes at other meals. 
Those who ate breakfast were more likely to meet two-thirds of the Recommended 
Dietary Allowance for vitamins and minerals. 

In school-age children, breakfast was important to overall dietary adequacy. 
This finding was confirmed by a review of the literature by Chao and Smit
Vanderkooy (1989) . These authors concluded that breakfast plays an important role in 
the nutritional adequacy of the diet by supplying key nutrients. 

Effects of the SBP on Academic Performance 

A review of the early literature produced conflicting results concerning benefits 
from participation in the SBP. Pollitt et al. (1978) reviewed early studies involving 
the relationship between breakfast consumption and educational achievement. Some 
of the studies were thought to be poorly designed using questionable methodology. 
These authors concluded that the early studies as a whole failed to demonstrate that 
school feeding programs result in long term effects on school achievement and 
adaptation. 
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In some of the studies that focused on short term effects of hunger or morning 
feeding, beneficial effects were observed for students' emotional status and capacity to 
complete academic tasks. In an additional study, Pollitt et al. (1981) showed that 
fasting had an adverse effect on the accuracy of responses in problem solving in 9- to 
11- year old children and a beneficial effect on immediate recall. In a more recent 
review, Pollitt (1995) concludes from the review of recent studies that the availability 
of feeding programs in public schools throughout the school year increases the 
probability that children will eat breakfast and improve their educational status. 

In another review, Dickie and Bender (1982) were also critical of early literature 
reports on the effects of breakfast on performance stating that early research was based 
on subjective assessments of behavior. These authors also concluded that the 
omission of breakfast was not related to adverse results in performance. The studies 
that were reviewed measured performance related to nervousness, inattention, 
negative behavior, concentration, attendance, reading improvement, and scholastic 
attainment. An additional study by Dickie and Bender (1982) reported no differences 
in mental performance as assessed by various memory and math tests in 
schoolchildren who omitted breakfast compared to children to habitually ate 
breakfast. Simeon and Grantham-McGregor (1989) conducted tests of cognitive 
function in poorly nourished children and control children who skipped breakfast. 
Results in the digit backwards tests and efficiency of problem solving were more 
adversely affected in poorly nourished children compared to those in the control 
group. 

A recent study by Meyers et al. (1989) tested the hypothesis that participation in 
the SBP by low income children would result in improvement in academic 
performance and rates of absence and tardiness. Breakfast participation by children in 
the 3rd to 6th grade was associated with improved standardized achievement test 
scores and rates of tardiness and absenteeism compared to the previous year when the 
SBP was not available. Lindeman and Clancy (1990) measured the effects of 
participation in the SBP on teacher ratings of behavior in the classroom. There were 
no observed effects of breakfast consumption on morning behavior, however, sample 
size of breakfast omitters was quite small. Some family factors covered with breakfast 
consumption including morning tooth brushing and single parent household. The 
authors suggested that breakfast consumption is only one of several influences on the 
child's social and emotional behavior at school. However, teachers involved in 
schools with operating school breakfast programs (N=300) in New Jersey were very 
positive about effects of breakfast on behavior. Ragno and Andrada (1994), indicated 
that most survey respondents characterized the school breakfast program as a positive 
influence on children's behaviors. Teachers felt that students were more attentive 
and alert, had more energy and a greater ability to concentrate. They also felt that 
students were more cooperative and showed a greater sense of responsibility. 

In summary, the picture of how breakfast affects learning has been changing 
over the past 20 - 30 years. Well-conducted studies reported after 1978 indicate that 
participation in the School Breakfast Program is beneficial, especially for nutritionally 
at risk children, based on data indicating that brain function is sensitive to short-term 
variations in the availability of nutrient supplies. · 
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